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TRUMAN H. NEWBERRY IS
Illegal Use of Public Funds
Netted Small Fortune, Is Charge
ENTITLED TO SEAT IN THE
SENATE, SOLONS DECIDE
Grant Park Bank
MUCH)

tf a. m
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Members of G,
With 32 Demo(By The Associated I'ros.)
in Opposing SeatWashington, Jan. 12, (By the
deAssociated
Tress) Further
ing of Ford's Opponent, tails of both the naval treaty

Stand
crats

NEWBERRY THINKS ACT
IS TOTAL VINDICATION

Bursum Votes For Seating
of Senator; Jones Casts
Three
Ballot
Against;
Absent,
Senators

lr The

Aisor'ited

lres.)

Washington, Jan. 12. Truman
H. Newberry, of Michigan, toniglu
a
finally won his long fight for
seat In the United States senate.
The right to the seat was determined
by the senate Itself,
which by a vote of 46 to 41 on a
resolution sponsored by republican
loaders asserted that Mr. Newberry was entitled to his seat.
All who voted for him were republicans, while nine republicans
und 32 democrats voted against
him. Three senators were paired
for and three against the resolution, and three senators did not
vote.
Added to the resolution declarhis
ing Mr. Newberry entitled toHenseat and denying the claim of
ry Ford, the defeated democratic
contestant in the 1918 election,
expenthat, because of campaign
ditures, Mr. Newberry was not entitled to sit in the senate was
statement ot public policy by
conwhich the senate "severely
demned and disapproved" the use
of excessive sums in behalf of any
candidate.
The roll call deciding the Issue
was as follows:
The roll call follows:
For seating Senator ' Newberry:
Ball,- Brandegee,
Republicans
ltursum, Calder, Cameron, Colt,
Dillingham,
Curtis,
Cummins,
Fernald,
Ernst,
lldge, Elkins.
Gooding,
France, Frelinghuysen,
Keyes,
Kellogg.
Harreld,
Hale,
Lodge, McCormick, MeCum-be- r,
McKinley, McLean, McNary,
Nelson, New, Nicholson, Oddie,
Paige, Pepper, Phipps, Poindexter,
Nhortrldge. Smoot, Spencer, Wads-wortSterling, Townaend,
Warren, Watson of Indiana, Weller and Willis Total, 46.
Borah,
Republicans
Against:
Capper, Jones of Washington. Ken-yoLa Follette. Norbeck, Norrls
9.
and Sutherland
Ashurst. Broussard,
Democrats
Caraway, Culberson. Dial, Fletcher, Gerry, Glass, Harris, Harrison,
Heflin, Hitchcock, ,101108 of Now
Moxhro,
Myers,
King, McKellar,
Overman. Owen, Pittman, Poracr-enRobinson, Shep-parRansdell,
Shields. Simmons. Smith,
Swnnson, Trammell. Underwood,
Walsh of Massachusetts, Walsh of
Montana, and Williams 32.
Mr. Newberry, himself on the
floor only once during the long
battle, and then to speak in his
own defense last Monday, telephoned his supporters at the Capitol tonight that he regarded the result as a "complete vindication and
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POIICARE LIKELY
TO SUCCEED HIM
of
Resignation
Comes With

Suddenness!
Members

Were

Briand
Dramatic
Opposing.
in

Line,

RESENTED OBSTACLES
PLACED IN HIS WAY

to alter tariff

Retiring Loader in Statement to Press Expresses
Senator Smoot Proposes
Regret at Lack of ApAmendments to Fordney
preciation Over Work,Cut
Executive
Lets
Bill;
CB
The AMHtid
or Boost Rates;
Paris, Jan. 12, (Dy the Asso-
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DIPLOMATS MEET AT
WHITE HOUSE. FIRST
TIME IN SEVEN YEARS
(By Tho AtMneluled PrrwO

Washington, Jan. 12. The first
diplomatic reception at the White
House sines 1914, was held tonight.
Secretary and Mrs. Hughes assisted
President and Mia Harding in receiving the members of the diplomatic corps In Washington. A number of the delegates and foreign
officials here for tho arms conference also attended the reception.
CUBS AT CATAUXA.
Chicago, Jan. 12. The Chicago
Cubs will leave here February 16
for their training camp at Catalina
island, it was announced today.

OF FRER
MOD!

Missouri asks more

WEATHER

t.

m

ciated
Press). Aristide Briand,
today resigned from the premierand
l'oincarc,
Raymond
ship
former president of the republic,
will likely succeed him.
came
M. Hriand's
resignation
with dramatic suddenness in the
chamber of deputies for the
premier, returning this mornitvl
with tin
from his conferences
Hrlti.sh prime minister at Cannes,
had brought the opposing mem"
hers of his cabinet into accord
with his policies, and, by a powerful speech in the chamber, had
great
apparentlyto won over the
his side. His blunt
majority
a
tremendous
evoked
eloquence
ovation, and when he abruptly; declared his intention of withdrawtho
ing from the government
members of the chamber seemed
overwhelmed.
the
retirement ot
Although
Premier Driand was unexpected,
it was apparent from the very
that ho felt keen
beginning
resentment agaiiiht the many obstacles placed In his way in the
important negotiations inHowhich
had
he has been engaged.
tlie appearance of a man aged
and physically fatigued throughout his entire speech.
However, seldom lias M. r.riand
risen to the high pitch of eloquence attained today, when in a
trembling voice, he said:
"A statesman
has no right to
go to his post of battle it he has
not the certainty that he shall not
receive bullets from behind. Ho
can face the bullets of the enemy,
but ho must not receivo uny from
his own country."
M. Briand called on President
Millornnd immediately afier leavHe remained
ing the chamber.
with tho president for only a few
minutes; then he informed the
press representatives:
"My resignation is absolutely
I rem Id not continue to
final.
govern under such conditions. Of
course, I shall not return to
Cannes, but I hope my resignation
will not cause cancellation of the
Genoa conference."
With M. Driand went his entire
cabinet and after conferring with
the presidents of the senate anil
chamber, M. Millorand called upon
M. l'oincare to form a new minisM.
l'oincare tentatively
try.
agreed to this, and promised to
giye a final answer tomorrow.
M. Feret,
president of the
before
chamber,
proceeding fo
the Elyseo palace, said to The
Associated
Press correspondent
and others:
"France Is facing a situation
which lg f.s gloomy as the darkest days of the war. Today, if.
as is freely said, there are differences of opinion
between tho
president of tho republic and M.
our
Poincare.
president is a big
enough man to forget them."
Rene Viviani, former premier,
who was ono of the French delegation at the Washington conference, said:
"Under
present circumstances
the life of a statesman In France
is Impossible. I fully approve of
M. Hriand's attitude, but we shall
(Continued on Pago Two

I PREMIER K0T

RESULTS ATTAINED

;gtc;i conferee
View Is Expressed by Hughes, Balfour and
By French and Italian Representatives at
Capital; Delegation from Republic Subject
to No Change in Men cr Instructions.
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12. uroaci
Jan.
Washington,
powers asked by President Harding in administering the proposed
new tariff law to meet changing
world conditions which congress
would be
could not anticipate,
granted under amendments to tho
Fordney bill proposed today bv
Senator Smoot, ot Utah, ranking
republican on the senate finance
committee.
The president would be authorized to increase or decrease tariff
rates by not exceeding 50 per cent
of tho rates fixed in the bill, to
proclaim American valuation as
the basis for assessing duties on
any given lint of imports: to change
rates within the limit of 50 per
cent to meet situations arising in
American markets from depreciated foreign exchanges; to prevent
dutnpingsin American markets nil I
American
discrimination
against
and foreign commerco both foreign
countries.
Adjustment of rates to equalize
differences in trade of specified articles in the United Stales and
competing foreign countries could
be made, only after invesagatlo l
and hearings and would not b;j effective until within thirty days of
their proclamation.
Thirty days aluo would have to
elapse before adjusted rates because of depreciated
currency
would come Into effect and before
American
valuation
proclaimed
could be put into force.
Senator Smoot also offered an'
amendment to the American valuation section of the Fordney bill,
proposing that .where the duty is
based upon or regulated in any
manner by the value of tho imported merchandise the duty would
bo assessed on actual market value
of the wholesale price thereof at
tho time of the exportation in the
principal mnrket or market of the
United States.
Senator Smoot prevlotitilv proposed an amendment to the bill
providing for assessing duties on
the basis of the invoice value of
tho Imports. It is understood his
alternative proposal today ivas
largely to offer the senate a plan
favored by some members of the
tariff commission.

AS TO PART IN GENOA PARLEY

.,.

RESIGNS OFFICE;

-
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So Far, America Has Not Decided to Participate and Officials Intend to Avoid Haste in
Action; Considers That Resolution By
preme Council Is Invitation.

FRENCH PREMIE

THE HEADY CASH.
Washington, Jan. 12 Holes
Penrose, late United J'tates
senator from Pennsylvania,
had $226,100 in cash In a safe
deposit box of the American
Security and Trust company
here, it became known today
through tho filing of a report
by Theodore Cogswell, deputy
registrar of wills. According
to the deputy registrar, the
money included five $10,000
notes with the balance in bills
of $1,000, $500 and $100. '

president right

1

ible for the success of parliamentary and other elections and
is regarded as the authentic popular voice by all Sinn Feiners.
De Valera is still its president,
and all its machinery heretofore
has been directed exclusively to"certificate of deposit" Riven to Fred Sterling as treasurer in the name of the Grant
ward independent republican alms. One of the
t'ark bank, and, below, left to right: Lieut. Gov. Fred . Sterling, Vernon E. Curtis and Gov. Lcn Smell.
The morning sessions of the
executive body of the Sinn Fein
"The defendants protended that chase notes and other securities of
was devoted to the election ota
Chicago,' Jan. 12. (Special.)
Rtanding committee, which meets That two treasurers of the state of certificates of deposit were genu- persona and corporations, among
in Dublin for all routine work of Illinois entered into a conspiracy ine certificates of
deposit, whereas others Armour & Co., Swift & Co.,
Its membership will with third parties to defraud the
organizing.
were
Morris & Co., and the Cuduhy
bogus.
they
be canvassed
throughout the state out of hundreds of thousands"The defendants falsely repreto ascertain of dollars, and succeeded in the atPacking company. On these they
country tomorrow
whether Its influence will be used tempt, is what the state hopes to sented that the Interest rate was received 5 to S
per cent. This
for or against the supporters of prove at the approaching trial of about 2 per co.it, whereaa the interest and profit, including disdiswas
withheld and retained
the treaty.
Governor Ien Small. The other two amount paid in Interest and
counts,
Mr. de Valera frankly faced the persons implicated in tho alleged count was from 5 to 8
per cent. by the defendants and unknown
persons for their own use. No resituation, recognizing at the out- - conspiracy, who are also under intl;ar;o i;cpr,rt. 1'also.
set that within the organization j dictment, are former State Treas-ther- e
"They pretended that the ' re- port of the Interest waa ever made
lieuten-for
and to the stale by Small.
were two opposing forces, jurer Fred E. Sterling, now
ports of Small, as treasurer,
a
SfJ.TOO.tlOO in Small's Control:
His ant governor of the state, and
and against the treaty.
Sterling, as treasurer, of interest
of Small's
K. Curtis, former head of the corned were true reports, whereas
"At the expiration
n
was to secure a sort of
undo.-hi-s
the reports were all false and un- term there was $9,700,000
porary working arrangement as a j Grant Park bank,
control and that of Edward
The bill of particulars against true.
basis for supporting the dail cab-- 1
"They pretended In the official Curtis and Vernon Curtis and this
inet, while that body was acting Small, Btripped of its legal verbi-irecords that the funds were on de- was withheld from tho state when
its capacity as authorized by .age. alleges:
"The conspiracy to obtain money posit in a bank in accordance with Sterling became treasurer. These
He
tho republican government.
left the matter to the executive ;and property of ihe state by fals? the stato law, whereas they were funda were to remain and did repretenses was entered into about not deposited in a bank, but were main under control of Small and
to debate.
the Curtis brothers throughout
The executive, through the nu-- 1 March 30. 1917. Len Small was invested and loaned to corporamer'ous delegates declared that thpn state treasurer. TI13 original tions for the private benefit of the Sterling's term, during which he
turned over to them large additionto the conspiracy were defendant!?."
the final decision regarding the Parties
Edward Curtis now dead,
The narrative hidden undsr the al, jama.
future of tho organization must SnaU"In furtherance of thplr agreerest with the voice of the people if nd Vernon Curtis, and others un- legal phraseology continues:
"Small as treasurer, and Ster- ment Sterling appointed Small a.
to it ling, as treasurer, withdrew from examiner and investigator of se"Sterling became a party
thnt the whole nnestinn Rhonlfl
a
tho state treasury and thn bank of curities for the state, a capacity in
be. discussed by general eonven on or Derore January v, 1 a.
Charge Plot to Defraud.
deposit the Fort Dearborn Na- which he served throughout Sterltion composed of 3,000 delegates
"The purpose and object of the tional bank large sums of money ing's term. The purchase of packto bo held in the Mansion House
conspiracy were by means of fals:' belonging to the state and the de- ers' notes and similar securities
on February 7.
continued.
Mr. de Valera was pressed to pretenses, a fictitious bank, false fendants caused them to be investof
false ed for their own benefit.
Taking up the amounts of interdeposit,
RATIFY PURCHASE OF
admit that when the convention certificates
est paid on the packers' notes and
Kc!ii!t f crtlffoitcs of Deposit.
had
the
would
decided,
minority
e
turned in by th two treasurers, the
"Ad a further device In the exeocmnts, and false aceounting"to
NEW YORK CAR FIRM
bound by the majority. If the tnin the funds and the use of the cution of the Rcheme, the defendbill recites that Small transferred
BY PULLMAN COMPANY .organization favored the election fun(a ot the state and thereby to ants issued false, bogus certificates a total of $1 7.91 S.500 to the Grant
ol representatives to a free state, acquire for their own benefit a of deposit purporting to be issued Park bank, that by far the greater
J ne would not continue to be largo sum of money and interest, by the fictitious bank known as the part of this went by way of tho
(By The Aiuoclnted Fre.)
New York, Jan. 12. Sale of the President, and woule oppose such profit, and discount to which the Green Park bank. These were "safe account" route, but that
He indicated that his state was entitled,
reached there in some othHaskell and Barker Car company candidates.
merely a false pretense by which
to the Pullman company, was rati- - electoral activities would begin
"The people will offer and show tunds of the stato were turned over er way. Sterling is charged with
fied at a special meeting of stock- immediately.
that th? defendants falsely pre- to Edward Curtis and Vernon having permitted the bank to hava
Jti tno next rortnignt in every tended that the place of deposit ot Curtis for unlawful private invest$11. 500,000 during his term.
holders today. Dissolution of tho
of
The state's charges are denied
was
clubs
Sinn
funds was at a bank, where- - ment and gain.
a
Fein
ordered
these
after
part
Ireland,
corporation
as It was not a bank.
"These funds were used to pur by Small, Sterling and Curtis.
special dividend of $1.25 had been will debate on the treaty.
The amnesty proclamation has
voted, payable at once. Holders of
Haskell-Barke- r
stock will receive been the cause of great satisfacfor each ahare $1.25 in cash and tion. Only one difficulty remains.
s
of a share of Pull- At one stage there were incenE
ONLY
man company stock.
diaries, fires and disturbances In
England for which alleged Sinn
SPECULATOR EXPEIXED.
Feiners were convicted. Amnesty
New York, Jan. 12. Expulsion does not include them. It is unof Gustav M. Mlnton, specialist in derstood that their case will reAWGED AT
TO
several prominent speculative is- main over for discussion between
from
In
sues,
the the British government and the
membership
New York Stock Exchange was government ol the new free state.
announced from the rostrum toto offenses
reference
With
DEATH
AT
HOLD
(Continued on Vuge Two.'.
committed since the truce,, the
day.
free state government will have
full power to deal with all such
cases In due course.
Out of respect for their fellow
By The Aorlntfd Pre.)
(By The Auoclnted PreM.)
Washngton, Jan. 12. The scope
Washington, Jan. 12. Only two Rotarian' P. F. McCanna, who
of plans for development of the soldiers were hanged at
OWNERSHIP OF TOOLS
died on Tuesday evening, the Apower of the Colorado river will
while ho was In command lbuquerque Rotary club adjourned
be outlined at the first meeting of
FOR 16 YEAR PERIOD
the Colorado River commission to there from March to July, 1919, its meeting yesterday after adoptBROUGHT UP BY SUIT be' held here January 26, It was Col. Samuel V. Ham testified today ing by a rising "voto tho following
announced
Secretary before a senate committee investi- resolution:
today by
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.) Hoover. The commission, of which gating charges that soldiers had
Whereas, Rotarian P. F, McLas Vegas, N. M., Jan. 12.
Mr. Hoover Is chairman, was cre- been
to death in France with- Canna has passed on to the Great
Ownership of tools alleged to have ated by congress to make recom- out put
trial by court martial.
been brought to Las Vegas from mendations for federal and state
Beyond, and
in his passing the
Santa Fo 16 years ago is con- projects for the development of tho
Whereas,
Explaining how the orders to
execute the men had been carried Rotary club of Albuquerque, New
tested In the replevin suit brought resources of the river.
by Eugenlo Sena, expert goldMr, Hoover described the com- out. Colonel Ham said they caused Mexico, loses one of its members
smith
jeweler, against Mrs. mission as "a sort of peace confer- - him such personal regret that he who conspicuously exemplified In
"
Su- Ida M.andTaupert.
Sena recently ence for the distribution of the kept thorn from the knowledge of his daily life the practical appli- left the employ of the store now water of the Colorado river as be- his staff for a day,
cation of our motto, "He profits
The military police were di-- 1 most who serves best." and
part of the estate of the late tween the states of California, AriRobert J. Taupert, aftcj 16 years' zona, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Wy- rected "to throw a cordon around
Whereas, Albuquerque has thus
Ho
claimed
the scaffold," he said, and the been deprived of one of its most
tho oming and Montana.
employment.
V
TITE
ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
(BY
tools he had been using, and the
mayor and town authorities wore loyal and most useful citizens,
Washington, Jan. 12. Determi- agreed to participate In tho Genoa estate
claimed
them.
asked to attend.
Colonel Ham and
Sena
nation of the administration's atti- conference, it was said at the state brought suit to recover the tools, WOOD ASKS" SENATE
Whereas, each one of his fellow
added, however, that nearly all tho
tude toward participation In the department today,
worth
to the
women and .children in the Rotarians feels deeply the loss
$750,
French
damages
OF
ISLANDS
ACT
TO
international economic conference
The administration, however. Is amount of $200, and costs. Luis
of a friend.
neighborhood were present.
called to meet at Genoa In March understood to consider the resolu- Armijo, district attorney, is Sena's
IN FINANCIAL CRISIS
Now, therefore, be it resolved
"How many American soldiers
may be delayed as a result of the tion adopted by the allied supreme counsel.
Sena has relatives in
were present'.'' Colonel Ham was thnt the business before this club
resignation of Premier Briand of council In calling the conference the Capital. City and is well known
for tho 12th day ot January, 1922,
The Aoclnlfil Prm)
asked.
(By
France, It was Indicated today in as an Invitation to the United there.
,
Manila. P. I., Jan. 12. Governor
"Not over 400 or S00," he re- be dispensed with, and that folStates to participate.
high official circles.
General Leonard Wood today sent plied. "I had endeavored to placo lowing action upon these resoluThe administration Intends to
Also, until the scope of the cona
to
the
the
legismessage
Philippine
gallows so that It would not tions this club do forthwith adavoid haste In deciding Its course ference discussions Is known, the ASK MANUEL QUES0N
lature recommending legislation to be In public view more than could journ as a mark of respect for
in connecton with the economic United States scarcely will be able
our departed member, and as an
TO KEEP PRESIDENCY
rehabilitate the finances of the be helfied."
conference and high officials be- to determine the advisability
of
islands. In order to maintain the
"How many French there?"
expression of our sympathy for
OF FILIPINO SENATE parity of the peso It is proposed to
lieved the change In the French taking part. In the view of high
his family, and
'.'About 400."
be
will
another factor to officials, who thus believe recelnt
Be it furtner resolved that a
ministry
return the special reserves reTho men executed were a negro
be considered before a decision as of the agenda for the meeting will
to be mained
(By The Aaaorlntcd Pre.)
against convicted of murder and rape, and copy of theso resolutions be made
quired
to this government's attitude is be awaited before the different
a
a.
to
Manila, P. I., Jan. 12. The sen- treasury
their
of
certificates
part or tlio permanent record of
white man convicted
rape,
.
reached.
factors to be considered by the ate of the Philippines adopted reso- former basis of 100 centavos Colonel Hum said.
the Rotary club of Albuquerque,
So far the United States has not government In reaching Its decision lutions today
James R. Howlctt of Hempstead. and that a copy of the same bo
requesting Manuel to the peso. Recently these were
can be studied.
Quezon to withdraw his resigna- reduced to sixty centavos to the rT. Y., who succeeded Colonel Ham delivered to the bereaved family.
tion of president of that body, peso.
Objection to the Genoa confersaid !
In command at
ence was made today by Samuel which he tendered last Tuesday. It
"ce",c"tlo"i'
le??z:
Amerithnej?re
Is
said that Quezon may decide to
Gompers, president of the
can Federation of Ibor, In a for- remain in office during the present PHONE HEARINGS ARE
AUTHORITY IN BEER
post. The hearing was adjourned
mal statement in which he advo- session, which will close next
BY
AGAIN POSTPONED
until next Tuesday.
cated the conference Idea but as- month,
(lly The Aanoclntrd rrem.)
CORPORATION GROUP
i
serted that an economic conference
FORECAST.
St. Louis. Mo.. Jan. 12. MisVEGAS CATTLE FIRM
Denver, Colo., Jan. 12. New should be called by the United COLLEGE OFFICIALS
souri's senators and national conMexico and Arizona: Fair Friday States to discuss a program fixed
IS INCORPORATED FOR gressmen today were asked to work
Santa Fe, Jan. 12. The state
and Saturday; not much change in by the United States.
IN ANNUAL MEETING corporation commission has agreed
,
the pasfage of on amendment
ONE MILLION AND, HALF for
"There Is," he said, "no place
,
temperature.
to grant th'e extension of timo reto the Volstead act permitting the
In an international conference for
com(By Tile Aoorlntod Prc.)
manufacture of and sale of beer
quested by the telephone
Denlne and Trotzky," adding that ' Chicago, Jan. 12. Heads
TOCAIj REPORT.
and panies on tho hearing on the pro- (Snelol Corriwponilrnee to Tlie Journal.) and light wines of more than half
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
his objection was to the "action of faculty members
Fc. Jnn. 12. The East ot one per cent alcoholic content
of denomina- posed Increase In telephone rates.
Santa
hours ended at C p. m. yesterday, the allied supreme council which tional colleges are In Chicago to- If further
are not Las Vegas Land and Cattle com- in n resolution adopted by a special
extensions
recorded by the university:
of
constitutes recognition
the day for the .eighth annual meeting granted, the hearing will bo re- pany of Las Vegas, has been in- committee of the
board of
42 Soviets as the de facto government of the Association of American Col- sumed on Feb. 6.
Highest temperature
corporated for $1,500,000 of which
'
Lowest
15 of Russia."
$2,000 .has been subscribed. C. G.
leges.
2?
The call for the economic conBangs
PARDOXS GRANTED.
Outstanding among tho topics to . GONZALKS TO ST. PAIL.
Hedgcock is the statutory agent.
Mean
28 ference determined upon by former be dealt with in the
, . . .
meetSt. Paul. Minn., Jan. 12. Miguel The incorporators,
each subserih1
Santa Fe,
Jan. 12. Pardons
89 Premier Briand and Lloyd George ing of tho Association general
Humidity at 6 a. m
folof
American
as
are
three
for
in
been granted by Gov.
havo
$400
the
Ing
Gonzales, catcher for
stock,
past
18 at Cannes was largely the resjilt. Colleges were "College Objectives years with tho Now York Nationals,
Humidity at 0 p. m., . ,
T. Robcock, Los Anlows:
to
Fred
Aldrich, Arthur
None it is understood of tho conviction and Ideals' the "University and has been acquired
Precipitation
J. K. Rarber,
Los An- Holmes and Charles
Williams,
by tho St. Paul geles;
12 ot both prime ministers that the the American
Maximum wind Velocity...,
Worker.'' "Profes- club of tho American Association, geles;" J.. A. Gibson, Jr., Los An- who are now serving terms in
, . .North
Direction of wind
United Slates government would sional Salaries" and "The Limita- Manager Miko
V.
A.
announced
O.
the Socorro county jail, at SoReid, Phoenix; O.
geles
Kelly
, . . Clcur not tuke the initiative.
Character of day
tion of the Number ot Students."Askren, East Las Vegas,
corro, lor larceny.
today,
Len-voo-

A

$

wouldgWeTo

'

(By The Amoclnfed

Dublin, Jan. 12. Tho king's
anof
amnesty,
proclamation
nouncement of the departure of
the auxiliaries and the resolution
of the Sinn Fein executive council to summon an extraordinary
o
convention for February 7 to
mpon the future of the organization and its policy, after
Eftmon de Valera had predicted a
split in the organization, were the
chief developments in the Irish
situation today.
Behind the dail elreann stands
the Sinn Fein
organization of
nearly 1,500 clubs from every dis

and the Shantung
negotiations
were ironed out today, but the
arms delegates gave up hope of
a plenary session this week to
announce definite results.
The "Big Five" completed its
first revision of tho naval convention and sent the text back to
its legal experts for a
of the changes made. It will meet
again tomorrow, and a virtually
completed treaty may bo ready
for an executive session of the
full naval committeo on Saturday
or Monday.
In the Shantung conversations
further supplemental agreements
were reached by tho Japanese and
Chinese and a new promise of
progress on the central question f
Tsingtao-Tsinanf- u
railroad was
held out by a series of compromise proposals suggested informHughes and
ally by Secretary
Arthur J. Balfour.
of
Word of tho resignation
Premier Briand of France created
a stir in conference circles, but
the disposition in French quarters
tonight was to minimize its immediate effects on the Washington
Albert
Sarraut.
negotiations.
head of tho delegation, indicated
his belief that the change of
administration
would not vitiate
the agreements projected
here.
officials in
Among American
the conference, however, there was
some apprehension that M. Bri
and s retirement might have a
effect on the naval
limitation program, as he had
been
for
directly
responsible
France's withdrawal of her 350,- 000 ton capacity ship proposal.
Included in the new treaty provisions not yet finally accepted
in the informal conversations
of
the "Big Five" are understood to
be the sections relating to disposition of scrapped ships and fixing
a "status quo" for Pacific fortifications. On the former the chief
delegates are sa?T to be in virtual
while
instructions
agreement,
awaited trom Tokio are expected
to make early settlement of the
latter possible.
.
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Washington. Jan. 12 (by the Associated'
The resignation
of M. Briand, the French prime
not
will
minister,
modify the results already attained in the Washington conference nor delay the
consideration of subjects on tho
agenda, In the opinion of tho
to the conference. This view
wns expressed today by Secretary
Hughes, Mr. Balfour, head of the
British group, and Senator Schan-ze- r
of Italy, while M. Sarraut. head
of the French delegation, in answer
to a question tonight as to whether, In his opinion, the work of the
conference would be delayed on
this account, said:
"No. not at all. I see no reason
why there should be the least delay."
It is expected In French circles
here that tho French delegation
will be subject to no change in
personnel or in Instructions.
"As minister of the colonies," M.
Sarraut said, "I have resigned and
under our procedure I will remain
in charge of colonial affairs until
the name of my successor Is announced In the journal of field. I
will continuo as a. delegate to the
conference and shall work without
Interruption In tho same erdrit that
I have heretofore, the
spirit ot
good will end confidence."
He would not comment upon the
in
situation
present political
France, but took occasion to speak
of the distinguished character of
M. Poincare.
When Secretory Hughes, in a
meeting of the naval committee of
five this morning pushed a slip of
paper toward M. Sarraut saying
that 21. Lnund had resigned, he

Prr).

dole-gat-

smiled and passed the note back to
Mr. Hughes, who In turn showed It
to Mr. Balfour and the bit of paper
then passed around tho table.
M. Sarraut continued taking part
In the discussion of the naval treaty
with calm interest. As a matter of
fact he had heard the news a quarter of an hour earlier. He had
been called-tthe telephone by u
member of the French delegation
who had been Informed of the resignation hy the Associated Press.
The development was tho one
wholly absorbing topic at French
headquarters. It was thought not
unlikely that M. Sarraut would be
requested to remain as minister of
the colonies in the new cabinet. lie
lias had thnt portollo In tlie
and Millerand ministries, the
M.
of
immediate
predecessors
Briand.
"I am getting tired of office."
remarked M. Briand to one of his
friends just before he lof Washington in November and he intimated that he would not be averse
to dropping "ie rein.i of the govM. Viviani,
ernment.
discussing
political possibilities before he followed M. Briand home, had the Imuld be a
pression that thero
change of government by January
15, but he added the day he loft
r
that tho
treaty would
give the ministry two months
longer.
Observers here called attention
to the rather weak position of the
Briand cabinet shortly before the
In
of parliament
reassembling
October. M. Briand haa announced
in September that he intended to
go to Washington himself and he
Continued im Piitft) two.)
o
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IflflKCIAL STATEME!
DERAL RESEBUE BMKS
All other, $54,040.
(Mr Tbe Associated rrcss.)
Municipal warrants, $385,
Washington, Jan. 2. Combine:)
of
the
Total earning assets. $1,293,823.
resources and liabilities
Hank premises, $35,315.
twelve federal reserve banks at
Five per cent redemption fund
the close of business January 11,il
the
were reported tonight by
against F. R. bank notes, $7,939.
Xtncollccted items, $548 436.
reserve board In thousands of
All other resources. $12,811.
dollars as follows:
Total resources, $4,939,322.
KrswirYfw.
J882,-18certificates
I labilities.
Cold and gold
Capital pnid in. $103,204.
Gold settlement fund, federil
Surplus, $215,398.
franReserve for government
board, J502.010.
,
BKondes,
chise tax. $853.
Gold with foroipn
Total gold held by banks, $884,-14Deposits: Government, $ 5,2 S 9.
Member bank reserve account,
Gold with federal reserve
$1,737,563.
All other, $26,055,
ji.iun.r.Gi.
Total deports, $1,776,907.
Gold redemption fund, $100,880.
P. 11. notes In actual circulation,
Total go'd reserves, $3,895,589.
T,eirnl tender notes, Eilver, etc., $2,293,790.
F.
R: bank notes In circulation,
$145,705.
net liability, $83,977.
Total reserves $3,041,204.
Items.
Deferred
Bills discounted:
availability
Secured by T'nlted Ptnte gov- $440,435.
$1 5,729.
All other liabilities.
ernment ohllea'lons. $427,476.
Total liabilities, $4,939,322,
All other. $560,01 8.
Ratio of total reserves to deposBil'a bought In open market,
it and V. R. note liabilities com$8.754.
Total bills on band. $1,074 24S.
bined, 74.7 per cent.
1T. S. bonila and notes $52,150.
Ratio of gold reserves to F. R.
U. S. certificate of Indebtedness. notes in circulation after netting
One vear certificates (Pittmnn ' niilo as nor cent acrnlnst deDOsil
linbilites, 105.5 per cent.
act), $113,000.
1
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ACT OF FRENCH PREMIER NOT TO MODIFY
CONFERENCE RESDLTS
Continued from Pnn

arranged that the

Washington conpolicy toward It

nt

ROTARY LECTURER ON
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
COMING HERE FEB. 8

i

lift

Ont

ference and his
should bo the occasion for a vote
This vote took
of confidence.
place four days before the scheduled sailing of M. Rriand and the
sentiment of even strenuous
of the prime minister was
that he could not be denied a vote
of confidence on that feature.
The frank talk in the lobbies In
the chamber of deputies was said
to be that it wna necessary for
France to draw closer to the United States in order to strengthen
with England
her in
and against Germany.
It was believed that M. Rriand
could bring this about and that any
combination of political
groups
against him ought to be delayed
until he could show success or
failure at the conference. He was
able to return to Paris, having produced a favorable effect, as it was
Bald, by his speech on the necessity
of France maintaining a lare
navy. He had a favorable Frencii
press and both the senate and the
chamber of deputies gave him
on
votes of confidence
Decern
ber 6.
M. Vlvianl was alo n'de to Indicate a Rueee's In the four power
Pacific treaty. Then came the
Frenrh naval proposals and especially the question of submarines
Their reaction on the American
press, members of the French delegation affirm, was such as to damage greatly French prestige in
America and to draw closnr together Great Britain and tho t'nlted
States. The disapproval in America, it was said tonight, was quickly reflected In the French press
and was used as showing the failure of the French government's
policy for & closer understanding
with America. It was averred also
tonight that Lloyd George hnd
made promnt use of what waR taken to be a drawing together of the
United States and Great Britain to
impress upon M. Briand that he
need look for no support on this
side of the ocean and that he must
make terms with the British government.
Consequently it was
here
thought by some observers
that what was taking place in
Washington had a direct relation
in both weakening
tho Briand
cblnet and In being a motive for
on
Lloyd George's memorandum
the subject of reparations and submarines.
This memorandum was published in England and immediately republished in France without the
public or parliament having had
detailed information of the negotiations between M. Briand and
Lloyd George at Cannes.
M. Poincare,
acwho has
cepted
tentatively the work
of organizing a cabinet, is rewarded here as representing what
might be called a forward r.ollcy
against Germany in the strict enforcement of the Versailles treaty
although he is one of the severest
critics of that treaty. Tils opposition is that the treaty does not go
far enough
in
strengthening
France against the possibility of
from
ermanv.
pggression
He favored the annexation of tho left
bank of the Rhine when the peace
was made and he has since advocated the occupation of tho Ruhr
coal fields as a penalty for German
of reparations
installments.

i

ASK CREATION OF

Charles E. Barker, a lecturer
sent out by the International Rotary committee, will make three
addresses on health topics here on
February 8. according to an announcement made at the Rotary
luncheon
Mr. Barker
yesterday.
directed President Taft'g physical
exercises during his term of office.
The speaker will address the
high school assembly on the morning of February 8 on the subject.
"How to Get the Most Out of Life."
He will speak before the Rotary
club at noon on "A Father's Duty
to His Son." and to the Woman's
club in tho afternoon on "A Mother's Duty to Her Daughter."
John Milne, superintendent
of
public instruction, is chairman of
the Rotarj committee In charge of
arrangements for the lecture. The
committee is romnoeed of the Rev.
F. E. McGuire, Judge M. E. Hlckey,
Clinton P. Anderson. Louis McRae
and Nye Martin.

STOCK

MEAT
Plan Group of 17 in Scheme
LiveWhich American
Ac- -.
Association
stock

cepts.
(B.t The A'noelatu! Trow.)

Colorado Springs, Col., Jan. 12.
A proposal to create a national
livestock and meat board, a comade up
operative organization
of all producers, packers, commission men and retailers, to remedy conditions in all branches in-of
tho livestock industry and
crease the consumers demand for
meat products, was unanimously
adopted by the American National
Livestock association convention in
Tho
session here this afternoon.
plan for a board consisting of 17
members, eleven of them representing the producing end of the
In
was first drafted
industry,
Chicago, December 2, in response
to tho widespread
realisation of
in
tho necessity for
an education and marketing proAmerL.
E.
of
the
Burke,
gram.
ican National Livestock association
was chairman and the other members of the committee were W.
.T.
Carmbhnel, secretary of the
National Swine Growers association; A. Sykes of the Corn Belt
Meat Producers association; A. C.
Williams of tho Texrts and Southand
western Cattle association,
Thomas E. Wilson and F. Edson
White of th American Institute of
Meat Packers.
Mr. Burke presented the proposition to tho meeting today. Mr.
Wilson, president of the American
Institute of Meat Packers, and a
member of the committee, also
was present at today's session and
spoke favorably of the plan, urging the necessity for adopting It.
"Tho Interests of the producer
and of the packer are so mutually
dependent, ono as the producer of
raw material, and the other as the
processor and distributor of your
cothat harmonious
products,
operation is essential to tho continued development
of the inMr.
Wilson
said.
dustry,"
"Whether our failure to
fully in the past has been the
fault of the packer or of the
producer, or, what Is probably
more likely, the error of both, it
Is unnecessary
to discuss.
I
shall Interpret the cordial reception tendered me nnd the gratification I feel as the manifestation
of a mutial desire to enter upon
a new era of closer
for the general welfare of the
entire Industry."

CONTAGIOUS DISEASE
IN LAS VEGAS SHOWS
DECIDED FALLING OFF
(Siwlil rnrnMpomlrnre to The Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M Jan. 12.
mild form of chlckenpox Is
found in East Las Vegas, where
five cases have been reported In
the past two weeks. There is less
contagious disease among children than at any time in the past
several years. The county health
department has practically stamped out diphtheria, which prevailed
in some parts of the county, and
bo far not a cage of the disease
has shown up in Greater Las
Vegas.
A

CENTRAL SCHOOL IS
WINNER OVER FOURTH
Central school boys defeated the
North Fourth street school, basketball team yesterday by a score of
24 to 21. Tho game was
plaved at
the Central school floor. This is
the fourth victory for the Central
school boys over the Fourth street
lads this season. All of the games
have been close.
Girl members of the parish of
the Propagation of the Faith here
have found a legitimate exctiLe for
bobbing their hair, which also has
Its unique aldo. All
Ishing to have
their treses clipped may do so,
but their locks must bj turned over
to the missionary society to sell, the
funds from which are being sent to
aid missionaries over the seas.

TRUMAN H. NEWBERRY
ENTITLED TO SEAT IN
SENATE, S0L0NS DECIDE

REPORTED DEAD,

WANAMAKEK SITS
FOR NEW PHOTO

(Continued from rage One)
an exoneration of myself and all
concerned."
His announcement definitely answered statements made durlne
the closing hours of debate that
Mr. Newberry did not approve of
the resolution in its final form. His
supporters had held that the condemnation of the uso of excessive
sums of money, appended to the
original resolution, merely restated
what the mnlority of the investigating committee had written In Its
report, and what Senator Newberrv
himself had raid. Democrats and
republican
opponents.
however,
contended that it. placed the Michft!
igan senator under a clo"d and
there were Insistent demands tha
be be "voted out or In" on a clear
cut issue.
The text of the resolution by
"I
which Mr. Newberry's tlt'e to ht
3 V
seat was cleared and which dismissed the charges made and the
contest filed against him by Henrv
Tord follows.
The senate's final vote came
upon the following
resolution,
amended by Senator Snencer, republican, Missouri, to declare Mr.
Newberry "entitled" to his seat am!
substituting the Willis amendment
for tho original clause which
the charges against Mr.
c M
'A
- ,v
Newberry wpre not sustained.
contest o'
"fOne) That th
Henry Ford against Truman Newberry be, and it Is hereby, dismissed.
"(Two) That Truman H. Newberry is hereby declared to be a
duly elected senator from the state
of Michigan for the term of six
vears commencing on the fourth
day of Mirch. 1919, and Is entitled
--fc
,iii7!m,mi '
to bold hi" sat in the senate of m
the T'nlted S'ntes.
of
recent
John
Most
photo
"(Three) That whether the
taken when he heard he
amount expended tn this (Michihad been reported dead.
gan) primary was $1 95,000 as was
fully reported or ooenly acknowlJohn Wanamaker, Philadelphia
edged, or whether there were some
few thousand dollars in excess, the merchant prince, laughingly dehe'3 in Mark Twain's class
clares
in
amount expended was
either
ease too large, much larger than now. Reports emanating from the
ought to have been expended. The south a lew days ago stated that
expenditure of such excessive sums Wanamaker had died. The famous
In behalf of a candidate
either merchant himself announced that
with or without his knowledge and the "report was grossly exactrer
consent being contrary to sound ated," as Mark Twain once remarkpublic policy, harmful to the honor ed about a similar rumor regarding
and dignity of the senate and danhimself. Wanamaker, to further
gerous to the perpetuity of a free
prove that he was very much alive,
covemment, such excessive
are hereby severely mn'le nn engagement with friends
(or la-condemned and disapproved."
The end of the N"wberry cnnt'c-vers- v
came at 6:38 p. m and
exhausted '''om the
ary and general election camof
battle whleh h"d hec-- i paigns.
wne-eunceasingly on the floor and
Grand Rapids, Mich., then beunder th surface for days, quit came the center of the stage for
work until Mondav.
November 2H, 1019, Mr. NewTh" final vote w"s taken nf'er n berry and 134 other men were
dav of combat un'Ike anv In recent Indicted at the Instance of the
months nnd after the drmocr-'- n
department of Junttce on federal
and tbo nine republicans ' ad medc charges of conspiracy to viol-iltrenuous efforts to rpset the
tho corrupt practices act.
This
of the N"wbe,-rof
law limited tho , expenditures
su"pote;-'T'hree reso'ntlons
each dec'arpv a candidate for congrer-s- .
The
he seat vaont, were voted dow" senator and 16 of his
Hne-ubv evact'v the
which
were convicted in the trial
established Mr. Newberry's title to that followed.
He appealed to
his sent. The ouster resolutions tho supremo court of the United
were those of Senators Wa'sh o' States which held the corrupt
Montana and Owen of Ok'nhoma. practices act unconstitutional and
democrats), and Norrls, of Nebras- set. aside the conviction, May S,
ka, republican.
1921.
Senator Cummins of Iowa presiShortly after the Indictments
dent pro temnore. then began to returned In Michigan, the senate
put the question which was to
adopted a resolution directing an
the controversy. b"t Senator investigation into the primary and
La Follctte of Wisconsin, inter- general election.
Hearings were
rupted him, rose and nddressed the begun and continued intermittenchair. He loosed a barrage of de- tly until near the time of the
nunciation on the stand hl pnr'v supreme court decision.
There
colleagues were about to tike, and followed a lapse of several months
made a lengthy comparison of the during which the Newberry case
Newberry rano with that of the was heard of in the senate only
ousting of former Senator I.orlmer occasionally until Senator Spencer,
Il'lnolsi. and contended the comrepublican, Missotiri, as chairman
of tho
which con"
parison was favorable to Mr.
ducted the Inquiry submitted to
tho sonato September 29, 1921, a
"The question, and the
here" Mr. T.a Toilette de- report which although condemnclared dramatically, "is whether a ing the expenditures during the
seat in the United Pates senate campaign nnd which It estimated
can be bought for a nun-t05.000, found no legal or
of n at
mll'ion or for half a million dol justifiable
grounds for the retirement of Mr. Newberry by the
lars."
senate.
Democratic
members
of the
COXTTRCT Jt'vtTTV OPFVT)
headed
IV FIGHT AT PRIMARY committee,
by Senator
Pomerene of Ohio, filed a minorWashington. Jan. 12. The Mich-lea- n ity statement, asserting with equal
senatorial election contest be- emphasis that the testimony given
tween Henry Ford and Truman H. the committee proved conclusively
that Mr. Newberry was gni'ty of
Newberry was one of the most
and fought with as great hea the many charges laid against
as any engaging either branch of him by Mr. Ford.
For many days then and by
coneress in recent years.
The roots of the contest ran back many senators, a heated fight was
the republican
Into the early summer of 191 S waged
against
when President Wilson personally resolution declaring Mr. Newberry
tho
elected
senator from
Mr.
duly
to
Ford
enter tho
requested
Democratic opponents
race for the Michigan senatorshlp. Michigan.
Tho Detroit manufacturer's en- of the resolution finally brought
trance into politics precipitated a In a resolution of their own denysituation without parallel in the ing the seat either to Mr. Newstate for he declined to state berry or to Mr. Ford. The fight
whether he would seek nomination went on in all of its bitterness
and election as a republican or as until after halt a dozen attempts,
a democrat, entering the race sub- Mr. Spencer got a unanimous consequently as a candidate for nomi- sent agreement of senators to
limit debate and the caso was thus
nation on both tickets.
On the republican ballot In the brought to a vote.
primary which was held August 27, BRICK T,FY
SPl'RVS Pt nPT.F.
1918. Mr. Ford was opposed by Mr.
Chicago, Jan. 12 Charles Tirick-leNewberry, former Governor Chase
famous
Harvard
football playS. Osborn
and William Gerald
Simpson of Detroit. Ah a democrat er of a few years ago, today was
he was opposed by James W. offered the position of football
Hclme of Adrain. Mr. Ford won coach at Northwestern university
the democratic nomination handi- but was unable to agree on term.
ly and Mr. Newberry was victor on with the college heads and all nethe republican ticket. Neither had gotiations have been dropped.
made personal efforts In the primary campaign and neither participated personally in the fight
prior to the general election. Mr.
Ford attended to his manufacturWOMEN will be glad to
ing business and Mr. Newberry reof 1 laxativo
mained in New York city, where
that operates without
or weakening,
he was stationed as a lieutenant
firiping
uousands will teil von
commander In the navy durlnjr the
they ret more fiatigfantorv
war.
result!! from Dr Colri
It was, however, the primary my
oyrup repsin man Irom salts,
Dills and flraatift pnthartiAo
campaign about which events were WW Svruo
Pensin is a mild, vpntla
to center and around which the
cleanser and regulator. It costs only
succeeding Btorm was to rage.
a
cent
a dose,
bout
Chronologically developments followed In this order:
DR. CALDWELL'S
Charges were spread broadcast
by Ford supporters accusing the
Nowberry committee with having
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
spent more than 1250,000 In the
primary campaign and the further
Take Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
assertion was made that Illegal Inwhen constipated, bilious, headachy
orout of sorts. You will find your
fluences had been brought to bear
health and complexion so imand intimidation of voters resorted
proved that less cosmetics will be
to by the Newberry committee In
needed.
Thousands ot women have
obtaining the nomination for their
proved this true,
candidate.
Mr. Ford filed charges and a
HALF.OUNCE BOTTLE FREE
contest of Mr. Newberry's elecFew escape cmnipmitm. to even If you io
tion with the senate January 4,
not require a laxative at tnit moment let me
Trial Bottle of mi
1919, and a recount of the elecjendyou a
Syrup PefMh. f REE OF CHARGE Jo that
was
ballots
tion
Immediately
you will hove tt (landj when needed. S'.mt ly
The reordered by the senate.
imd your name and addren to Dr. W B
count, completed in February of
CaUjwIi, 5U WadmtunSt., Montkello.
that year gave Mr. Newberry a
Writs m today.
plurality in the general election
of 4.334.
Mr. Newberry took ths oath
of office and assumed the duties
of a senator the following May
Wind Shield Glass-Lumb19, and a day later Mr. Ford
filed with the senate additional
C. RAI.DRllMiK LL'SlnLII CO
i.
42S South First Htrert.
of illegal expenditures
charges
i
and conspiracy in the primary
by Mr. Newberry and his camThe senator
paign committee.
made no statement regarding tho
charges further than to say that
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
he had no knowledge of the actand Welders.
ivities of his committee, having I 1100 Ilnllrrmakera
Houtll Necond tit.
Tel.
remulned out of the state of
Michigan during the entire prim- -
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SYRUP PEPSIN

Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver

Tire nlceBt

catnartlc-laxativ-

e

In completely
will feel

the world to physio your liver and

bowels when you have Dizzy Headache, Colds, Biliousness, Indigestion, or Upset, Acid Stomach is
candy-lik- e
"Cascarets." One or two
tonight will empty your bowels

by morning, and you
splendid.
'They work
while you sleep." Cascarets never
stir ycu up or gripe like Salts. Pills,
Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
ten cents a box. Children love Cascarets too.

i

FRENCH PREMIER RESIGNS OFFICE; POINCARE
LIKELY TOJSUCCEED HIM
(Continued from Page One )
do our best to help his successor
in the work of restoring France."
As is the custom M. Millerand
members of the
has asked
cabinet to cot inuo to conduct the
business of their departments until
the new ministry Is formed.
Press
When The Associated
's
correspondent called 6 at M.
at
o'clock this
apartment
was
told
maid:
the
he
by
evening,
"The premier sleeps, he is very
tired."
Later in the evening, after resting, M. Briand told newspaper
men that he was definitely out
of power.
"It would be Indecent," he
added, "to remain longer than a
year in power. It is Just a year
since Leygues' cabinet fell. One
can govern only with a solid majority; it is not enough to havo
one's speeches applauded."
M. Brlnnd expressed regret that
the parliament and the country
had not appreciated the value of
tho achievements at Cannes.

te

Bri-and-

HUSPA'D

WIFE

AND

DIVORCED. SEEK
HOME; NEITHER

OLD
WINS

(Snerlrd fnrriunonolence t The Jonrnal.)
T
T.oa Vocnfl
N.Ton.' 1- 9
,
v n
Antintntment of n. new anectnl

master and resale

of real and
to
personal property belonging
Annie Robertson and John W.
Robertson of near Roy, may be
the result of an entanglement in
the financial affairs since their
F. S.
divorce some time ago.
was appointed
Brown
special
to
master
dispose of property
valued at over $10,000. At the
sale Mr. Robertson bid $21 per
acre for the land, and his former
wife bid $22. She was awarded
the bid, but was unable to raise
the cash: then the land was declared sold to Mr. Robertson, who
also failed to complete the purMr. Robertson
is about
chase.
08 years of ago, and his wife is
'
many years younger.
,

:

VEP'S KIWAN'ANS TO
TALK FARM PROBLEMS
(SncpM rerrpHpomlfnce to Th Journal.)
Las Vegas. N. M., Jan. 12

Farmers, their problems and what
tho townsfolk can do to help
solve them make up the program
of a sneclal meeting of the
club tn be held in February.
Formers fom various narts of the
county wi'l be invited to lie
present, and the meeting Is expected to create a better feeling
between
nnd more
the
pnd the tnwnsneonle.
Next Wednesday night the club
will devote on entb-- evening to n
re1
Mrn
birtbrtcv of
,
the nwifT'Ti being
to n study of Khvanla alms
and iden'q.
.
J. H
of the
Norpml. eddressed the club at Uslast meeting.
e-
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Current Business Conditions
By GEORGE E. ROBERTS
(From the Monthly Letter Issued by The National City Bank of New York for January)
an industrial forecast for 1922
is necessary to consider the
causes of the depression, chief
among which is the unbalanced relationship between the prices of
farm and other primary products on
the one hand, and the prices of
manufactured goods, transportation
vservice and various other products
and services on the other hand.
The final estimates of the Department of Agriculture upon the 1921
crops give them a market value to
the farmers $8,000,000,000 below the
value of the crop of 1918 and
$3,400,000,000 below the value of the
crop of 1920. These are figures of
The farmers
great significance.
have produced nearly as much in
quantity, but it has been valued in
the exchanges at less than
the figures of 1919. As other products and services have not declined
in like degree, the farmers must buy
much less, and all the industries are
suffering in consequence.
It is useless to expect a return to
normal conditions while this disparity of compensation between
great bodies of producers exist. It
is unfair and it establishes an
effective blockage against a revival
of business. It is time that the business community took cognizance of
the situation, and set itself to the
task of correcting it. The argument
that stock on hand was purchased
at higher prices has lost whatever
force it ever had. Merchants who
are interested in the return of prosperity should do their part for it,
and one of their duties is to reduce
operating costs.
In large part the situation is
chargeable to the action of organized labor in clinging to the war- -.
Raw materials
time wage rates.
and foodstuffs have had a great decline at wholesale, but between the
wholesale markets and consumers
the cost of handling and manufacturing has not declined in like proportions. The effect is to obstruct
, the distributipn of goods and throw
out of em- -'
millions of
ployment, at the same time keeping
up the cost of living on the entire
In the
population.
aggregate there is no gain, but a
rrreat loss, to the
as a

INit

one-ha- lf

wage-earne-

warrc-carnin- g

wagc-carnc-

class.

Railroad Waess
The
railroad
companies arc
strttT'lmg with a difficult situation,
and although their efforts are in the
iblic interest they have, little help
m the p"b!ic.
Railroad wa'ics
shops and for common labor arc
far above the wares paid for
''"lihr work alene; their lines that
companies find it practicable to
' e
important savings by
for their repairs and much
thcr work. The New York Central
has contracted for
it some of its terminals, and the
F.ric has contracted for
over a rtort:nn cf it
i

'i

con--tin- g

freight-handlin-

g

AsViry
J., Jan.
The Angel of Peace statue which
hnd stiod on the Ocean Grove
bench front for forty years was
in ruins today as tho result of a
five minute raking this city re- JACK DEMPSEY WILL
ceived from yesterday's gale. The
NOT MEET JOHNSON,
statue was toppled from its base
gust and shattered.
by a
MANAGER ASSERTS
The latest woman aspirant for a
(By The Assnrlntr-- Press.)
sent in the United States senate Is
Angeles, Calif., Jan. 12.
Mrs. T.emar Lenney, now a memJack Dcmpsey, heavyweight cha.n-piober of the Arkansas senate.
will not meet Jack Johnson,
former negro champion, in a match
at Mexico City or anywhere else,
Jack Kearns, Dempaey's manager,
said here today when Informed of
timA
reports from Nogales, Ariz., that
Mexican promoters were trylns to
arrango a bout between tho two
If your eyes nre tired and overworlir
pugilists to be staged In Mexico
they itch, ache, burn or smart, f,n
y druCRist and get a bottle of K
City.
iio tablets.
Kearns said that Mexican proDrop one tablet in
urlh of a glass of wafer nnd tiso
moters had appoached
hin in
crted to bathe the eyes. You will ' Oakland, Calif.,
recently with ofrprised at the 'rest, relief and conifc
for
fers
such
a
but
that he
match
brlnrsdid not consider them anything but
'ntc Poptorfl Bar
ttrepfrttiwfl cvn t;
trivial.
He declared that Deiup-sey'- s
r rrntin awek'stimofn
ii'Ufanm
:riT everywhere sell it undcra positiv dot,
next bout was a matter of the
.: Kuarantaa.
future, no arrangements having
been made with any promoter for
a match with the champion.
Dempscy is playing an engageWESTERN
ment at a local theater.
n,

;

lire

SCHOOL

...
JgfS

th most sucoetsful
business training schw) In. the South-- ,
west Prepares fur and nbtaina excellent Secretarial positions.

Vt
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The prospect is for a cessation of
when existing contracts
expire on April 1st The pay for
mining coal is so far above what
it was before the war that the price
of coal is one of the most serious
obstacles to the general reduction
of living costs and the revival of
The increased cost of
industry.
coal and increased cost of transportation are causing more unemployment and more hardship in this
country than any other two influences that can be named. No predictions can be ventured as to when
industry will be running full time
s
long as it labors under such
handicaps.
Agricultural Conditions
Conditions in the agricultural sections are far from inspiring, but in
the cotton country the feeling is
little better. The final government
estimate upon the cotton crop is
8,340,000 bales, which compares
with the October estimate of
6,537,000 bales, an increase that
might have been expected to play
smash with the market. The explanation given for this extraordinary revision is that the Department of Agriculture was crippled in
the bureau of estimates by a reduction of its force of investigators,
and was misled as to the acreage
planted in cotton. The ginnings
proved the inaccuracy of the Oc
tober estimate, and the conclusion
seems to be forced that the acreage
crte'l-ie- nt
was much le? than
coal-mini-

relays on those dates.
e
Tho Ames
team, however, will represent
west
tho
against Penn State in a special
event to be run at Madison Square
Garden in New York February 1
as a feature of the Milrose Athletic
club games.
two-mil-

riles Curat In 0 to H Days.
Druggists refund money if P "O
OINTMENT fails to cure Itching,
or Protruding
Pllnd, Bleeding
Piles. Instantly relieves Itching
Piles. 60c'

INDIAN GUIDE SEEKS
MORE EVIDENCE IN
STILLMAN TROUBLE

,

mm

(By The Associated Press.)

Montreal, Jan. 12.

Fred Beau-valand Philip J.
iJr L..,irl has ulmolute proof thai tu
Something of a record for domestic service has been established O'Brien of defense counsel in the berculosis can be healed in all cllmjlea
Rcauila
hy THE INHALANT METHOD
divorce case, began a are
by Maggie Colllna of Grand Rapids, Stlllman
.
For further particulars
Mich., who for fo
years has fresh search for witnesses today at adtlrei.s THE INHALANT METHOD
worked for the same family and in Caughnawaga, an Indian reserva- Suite 609 Union League Bids., Key CO..
No.
the same house.
tion near here. They had Just re 32, Los Angeles. Calif.
a,

nation-wide-

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

Friday

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCVIiAR
REFRACTION
Phone I057-107 8. Fonrth.

Wonderful Values Are Offered in the Great Sale of Ladies'
Suits. Every Variation of Mode Found in This Remarkable
Sale. Just Suits in This Lot to Be Sold at One-HaTheir
Former Price to Clean Up All Our Fall and Winter Models.
lf

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT

ME

PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

At

1--

Price and Less

2

er

A SMALL CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS.

CHILDREN'S
PERCALE AT 19c
FERRIS WAISTS
light colors in a
A regular $2.00 value. good assortment o f
patterns.
Friday
QET
1Qr
vOX,
Special
Friday Special . .

35-INC-

or GOOD

COAL

Gallup Stove, $11.50
Swastika Lump, $11.50
Fancy Egg, $11.25

'

OUTING

H

25c YARD

36-in- .,

SION

Light colored
Outing
Flannel, 36 inches wide.
Friday Special,

nj?.
swDl

yard

,

IU17-.-

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

n.

two-mll-

-

-

re forced to sell beef for
to 4 cents per pound and bides
to 3 cents and the consumers
pay from 25 to 40 cents per pound for
steak and from
8 to $15 per pair for
shoes. The same is true of all other prod-vetThe negro porters on railway trains
Ret a salary of from $100 to $200 per month
lor eight hours of easy work a day; while
the farm lahorers work from 10 to 14 hours
a day in the dew and cold and receive a
salary of from $3 to $15 per month, and
the farmer loses money paying that salary.
Something is radically wrong and I fear
the result will not be good for our country."
1

tor from

wheat about 54,000,000 bushels above
former figures.
Exports for the
twenty-fiv- e
weeks ended December 22,
as reported by Bradstrect's aggregated
23 1.000.000 bushels
against 233,000,000
in the corresponding time last
year.
The market has been unsettled and
fluctuating, but at the end of December was upon about the same level as
at the beginning. The world's needs
and supplies seems to he closely balanced in this crop, but the growing
crop in this country is rated at a low
condition.
The West lias a surplus of corn
which rests heavily upon the market,
but prices have held their own during
the past month, and gained a couple
of cents, partly on the strength of
for
Russia.
prospective
purchases
Cattle are depressed, but hogs around
in Chicago
$7 per hundred-weigh- t
yield a fair return to the farmer who
has grown a good crop of corn. Dairy
products also arc bringing fair prices.
Farmers who own their land and
are out of debt can get along very
well under present conditions, although
local taxes have been pushed up in
recent years until they are as mucrt
as rent was twenty years ago. Farmers who went into debt for land at
the prices ruling two years ago have
an interest charge which cannot be
met from the land. This will be the
first year in a great many in which
numerous defaults will occur in the
payment of interest upon farm mortgages.
There is good reason to believe that
present prices for farm products are
about the lowest that will be seen.
The last two seasons have been unusually favorable for the grain crops.
The carry-ov- er
of wheat certainly
will not be large and the growing crop
has a poor start. It would be remarkable to have another bumper corn
yield after three great crops, and there
is reason to believe that less corn will
be planted this year. Moreover, it is
likely that the hog crop will be increased. During the years when corn
brought high prices, it became the
popular thing to sell corn and a good
many farmers got out of hogs. They
are likely to get back to a more evenly
balanced agriculture, with more milch
cows, more pigs, more grass and forage crops and more scientific culture

Still-ma-

IT"

yes

"The producers

from

by the organizers of the
movement.
The first effect of the revised estimate was to cause cotton to sell off,
January contracts going under 17
cents, but since then with good
conditions in the cotton goods
trade prices have advanced about
two cents the pound. Exports of
cotton since June have been well
above those of the corresponding
months of last year, and there is
some feeling in the British cotton
trade that world stocks of cotton
goods are low and that better buying is not far off. Trade in India
is unfavorably affected by the patriotic boycott of British goods.
The Government's
final
report
makes this country's production of
claimed

from the St. Maurice valley
I turned
AMES NOT GOING TO
where they interviewed
intended
PENN .RELAY GAMES witnesses for Mrs. Anne U.
of
Indians
the
at
Many
Caughnawaga spend part of each
(By The Associnted Press.)
Ames, la., Jan, 12. Charles W. year as woodsmen along the St.
Mayser, director of athletics ati Maurice.
Later, Mr. O'Brien returned here
Iowa State college here, today de-- l
preparatory to leaving tonight for
nled reports from Philadelphia1 New
York.
o
that the Ames
relay team
Mrs. Stlllman will remain at her
would participate In the Penn re- -' camp at Grand Anse until next
lays at Philadelphia April 28 and, week, he said, and then will come
2. Mr., Mayers said that the, here for a conference with her
Ames team would be at the Drake' American and Canadian counsel.

J

Is

The operation of railway repair
shops always has been regarded as
a matter of policy within the discretion of the management.
If a
company can save money by operating its own shops it should do so,
and by the same reasoning if money
can be saved by letting out the
work, that should be done. .The
railroads are maintained primarily
to give service to the public and
the public is entitled to have them
operated upon a level of costs corresponding to what the public pays
and receives for like labors and services. Continuity of service and
merit in service may well be recognized, but compensation should be
based upon the value of services
rendered. Any other system would
make railroad employes a favored
class, at the expense, not of the railroad companies, but of the public,
including millions of people who
have less pay than the railroad men.
We have a letter from Montgomery, Ala., in which the writer
says:

i;en-er-

111.

For
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DEFENSE PUSHES

ILLINOIS LEAGUE-

LIST AT GOUNTY

MYSTERY THEORY
TRIAL

J

3 MURDERERS

-

IALL AWARDS MADE

BEER IS FORMED NEW YORK PRISON

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

RER E YESTERDAY

-

By The AnsnHnted Prom.)

'

Rape
Petty

Aassault and battery
Abandonment and
Procuring females for immoral

liberty.

AND TERRITORY

MEXIA
NEAR PLACED UNDER
RULE OF SOLDIERS

30
23
3

larceny-

rt

(By The Asunciuled Pre.)
Mexia. Tex.. Jan. 12. This

oil

1 town and the oil country surround
purposes
ing it wero placed under martial
Grand larceny, includes robbery
42 law today by Governor Neff,
and burglary
of the alleged existeneo of
12
Larceny of autos
open, flagrant violation of the law.
Obtaining money under false 29 and tonight
conditions were quiet.
pretenses, includes bad checks
Several arrests were made dur
10
concealed
weapons...
Carrying
tho afternoon and a quantity of
...... 2 ing
Seduction
29 liquor seized.
Insane persons
The situation was In chargo of
33
Incorrigible minors
Brig. Gen. Jacob Wolters, of the
and
drunks
Includes
Vagrants,
national guard. En route to the
the
prostitutes .
12 area tonight were forty men of
Fugitives .
headquarters troops, Fifty-sixt- h
will
bevused,
brigade.
They
385 cavalry
Total
12 General Wolters said, for picket
Taken to Las Vegas
prisoners while
IS duty and. to guard are
Taken to Santa Fe
conducting
15 the state rangers
Taken to Springer
conditions
of
alleged
investigation
General Welarrests.
and
making
2
Total
i
119 ter announced- tonight that he had
Federal prisoners
with Acting Mayor
4 a conferee"Deportees
Riddle of Mexia, who promised the
of tho city of
123 fullest
Total
ficials with the military.
t-

killed.- -

'

act, which prohibits the lighter
drinks. Tho occusion was a banquet at which tho Illinois division
of tho National Association Opposed to Prohibition was formed.
Invitations to the banquet were
sent to 1.000 Chicagoans. only per
sons .who had been actively engaged in the liquor business being
scratched off tho list, sponsors of
the movement explained. Five
hundred .persons accepted and the
program contained the names of
many of the city's leading citizens.
Speakers declared that the organization was to be composed "of
men who have no tolerance for the
autocracy and hypocrisy fostered
by the prohibition laws," but, despite the object of the gathering,
water was the strongest drink
served.
Senator A. O. Stanley, Kentucky,
the chief speaker of the evening,
denounced what he termed the
tendency to centralized authority
in the federal government at the
expense of state and individual

More than 500 county, state and
have been acfederal prisoners
Bernalillo
in the
commodated
county jail during 1921, according
to a report compiled yesterday at
the office of Sheriff Tony Ortiz.
The report will be filed with the
county commissioners at their nex
meeting.
There were 385 county prisoners
taken care of during the year, and
123
federal prisoners, including
four deportees. Of the 3S5 county,
were taken to
prisoners forty-tw- o
various state institutions. Including
the penitentiary, insane asylum and
the reform school. Vagrants, including drunks and
the list of jail
prostitutes, headed 152
birds for the year,
being placed
on
these charges
in the institution
Grand
larceny,
during the year.
including robbery end burglary,
rank second in popularity, forty
two having been in the county Jail
mere were
on these cnarges,
insane persons given
twenty-nin- e
accommodation
by the county
pending hearings or following decrees of insanity.
The report' follows:
1
Keeper of bawdy house- 2
Bigamy

Mr. Schenck declared tests made

by a shotgun expert and admitted
in evidence showed that the entire charge of the .fatal shot must
have lodged in Kennedy's head and
that tho other shot had been flredd
from a greater distance and made
marks found upon trees surrounding Kennedy's summer cottage, in
front of which tho tragedy occurred.
In speaking of the Insanity contention, Mr. Schenck said that depositions mndo in Chicago and
Evanston, 111., by friends of the
defendant showed "every conceivable character change" and formed
a "mosaaie" in a "perfect picture
that the other shot had been fired
District Attorney Wonlwine will
begin tho final argument tomorrow morning. He said tonieht he
hoped to conclude early in the afternoon that the jury would be
given the case tomorrow night or
Sunday morning.

Governor's Miller's refusal to interfere with execution of tho
sentences.
Person's sister, Miss Margaret
Persons of Cleveland, Ohio, continued the fight for her brother's
life until this afternoon when
Governor Miller refused to hear
her plea at the executive office
in Albany.
Persons was convicted of the
murder of George Klinger, a taxi
in Jamestown.
driver,
Harry
with PerWilson,
turned
sons,
guilty,
pleading
states evidence and was sentenced
to life imprisonment.
Klinger
was shot and his body burned on
a hay pile.
Marweg was found guilty of
participating in the killing of
George Weitz, a Buffalo Jeweler.
whose
Mulford,
confederate,
Floyd Slovor, is awaiting death
here, was convicted of killing
Abraham Tellcs, a Buffalo clothier,, on Thanksgiving day, 1920,

BROTHERS ARRESTEE
WHEN PORTLAND MAN
CALLS THEM THIEVES
(By Ttif AHKOclnted

Portland,

TrrM.)
12. David

Jan.

Ore.,

Eccles of Portland, wealthy timber
operator and a son of the late David Eccles, Utah millionaire, today
filed suit in the Circuit court here.
against his brothers, Royal L. and
W. J. F.cclos,
of Ogden,
Utah,
charging them with misappropriation of stocks of a total value of
169,800.

Deputy sheriffs served papers in'
the suit upon Royal Eccles just as
he was boarding a train for Ogden.
W. J. Eccles, who was registered
at a local hotel, had not been located lato tonight.
It is alleged that on November
3, the defendants
"did seize and
convert to their own use," certain
stocks belonging to David Eccles
and his" wife.

PLACED UNDER BOND
FOR HAVING LIQUOR

A

DEATHS

FUNERALS

AND

CAST OF SPRINGTIME

Funeral services WORKING HARD EVERY
HOFFMAN
for Jesse E. Hoffman who died
AFTERNOON AND NIGHT
Wednesday afternoon at his home
on Princeton avenue, will be held
at 10 o'clock Saturday morning
The Shrine show is being reBurial will hearsed every afternoon and night
from French's 'chapel.
be in Fairvlew cemetery.
by the best cast ever gotten together in Albuquerque, according
MILLAR Mrs. Robert B. Millar to
backers of tho production. Mies
48 years old. died Thursday morn
Grace fctortz is taking the lead in
avenue
on
Park
ing at her home
"Springtime," which is going to be
Mrs. Millar came here from Chi produced at the Crystal theater
cago a year ago. and is survived by
Friday and Saturday nights, Janher husband, and othe'r relatives in uary 20 and 21, and also on Satureast.
Funeral arrangements day afternoon. January 21.
the
will be announced later. C. T.
The dancing and singing groups
Is
in
French
charge.
are really remarkable and it seems
The !ft of Baddely cake is an
as
it will be the biggest hit
Interesting custom in connection
RANCHES The funeral of J. D. thatthough
tho ,T. B. Rogers Producing
with tho old Drury Lane theater in Ranches
died
last
Tuesday
who
of
Ohio has staged.
company
London. The cake is provided by
evening, will be held this morning
Tickets are on sale by all Shrln-er- s
the manager of the theater under a at
funeral
Crollott
9 o'clock at the
and tho big sale opens up at
bequest made years ago hy an old
The body will be sent to Matsons for reserved seats Wednesactor named Baddeley. It is eaten chapel.
burial.
Sandoval
for,
on the stage by the performers on
day. January IS, at 8 a. m.
The show is given under the aus
Twelfth N'lrh
Ricardo Jara
.TARAMILLO
pices of the shrine for the benefit
mlllo, aged 17, died yesterday of tho patrol and band.
where
morning at a local hospital, N.
M..
he was brought from Sedillo,
few
a
Don't Spoil Your Hair
treatment
days FOREST SUPERVISORS
medical
for
ago. Tho bodv was taken to the1
By Washing It Crollott funeral parlors, pending HAVE ANNUAL MEETING
The
1
the arrival of the mother.
HERE FEBRUARY
When you wash your hair, be father Is here.
careful what you use. Most soaps
The fifth annual- meeting of
and prepared shampoos contain too HUNTERS ARE FINED
the supervisors of the district
much alkali, which is very injurforests in New Mexico and AriFOR SHOOTING DUCK
zona will be held hero In tho
ious, as it dries tho scalp and
6 to 10.
makes the hair brittle.
,
WITHOUT LICENSES federal buildingAheFebruary
fourteen- forests
Officials from
The best thing to use is Mulslfied
forest
in- - the district
several
and
cocoanut oil shampoo, for this' is
illegal hunters were fined service' officials from Washingpure and entirely greaseless. It's at Two
ducks ton will be here to attend the
for
Socorro
shooting
very cheap and beats anything else without having first procured 1922
nil to pieces. You can get MulslThe men conference.
The supervisors of each of the
fied at any drug store, and a few state hunting licenses. Justice
of
ounces will last tho whole family were brought before fined $10 six New Mexico forests and the
Torres
and
Pcaco
the
for months.
' total amount eight Arizona forests, a deputy
and possibly a ranger
the hair with and costs.each The
Simply moisten
of the men was supervisor,
paid by
each forest will be present.
water and rub it In, about a
from
seBoth, of them then
A program of talks relative of
of Mulsifled is all that is $28.75.
cured licenses. The arrests were forestry problems will be given
required. It makes an abundance Im.nln
Warden
Game
hv
Federal
the conference.
of rich, creamy lather, cleanses
and Deputy State during
At the close of the program the
thoroughly, and rinses out easily. B. R. Brltton
annual allotment conference will
The hair dries quickly and evenly, Warden Maximo Baca.
Duck and goose .hunting Is re- be held. At this time appropriaand is soft, fresh looking, bright,
the
to
be
down
very good
tions for improvements and .defluffy, wavy and easy to handle. ported
Besides, it loosens and takes out river, especially Just below La velopments on the various forests
every particle of dust, dirt andjJoya where Deputy Brltton re will be made.
numbers of geese,
Be sure your druggist ports large
dandruff.
The season lasts until February 1. BOWL THIRD GAME IN
gives you Mulslfied.
'

6-1-
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Feleclla Candularia of San Jose
was placed under a bond of $200
yesterday when arraigned before
United States Commissioner D. F.
McDonald on a charge of illegal

possession of liquor.
Federal prohibition agents, under the direction of D. W. Snyder,
raided her store yesterday afternoon, having heard that liquor
was being sold there, and found
a considerable quantity of corn
whiskey in her possession.

THE MODERN MOTHER
faces problems far beyond those of
her forbears. She herself must be
a much more competent person,
combining in one individual the
duties of nurse, cook, teacher and
moral instructor.
It is no wonder
that many conscientious women
under
break
the strain, and that
others drag out a miserable existence; always tired, and yet unable
to take a day's vacation.
Such
women will find themselves benefited and their burdens made easier
by the use of Lydla E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, which was
made for suffering women, and
does not fail to relieve them.

SEEK FRIENDS

IN

NEED.,,,

HOUR OF

"In the hour of need we quickly
seek our best friends," writes Chas.
Schridd Ward de Wet, 857 73rd
Ave., Oakland, Cal.. "our little boy
and girl hnd a severe dry, rasping
cough without . phlegm, a cough
that chokes and flushes the face of
the 6ufterers liko unto convulsions.
Foley's Money and Tar was a wonderful emergency remedy." Cases
like this give Foley's Honey and
Tar Its reputation ns the best rem- everywhere.

ul

,

Neglecting That
Cold or Cough?
old cough or cold
on, or the new one develop
seriously, is folly, especially when at
your drugrists, yon can get such a
proved ana? successful remedy as Dr.
No drugs,
King's New Discovery.
just good medicine that relieves

LETTING the

Tho opening day of the annual
poultry show of the Bernalillo
Countv Poultry association, which
is being held at 311 West Central
avenue, was well attended. All of
of
tho
entries was
judging
completed yestercay. The exhibit
i3 open each day from 9 o'clock
in tho morning until 10 o'clock at
night. Tho show lasts until tomorrow night.
The prizes awarded yesterday are
as
White
follows:
Plymouth
Hocks, James Arnot, first cock and
first and third jien; Sam Kay, first
and second cockerel, second hen
and first pullet. - Rhode Island
Whites, Mrs. K. I. House, first pullet and first cockerel; Buff Orpfirst
ingtons. Mrs. M. Hammond,
cock, first cockerel, first, second
and third pullet; J. D. Young,
third cockerel. White Wyandottes,
J. A. Notgrass, first cock, first and
second hens, first cockerjfl, first
young pen. Black Minorcas. William lirice, first cock; C. P. O.
Kelly, first young pen. Blue
.Tames Arnot, first and
second pullet. Silver Camplnes,
Mrs. Hobinson, first young pen;
.Tames Fnhey, first cock and first
hen. Barred Plymouth Rocks, J.
D. Notgrass, first young pen, first
cock, first hen, second pullet, special for best American class hen
and special for best hen in show
William TJIetz. first old pen, first
and third pullet, second and third
cockerel and second and third
voting pen. R. C. Rhode Island
Reds. C. P. Tiny, first, second and
third hen, first, second and third '
cockerel, first old pen, second
young jen, special for best male
in American class and special for
best male In tho show; William
Bcitz, second pullet, first young
lien, second young pen; II. ! air- fax. second young pen. R. C. Reds.
A. H. Blank, first cock, first, sec- ond and third pullet. Black Ban- tarns,.. lames Arnot, first old pen.
first young pen, first, second and
third cockerel, first, second and
third pullet, special for best mal
and female.
Rober;
Bantams,,
first
Seabrights,
Hiekcy, Golden
and second pullet, first and seconl
cock, first, second and third hen.
Silver Scabrichts, first cock; first
nuilet, first and second hen. Buff
Coehen, first pen.
Among the special exhibits at
the show, which make It of greaT
interest to thn" intereted in poultry in an exhibit of Chinese silkies,
imported from China by James
These birds are different from
any native American breeds. W.
(i- - Dorf Is also exhibiting
some
fusslan Orloffa, Imported from
Russia.
Those who have entered birds in
the show are;
Rhode Island Reds
C. F. Hay, William Eletz, E. Hunt,
II. C. Fairfax and P. N. Dannevil.
Barred Plymouth Rocks J. D.
N'otrrrass. William Bletz.
White Wyandottes
J, D. Notgrass. W. A. Massey.
Rocks Mrs.
White Plymouth
James Arnot, Sam Kay.
Single-com- b
White Leghorns
Gentry Poultry farm, John R. Wilson.
Brown Leghorns Mrs. Robinson.
b
Rhode Island Reds
A. V. Blank.
Single-com- b
Black Minorcas C.
P. O'Kelly, Mrs. K. L. House.
James Arnot, William Bryce.
Blue Andalusians James Arnot,
J. C. Shoemaker.
Silver Camplne James Fahey,
Mrs. Robinson.
Single-comMottled Anconas
J. C. Largent.
Ham
Buff Orpingtons Mrs.
mond, A. W. Thorn. J. E. Young.
Single comb Rhode Island White
Mrs. K. L. House.
Red comb Black Bantams
James Arnot.
Turkeys A. F. Black.
A. L. Gleason.
Toulouse geese
Rabbits Neal Fox. Robert Ar
not, Robert Hlckey, James Fahey.
Professor Beardsley of tho State
Collego will lecture this afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock on "Incubation." In
the evening he will discuss the
Judging of eggs and poultry dis
eases.

FOR

FRIDAY, THE 13TH
ITEM

36-I-

b

Changeable

n

38-Inc-

Taffetas

In the Following Color
Combinations

36-Inc-

FLANNEL SHIRTS
$2.75 Values.
.$2.19
Now
$3.25 Values.
$2.39
Now
r
$4.50 Values.
$3.29
Now
$5.00 Values.
$3.49
Now
$6.00 Values.
..$3.89
Now

For Colds

6lG LOT OF BOYS'
OVERCOATS

Values to
$15,

now..

fljp?

AA

O.UU

BIG LOT OF
MEN'S SUITS

Values to Q"t
$35, now

f

QQ
lD.Oi

i
x

Theaters Today

De Kings Pills
I

rt

;

Big lot of Nettleton Shoes ;
value to $15.00. Now....

20

$5.50

to 30 Per Cent Reductions on
in the Store.

Every-thin- g

'

M. MANDELL CLOTHIERS, inc.

116 West Central

and Cougns

own- -

63 years ado
Gail Borden,

made a food
lor babies.
just
This food is- EAGLE BRAND
Condensed Milk

h

Black Messaline

Emerald and Cerise.
Navy and Purple.
Cerise and Peacock.

40-Inc-

h

Georgette

Navy and Gold.
Black and Royal Blue.

7

In White, Black
and Colors.

Item 2
$2.25 EMBROIDERED ORGANDIES
h
Organdies; navy with red,
J
white with blue, and
1
brown with red. Yard

Item 3
VALUES TO $2.50
WOMEN'S UNION SUITS
All wool, wool mixed, and fleece
lined Union Suits; sizes
38 to 44. Suits

45-inc-

d--

fl

(T--

$1

Item 4
PURE SILK HOSE
Women's pure thread Silk Hose; in
white, black and cordovan.
Each pair
p JL,

Item 5
25c UNBLEACHED MUSLIN
800 yards Sea Island Cotton, 40-iwide; very fine weave; for
sheets, cases, etc. 5 yards

n.

J

d--

.... J i.

Item 6
BUSTER BROWN HOSE
For boys and girls; fine heavy ribbed;
brown and black; all
sizes. 4 pair

Item 7
BLEACHED MUSLIN
"Festival," good
smooth weave. 5 yard3....

$1

25c

36-in- ch

$1

Item 8
$1.50 BATH RUGS
Beautiful bath room and kitchen Rugs
in blue and white, tan and white,
and pink and white;
fringed ends. Each

Item 9
$2.65 34.siZE COMFORTS
Single bed size in light and dark
colors. An exceptional value for P

Item 10
19c HUCK TOWELS
Plain and with red borders;
hemmed ends; size 18x36. 6 for.

Item 11
$2.00 BOUDOIR PILLOWS
Fancy lace covered, in pink or
yellow; size 11x19. Each....tDA

$1

J

iL

Rose-com-

1

-f

(T-

b

--

ITEM

12

$2.25 ALL WOOL CREPE EGYPTIA

All wool, 44 inch Crepe Egyptia, lavender, Nile and
blue. Yard
Item

AT PARISH

'

AA

13

THE LUCKIEST OF THE LOT,
Plaid Skirting.

$4.95

ST. JOHN'S CHURCH
ELECTS VESTRYMEN

Included in this offer:
grey and
white, and grey and rose Plaid French
48-in- ch

MEETING

At the annual parish meeting of
the St., John Cathedral church at
the guild hall on Wednesday the
Y. M. C. A. HANDICAP
following officials were elected:
George Valllant, senior warden;
BOWLING TOURNAMENT quickly.
warden;
1 For over fifty yearn, a standard Dr. L. B. Mitchell, Junior
Thomas F. Bourke, M. H. Sabin,
colds and grippe. A. W.
D.
Rolling uo a total of 1,279 pins, remedy for coughs,
J.
Waters,
Goodrich,
Eases croup also. Loosens up the W. W. McClellan,
n
with a
handicap, the
Roy D. Storme,
team defeated the phlegm, quiets 'the croupy cough, A, G. Sirrim's,
George Evcritt and
team last stimulates the bowels, thus relieving R. C. Stares, vestrymen.
the Y. the congestion. All druggists, 60c
The guild, the woman's auxiliary
night In tho third game of tournaM. C. A. handicap bowling
and the daughters of the king, all
ment. The latter team bowled
made reports of their activities of
1,355, with, an adder 150 handicap,
The following were
the year.
1,355, with an added 150 handicap,
elected as delegates and alterwinners.
for
the
nates to the convention to bo held
against 1,579 remain
to be played
Three games
February 7, 8, and 9, at the St.
in the tournament, each of the six
Paul church at Las Vegas: George
teams howling only once.
Geake, George Downer, Albert
Wake Up Clear Headed. That Blakemore, Jr., Robert Dletz, M.
"tired out" feeling mornings, is due to H. Sabin and A. O. Sinims.
Dr. King's Pills act
The treasurer's report showed
! constipation.
I
mildly, stir up the liver and bring a tho church to bo In flmj condi
The church is
L
healthy bowel action. All druggists, 25c. tion financially.
without a permanent rector since
I "WON'T GRIPE
"B" Theater Jesse ' L. Lanky
the ' resignation of Dean Zlegler,
of
presents Jack Holt, starring In
but tho Rev. Worthlngton
"The Call of the North," a Para
Providonce, R. I., Is acting as
mount picture: also showing a
rector for a few months until the
two-pa- rt
comeay, "Betty Sets the
place can bo filled permanently.
Pace,
ADDRESS AND MUSIC
I;yrlo Theater Jewel Carmen Is
back in Albuquerque, starring at
AT ASSEMBLY TODAY
In
tho Jjyrio in a lloland West pro
duction, "Nobody;" also presenting
Miss Ruth M. Conant, head of
Mermaid
"Moonshine, " a two-patho Y. W. C. A. field work for
i
5
comedy.
Texas and New Mexico, will be
the speaker at the regular uniPastime Theater Repeating to
versity assembly this morning at
with Reginald
day "Possession,
11 o'clock In Rodey hall.
She
Owen and. Malvina Longfellow as
will tell of various phases of Y.
the stars; also repeating "Devilish
W, C. A. work in the southwest,
Romeo," a Sunshine
omedy.
especially tho work of the uni
versity organizations.
TUKEE TO DIE.
Two musical numbers will also
Belfast Jan, 12. Six men were
be provided for the assembly. E.
tried today for the murder of Con
M.
Darrow, well known there as a
stables Gorman and Lyttle In Lon
tenor, singer, will render one or
donderry Jail last December. Pattwo numbers, and Mrs. Opal Fisk
rick Leonard, Thomas McShea and
a student In the department of
Patrick Johnston were found guilts
music, at the university, will give
and sentenced to death. The three
some soprano solos.
others were acquitted but were held
The assembly Is open to tho
for trial on a minor charge.
.
public. $;r
REK'USTAO TO MEET,
An evorago of eight vessels are
rtorlln; Jan. 12. The reichnlag
will meet January 10 unless interwrecked each year in tho North
national affairs require that.lt be
Atlantic through collision
with
summoned at an earlier date.
floating derelicts. .

Dr. King's
New Discovery

h

Black Taffeta

h
Also
Velours, in
bright colored plaids. Each yard...

Serge.

54-inc-

Q-

-t

P1

NO REFUNDS, C.O.D.'S, PHONE ORDERS, EXCHANGES
-

i

300-pi-

For Friday and Saturday

....... .$1.00

EACH, YARD

$2.00 SILKS,

1

Fa-he-

Sigle-com-

SPIRIT

UG Y IT EMS 13

(By The Amncluted Pr.)
(By Thf Aiwoolntrd Prn.)
at Prize
Arquments Last 8 Hours, Sheriff's Report Shows That Chicago.
Jan. 12 Lifting glasses
N. T.. Jan. 12. Ed- Large Attendance
Osseins,
Chi50O
of
water,
ward Persons, William Marweg,
to Be
Seven of Which Were
More Than 500 Prison- filled with plain men
Lectures
Exhibits;
F. Mulford,. contonight drank and
cago's business)
Devoted to Analysis of
to
wero
This
Read
ers Were Accommodated "to beer and wine for all who want victed Raymond
Afternoon
By
put
murderers,
it," and pledged themselves to op- death In the electric chair at Sing
At County Jail.
Prosecution Testimony
Professor
of
Volstead
the
Beardsley.
pose the provisions
tonight following
Sing
prison
12.
Los Angeles, Culif.,-Jan- .
Arguments in defense of Arthur C.
tlurch against charges of murdering J. Eelton Kennedy on which
ho is on trial here, were completed
lato today. They revolved around
the theory that Kennedy was waylaid hy "two mysterious men" in
Keverlv Glon. whero he was found
shot to death, and that rturch "was
proved by the state s evidence to
have been out of the Glen at the
time."
The defense arguments lasted
about eif?ht hours. Seven of these
wore devoted to analysis of prose
cution testimony and the remaining timo to the. contention that if
Burch did kill Kennedy, he was
insane when he did it.
Paul W. Schenck, chief defense
attorney, who made the final argu
ment for Burch, declared that the
prosecution had "exploded its own
caso so far as motive was con
cerned when it contended Burch
killed Kennedy at the instigation
of Mrs. Madalynne
Obenehain,
jointly indicted with Burch,
"Thereis no evidence Mrs.
Obenehain ever conspired with
Burch," Schenck said. "And under
a well known rulo of law, if she
did not conspire with him, every
conversation introduced here which
did not occur within Burch's hearing, every letter written by 'any
one other than Burch must be
thrown out. And that means 95
per cent of the chaff in this case
must be discarded."
Mr. Schenck dwelt
upon the
theory that "two men" were concerned in tho slaying. , lie said
he believed this to have been the
case, because according to two
witnesses on both sides two persons who have not been accounted
for were peen in Beverly Glen the
night of the killing and because,
he contended, there was evidence
two shots wero fired from different
angles at tho timo Kennedy was

Three

Golden Jiule oror

ELECTROCUTED AT! IT POULTRY S HQW

TO LIFT

921

Pasre

i.

WEEKS

10

CONFER Ladies Let Cuticura

WITH FORD OVER

Keep Your Skin
Fresh and Yound
Soap.Omtnient.Talcara.Kc.fM.-fwher-

address: Caticur

.

Xbartt9rlM.Dpt.X.

ForMmpiM
11 fttdva, Utu.

MUSCLE SHQftLS

RE-Pni-

HT

FICTION
REDUCED

(By Th Asaorlulrd rrm.)
Washington, Jan. 12. .Secretary

Weeks arranged today to confer
with Henry Ford and his advisers
tomorrow in an effort to adjust
dlfferfcnces between Rovernmcnt of
ficials and the Detroit manufactur-er- ,

relative to the latter's

propo-

sal to purchase or lease the nitrate and water power projects at
The conferMuscle Shoals, Ala.
ence was expected to conclude the
long: pending
negotiations and
make it possible for tho secretary
to take final action within two
weeks.
It was stated definitely that unless alterations were agreed to in
the conference, the offer could not
be submitted to congress with a
favorable recommendation.
,
Secretary Weeks was known to
have prepared a questionnaire to
present to Mr. Ford for answers.
The result of the answers, it was
said, would go far toward bringing;
the two groups to an

PIMPLES
Bollt, Carbuncles, Piles,
rHIeveU

v

The price of
fiction has been reduced at our store
from f$l a volume to

tc, quickly

BOILENE

or your money bse.
t"c M uiugfiUU
ttp by mall pMsipalU.
TUE BOILENK CO., AHiuqutTfjuo, N. M.

75c
There are hundreds of
title? to choose from.

Take Your Choice

MATSON'c
I

the wide variety of cakes and
pastry that we bake fresh every
day. Our cakes and pastry represent the acme of the baking
art because we employ expert
bakers and use only the purest
For special occaIngredients.
sions wo will supply you with
cakes to order at reasonable
prices.
of

Pioneer Bakery
207 South

First Street

W

"

I

20R W. Central

rhuno ltt

J

The hair of Chinese women la
uniformly black, it is salil, becoming gray only In extreme old age.
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CARPENTER RETAINS EUROPEAN BOXING TITLE
'

January 13, 1922.
EXAMINING JURORS
FOR ARBUCKLE TRIAL
15 DELAYED AGAIN
.

HANDS KNOCKOUT

10

KALE HERE FOR

DEFEATS AMERICAN NATIONAL CHAMP

AUSTRALIAN

BOUT WITH KID

jHFOpiiS

LEE WEDNESDAY

Challenger Came Strong in
Having
Cantos,
Early
of
Better
Infighting; Rush
in Fourth Is Costly.
:

;.-

,

- i

IF.Vrnt RAVDITS St'CCFKD.
12. Two
Colo., Jan.
Armed bandits, posing as customers, held up a clerk in the
Loan company, near Seventeenth and Curtis street here this
afternoon and escaped in an automobile with articles of Jewelry
valued at SI .500,. Hundreds of
persons moved along In front of
the store during tho noon hour
while the robbery was commlted.
Key-Sto-

CIT Tins

OFT

IT IS WORTH

MOXKY

Cut out this slip, enclose with Sc
and mail It to Foley & Co., 2S35
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return n trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound
for coughs,
colds and croup;
Foley Kidney
Pills for pains in sides and back:
rheumatism backache, kidney and
hladder ailments; and Foley
Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
headbiliousness,
constipation,
aches, and sluggish bowels. Sold
everywhere.

rTT

J

Principals in VetWork
erans'
Out at Labor Temple.
Six-

.

All-Sta- rs

vs

.

.

i

t

--

j

A

j

Joe Kale. El Paso lightweight,
arrived here yesterday to complete
training for his bout with Kid Lee,
colored
champion,
lightweight
mill on
which will be tho
card promoted by the
the
Veterans of Foreign Wars for January 18. The other two headliners
will be ten rounds each between
Rennv Chaveis and Young Sol of
FRANKIE DEAN,
rueblo boy who received deci
Pueblo, and Young Jim Flynn and
Frankia Dean, also of puemo
sion over Young Jim Flynn, Duke
This will be Joe Kale's first bout cny boxer, here last week. The
in the Rio Grande section of the two lads are booked to travef ten
southwest for some time. While rounds again January IS on the
stationed at Fort Bliss at El Paso, Veterans'
card. Kalo easily went through the border lightweights and grabbed off
the Mexican border championship, CLAIM DIRECTORS OF
probably the most coveted tltlo in
SCIENTIST SOCIETY
section of the
tho southwestern
United States, as it draws boys
WERE TOO GENEROUS
from the entire west.
Rliss
Ordered from Fort
during
(By The Amoclatrd Trent.)
the war. Kale was forced to give
Boston, Jan. 12. Charges that
nn the championship, which Is the trustees of Christian Science
now held by Billy Alger of Arizona,
who proved his superiority over a Publishing society had donated
Since the more than $25,000 from trust funds
dozen tough contenders.
war Kale has1 boxed in many of the to the business manager of the soleading boxing centers of the coun- ciety and various editors in additry and his last four bouts have tion to regular compensation and
been at Fort Worth, Tex., where, that
and unreasonable
"large
although they were "no decision" sums" were expended for a branch
bouts, he copped newspaper deci- office in San Francisco, were made
sion draws with Carl Lance and today by the directors of the First
mills Church of Christ
Jimmy Bibb in two
Scientist, beforo
and a decision over Jimmy Carroll. Judge Crosby, of the
state supreme
Stacked again Kid Lee, who K. court.
the other
Od. Boney Gagliardi
night at the armory In the third
PROFESSOR SFICIDER.
schedule. Kale
round of a
Jan. 12. Lynn S.
Peru,
is expected to make the speedy Andrews, Neb.,
27, head of the agriculcolored boy show his paces. Lee tural
department of Peru college,
is one of the fastest boys seen In was today
found dead on an unfreof size,
Albuquerque, regardless
road a short distance east
and In his bout with Gagliardi quented
of the college campus. At his side
showed that he is master of every lay a .32
caliber revolver. A corend of the ring game.
oner's jury this morning returned
Immediately upon arriving here
a verdict that the wound was
Kale erased all fear recently expressed lest he would not be able3
to make 135 pounds for Lee at
o'clock on the afternoon of the
bout. Kale stated that he would
make 135 or less. Lea will probTOBAGGO
ably step into the rinsr at 133.
Kid Lee traveled eighteen rounds
In workout yesterday afternoon at
Iabor tempie. Fourteen rounds So Easy to Drop
Cigarette,
were of boxing. He took on Benny
or Chewing Habit
Chavez, Young Sol, Frankie Dean
Cigar,
and Kid Anaya during the after
noon. Training- will continue ai
has helped thousands
the temple each afternoon, starting
g
the costly,
at 2 o'clock. The public Is lnvitea. to break
tobacco
habit.
Whenever von
a smoke or a
Marriage license statistics go to have a longing for
just place a harmless
prove that men of any age tend. In chew,tablet
in
your mouth instead.
the mass, to choose wives of an All desire
stops. Shortly the habit
age corresponding to their own.
Is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally, physically, financially. It's so easy, so simple
LEGAL NOTICE
Get a box of
and if it
doesn't release you from all craving for tobacco In any form, your
No. 13173.
State of New Mexico, County ot druggist will refund your money
Bernalillo. In tho District Court. without question.
Jose B. Libario vs. A, E. McGlas- han and All Unknown Claimants
of the Premises Herein
all-st-

r

',
,.

lT,

""

"Wk.

,

Alias Gladys Robinson.
Miss Gladys Robinson of Toronto looms op as a contender for
slcatinj? honors this year through her victory over Miss Elsie Mueler,
dash at the recent
American women's national champ, in the
skating tourney at Newburch. N. Y.
440-yar- d

I
I

.

DOCTORS DIFFER
(POiV MEDICINAL
USE OF WHISKY
Chicago, Jan. 12 (by the Associated Press.) Physicians of thirty-tstates and the Dirtrlct of
Columbia replying to questionnaires sent out by (he Journal of
the American Medical Association,
divided almost equally on the question of whether whiskey is a necessary therapeutic agent. The vote
was taken in favor of whiskey by
less than a 12 to 11 ratio, while
beer was declared unnecessary by
approximately 3 to 1 ratio. Restrictions in prescribing whiskey were
favored by a majority of approximately 13 to 9.
Tonight's figures showed that
reout of 10,304 questionnaires
turned by physicians in Alabama,
Arkansas, California, Florida, Ken
tucky. Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, New HampNew York,
shire, New. Mexico,
Wisconsin and tho District of Columbia, 5,577 declared whiskey was
a necessary therapeutic agent and
4.641 stated that they found it of
no value.
Replies had previously been received from Idaho, Illinois. Indiana, Kansas. Maine, Mississippi,
Nebraska, Rhode Island, Arizona,
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware,
Iowa, Michigan, Montana, North
Dakota, Ohio and Pennsylvania.

4

'
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Sells-Flot-

JOPLI
SEI.IJi IirRT-F.R- .
Joplin, Mo., Jan.- 12. The salo
of L. (Lefty) Bergcr, a pitcher, to
the Seattle club of the Pacific
Coast league was announced today
by Tom Hayden, president of the
Joplin club of the Western league.
Under the terms of the deal Hayden said Joplin will receive $2,000
In cash and a catcher.
1

ess

star.

nerve-shatterin-

I

yyyisy.jseiieM

CASH

that is

Ft

TOMATOES
Mt. Cross Solid Pack Tomatoes, No.

varas

hundred

. :

2
14c

An

t

Wi

1

Solitaire Hand Packed Tomatoes, No.
27c
2i2
Del Monte Solid Pack Tomatoes, No.
1 flat
9c
S. & H. GREEN TRADING STAMPS

Because It's "Rich and Mellow"
Sell

CREAM COFFEE
The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

othor Macaroni Products

AT

vi

1

10c

CHOCOLATE

1 1

lf

Ace-nui-

16c

Colorado Columbine Tomatoes, No.

i

'

'

tti ' '4

-
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J d

-

-
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Bill McKechni.
Bill McKechnie. the former Giant
and Pittsburg iniielder who played
third base for the Minneapolis A. A.
team in 1921, is making good as a
minor leairuer. Hill Lattod .321
and scored 140 runs last ye... He
made 212 hits aod played a good
fielding guns.
Eva D. Corey of Brookllne,
Mas., may be the first woman
Kpist'opal minister, as a request
granting her that privilege Is being
considered.
Mli- -

RAISING

21

Underwear
and

SALE

Heavy Underwear, both woolen and cotton union suits in all
sizes at attractive prices.

p

Cotton Union Suits, Each $1.15
Woolen Union Suits, Each $2.49

I

In addition to the above, we offer 20 per cent off on all our
regular lines of heavy underwear.

Men's Work Shirts, Each 95c
Odd Lot of Hats, Each $2.00

i

lip
tm

Ebb
ALBUQUERQUE'S

EXCLUSIVE CLOTHIERS

Becker
BELEE!,

EiEW

MEXICO

in

bounded north by public entrance,
south land of Jose Estanlslao Lucero, past lands of Daniel Martinez,
west old public road.
Seven and a half vara In width
by 2300 feet in length, more or
less, bounded north, south and east
by lands of Santiago Garcia and
Candelnria
Oarcla, west by "el
dioue or dike."
Thirty-fiv- e
varas in width from
north to south and In length TOO
varas more or le from 26 varas
of the width and 400 varas more or
less for 13 varas , of the width
bounded north by lands of Santiago
Garcia south by lands of Jose I!
Libario east by lands of Jose V.
Libario west by old road of the
river.
Thirteen
and
rarnr
more or less in width from north
to south and in length from
a
del Pueblito to the rond of the
river from east to west bounded
north and south by lands of Jose
B. Libario, east Acequia del Pueblito. west old road of the river.
Eighty-on- e
varas In Width bv
73
In length, bounded north land
of Pedro Gomez, south lands of
heirs of Juan Antonio Garcia, deceased, east by Acequia del Pueblo,
west lands of Fllomena Sanchez.
Entrance of this land runs to the
north, the same runs to public road
with 18 M varas "de entrada," said
entrada is bounded, north lands of
Luciano Kempenlch, south Santiago Garcia, east same land afore-- :
said. West old road of the river.
Four hundred thirty-fiv- e
varas.
more or less, from east to west and
18 varas, more or less, from north
to south, bounded' east bv public
acequia, west lands of Francisco
Montoya, south land of Andres Lucero, north land of Jose B. Livario.
,
Fourteen varas In width from
north to south and a distance of
170 varas commencing on the esst
and measuring 28 varas In width
from north to south and a distance
of 650 feet In length from east to
west, bounded on north and east
by lands of J. B. Libario, south
land of Gregorla Candelaria, deceased, west tho old river road.
You ar further notified that
unless you enter or cause to enter
your appearance in said causa on
or before the 8th day of March,
1922, judgment will be rendered in
said cause against you by default
ana me reuer prayed ror will be
asked and granted. The name of
plaintiff's attorney Is Felix Baca,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FRKD CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk.
HARRY.
F, LEE, Deputy;
By
one-ha-

Mt. Cross Solid Pack Tomatoes, No.
2V2

;

er

d.

are hereby notified that suit
has been filed against you in the
court and county
above entitled
and stnte by the above named
in
which
plaintiff
plaintiff prays
that his title In the hereinafter described real estate In Bernalillo
county. New Mexico, in Precinct 4
be established and forever quieted
and that you tjio said defendants
he forever
barred and estopped
from having or claiming any title
or interest therein:
Fourteen varas In width more or
less from north to south and 340
varas In length more or less fron
east to west bounded north by th'
entrance of the ranch south lan'
of Jose Estanlslao Lucero, oas
by contracequla west lands of
Six

if

"really does" regulate weak,
stomachs that gives It its
millions of sales annually.
Get a large elxty-cecase of
Papes Diapepsin from any drug
store. It Is the quickest, surest
stomach relief known. It acts almost like magic It is a scientific,
harmless and delightful preparation
which truly belongs In every home.

Shirts

twenty
OLD BILL'S STILL'
length and 14 varas in width,
being from east to west ami
SHOWS 'EM HOW length
the width from north to south,

FLOUR

Palpitation

take a little Diapepsin. There will
not be any distress eat without
fear. It's because Pape's Diapepsin

You

Jose B. Libario.

Boss Patent Flour, 48 lbs
.$2.15
Boss Patent Flour, 24 lbs
$1.10
Boss Patent Flour, 12 lbs
70c
Bess Patent Flour, 6 lbs..
40c
Diamond M Flour, 48 lbs
..$2.00
Diamond M Flour, 24 lbs
$1.05
Sugar, 16 lbs.. . . .$1.00
Sutrar, 100 lbs..... $6.10
FRESH RANCH EGGS-DOZ- EN,
45c

Heartburn

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

DUiT

By KORMAX E. BItOWN.
Know Tom Phillips?
But he may
not.
Probably
draw your attention this year.
Phillips' great pitching with New;
Orleans and in the American As- sociation caused Clark Griffith of
the Washington club to grab him
for the coming year.
Phillips is glad. He wants to
get revenge on Cleveland for letting him go twice.
Tom was born In Altoona, Pa.,
and broko into professional ball
as a pitcher with the Wilkes-barr- e
club in 1915. The St. Louis
Browns drafted him that fall and
he hurled three games for them
before the season ended.
Won
two of them and lost the other,
1 to 0, to Bert Gallia.
Then Ms arm wont blooie and
he pitched semi-pr- o
ball the next
season, changing his style from
overhand to sidearm. He joined
New Orleans in the spring of
1918.
His work with Now Orleans caused Manager Lee Fohl
of the Indians to try him out.
Tom lacked control, however, and
failed to Btiik then and when
tried out again.
Last year in the A. A. he won
twenty-fiv- e
and lost seven games.
t,
He hung up a
a one-h- it
and a three-hi- t
game. When he
joined the Nationals in the closing days of the campaign he was
sent against lied Fabor and won
his game, outpltching
tho Box

Gases
Flatulence

When the food you eat ferments
Into gases and stubborn
lumpe;
9 your head aches and you feel
sick
mo enters merger.
and miserable, that's when you
Peru Ind., Jan. .12. The
realize the magic in Pape's Diapep
sin. It makes stomach distress go
largest circus corporation in
the world haa Just been com- in five minutes.
a
O..
at
Cincinnati,
by
plcted
If your stomach Is In a continu
merger of the Hagenbeck- ous revolt if you can't get it regHowe's
4 Wallace,
ulated, please, for your sake, try
4 Great London and John Rob- Diapepsin. It's so needless to have
inson shows, according to
a bad stomach make your next
word received here. The cap- meal a favorite food meal, then
ital stock is $2,000,000 and the
concern Is Incorporated under
tho laws of Ohio, It was said.

ten-rou-
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Acidity
Sourness

all-st-

no-hi-

flat

In five minutes 'Tape's Diapepsin" ends

f
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Crowds of Fans Watch the

L

(Uy The Aitoclatfd Trws.) AssoJan. 12 (by the

London,
ciated Press.) Georges Carpen-tleheavyweight champion of Europe, won his match her tonight
against George Cook, the Australian heavyweight.
Ho knocked Cook out In the
fourth round. A straight left to
chin and a right to the Jaw floored
Cook for the count. Ho was up on
one knee when the referee, Jack
Smith, finished the count of ten,
but was too late.
The weights were announced as
Cook 1SH pounds and Carpentier
170 pounds.
In the opening round Carpentier
was the first to lead, scoring with
both his left and right without n
return. Cook tried for a right
swing but missed. Considerable infighting1 followed in which neither
man had any marked advantage.
Conk took a nasty blow on the ribs,
but himself scored well toward the
Close of the round.
Roth sparred cautiously at the
beginning of the second round.
Carpentier landed a left hook 10
the jaw, and easily evaded an at- tempt to counter. The Australian
had the better of the infiirhtinc
which ensued and twice sent home
hard lefts which surprised Carpen- tier, who continually found openings for his right.
Up to the third round, the bout
appeared to bo favoring the Australian. In the third Carpentier
landed a light left to the chin, but
at close quarters Cook fought hard.
Carpentior's best work seemed 'o
he at long range. Near the end of
the round the Frenchman scored
well with lefts and rights to the.
head r.nd body, and It was easily
his round.
The Australian caught Carpentier with a blow to the Jaw after
the bell had sounded and was cautioned by the referee.
Karly in the fourth round the
fighting was mostly at close quarters. Carpentier twice landed lefts
to the head and Cook scored to the
chin. Tho Australian then rushed
Carpentier but only to meet with
a straight left to the Jaw and two
rights to the same place, which
ended the bout.
Betting prior to the fight favored
Carpentier five to two.

y.

IMilpW

(Bt Th Amorlnird PreM.)
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 12.
Examination of prospective Jurors
in the Roscoe C. (Fatty) ArbucKie
manslaughter trial was delayed today by the tardiness of two tempoof
rary Jurors and representatives
the district attorney, who were
on
arrival
their
by
reprimanded
Superior Judge Harold Louderback.
Seven temporary jurors, tnree oi
them women, were in the box
when court opened.

Announce

Their

y

January 14th to 1 8th, Inclusive
A BIG MONEY SAVING EVENT
We offer you your choice of our, entire stock of clean and seasonable merchandise
at reductions which are positively genuine.
.

It Will Pay You to

Visit Our Store

During this Sale
YOUR DOLLAR WILL DO

ITS

FULL DUTY HERE

IT

6 MONTHS

Woman's Daily magazine Page
ll
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Social Calendar

BEAUTY CHATS
bj nana

wrote me a .letter the
other day and suggested that a few
talks on Improving health and personal appearance might bo written
for men as well as women. "I've
Been lots of thlnfts that I could
use," he wrote.
"Evcrytlme my
wife finds a suggestion that she
thinks J need she always reads it
to me."
So this Chat today Is written
particularly for masculine readers.
Now a common masculine affliction ( ViMlilnpss. which is nuite
unnecessary if a man only knew
how to stop it in time. When the
actual roots of the hair die there
is of course no hope of growing
new hair over a bald spot. ' nut it
takes more years than you think
to kill the roots, and It is not until
the bald part of the scalp is as
hard and smooth as a piece of polished glass that one should give
up hope of growing new hair.
A friend of mine came to me
last summer for the Pilocarpine
Hair Tonic. She had it made up
and had her husband "use it. He
was a fairly younpr man and was
rapidly getting bald, and because
of this he looked ten years oldor
than his actual age. Shortly after
she took the formula they moved
away and I have not seen them
since, but she wrote me yesterday
that herhushand'9 hair is much
thicker and that new hairs are
coming in over the bald places.
He had been using the tonic faithfully for several months.
A man

IT

II,!

Kent nornes.

A BEAUTY CHAT FOK MEN.

J

'

p

This is only another proof of
the goodness of this special tonio
which I personally consider to be
the very beat formula. If the hair
is kept thoroughly clean, if it is
shampooed 'with a good soap, if
the scalp is massaged and heating
hats are not worn, the use of this
tonio will be doubly effective.
If
you haven't the formula for the
tonio write me and I will gladly
mail it to you.

Friday.
Woman's club will meet at S
p. m.
Mrs. George C. Taylor will entertain bridge club at 2:30 p. m.
Good Time club dance at Colombo hall at 9 p. m.
Engineers' dance at university at
8. m.

FAD FOR KNICKERS
PRODUCES FROCK

Miss M. S.: If you will send me
a letter with a
stamped envelope enclosed, I will
mail yon the formula for a. harmless fattening tonice which will enlarge the bust.
A. O.: Scars left from boils on
the face will be very hard to remove, but Mf you are In perfect
health now, you can have as good
a skin as you desire by going to a
little extra trouble every day. I
would advice the following treatment; Rub cleansing cream Into
the face, wipe off with a dry cloth.
Then cover the face with the white
of an egg diluted with water, one
part egg to ten parts of water. Let
this stand on for 15 minutes. Wash
off with hot water. Massage In a
nourishing cold cream with an
electric vibrator, if you can get
one. Wipe oft the surplus cream
and rub the face with a piece of
This la a very stimulating face
treatment which will take you at
least 35 minutes every day, but if
you persist in it and if your health
is really good, your skin will become porfect.

Unhcm-Stitclii'- d
close to where you pulled the first
one on each of the four sides of
Handkerchief.
season
the handkerchief.
Now that the Christmas
If you are careful to leave the
is over, I have been asking myself
this question: "What is the pretti- middle thread, of these three
hand-made
Christmas gift I threads which you are to pull, till
est
have seen this year?" And I have the last ybu can tie colored crochet
come to the conclusion that the cotton right onto this middle
thread before pulling the thread
answer is, "One' of the dainty,
handkerchiefs that so out then, as you pull it out that
gifts." For pulls tho colored crochet cotton in.
many women made as
the benefit of my reader-friend- s
Many women, however, tie numwho do not happen to know how ber 100 sewing cotton to this midthese handkerchiefs are made, I dle thread and pull that in as a
am giving the following:
temporary middle thread, then tie
the colored crochet cotton to tho
Directions for Making an
Handkerchief: The end of this 100 cotton and pull out
first step is to buy sheer handker- tho 100 cotton (thus pulling in the
chief linen. This is sold at most colored one); they do this because
100 cotton is stronger than the
shops for about $2 a yard but the
few women wish to buy a full yard middle thread which was in tho
linen, and there is less danger of
of it, as one yard makes nine
handkerchiefs. Some stores breaking in pulling the colored
cotton
12
Inches
in
sell this linen
through. As the linen
strips
wide nvA 1 yard long so that 3 threads are pulled directly to the
handkerchiefs may be gotten out four .edges of the handkerchiefs,
it is easy to tie the 100 cotton or
of it. Again, some will sell a
square of it for 1 handker- the colored crochet cotton to them,
. in this pulling process.
, , - .
chief.
Now that you have the colored
If you have bought the linen
hither by the yard or by the strips crochet cotton in the handkerchief
where
the three linen threads were
8
makes
that
handkerchiefs, the
next step Is to cut it Into
originally, you should work a small
squares. To do this evenly, meas- flower of French knots (or any
ure off the 12 inches and pull a other simple design) in the little
squares formed at each of the four
thread (to know where to cut).
corners of the handkerchief (formNow take one of the
by the colored threads crossing
squares and pull four threads out ed
other at each corner).
pr me interior or u, one on eacn each
And
two
the last step is to roll the
inches
from
Bide of the square
the edge. Colored crochet cotton extreme edge of the handkerchief
5s run through the open "channel" all around, and whip it (taking
which is left by pulling out this stitches 8 of an inch apart) with
thread. Of course the fine crochet crochet cotton of the color you
cotton can be run through this have chosen; then go back, all
channel on a fine needle; but it is around the handkerchief, whipping
way; this forms a sort
better to widen the channel by it the other
h
effect around tho
pulling out two more threads, of
12-in-

cross-stitc-

edge.

To Cure a Cold
in One Day

jjp'

tea

laxmtiv

tablets fmr

Be sure you get

The genuine bears this signature

Price 30c

KING

GEORGE GIVES
AMNESTY TO IRISH
POLITICAL OFFENDERS
(By The Associated Press.)

London, Jan. 12 (by the Associated Press.) King George has
granted general amnesty "in respect to political offenses committed In Ireland prior to the operation of the truce last July," It was
announced today. The release of
prisoners will begin at once.
The text of the proclamation,
which was Issued by Winston
Churchill, secretary for the colonies, reads:
"The king has been pleased, at
the moment when the provisional
Irish government is due, to take office, to grant general amnesty with
respect to all offenses committed
in Ireland from political motives
prior to the operations of the truce
July 11, last.
"The release of the prisoners to
which amnesty applies, will begin
forthwith.
"It is the king's confident hope
that this act of oblivion will aid in
relations
powerfully
of friendship fend good will be
tween the peoples of Great Britain
and Ireland,"

Figures given out in Dublin last
night, in antlclpaton of the amshowed that
nesty proclamation,
1,010 persons who probably would
come under the classification of
political prisoners, were still in
coniinemeni.
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BY EJXHSE.
When daring designers brought
forth tho smart knlckcrbocker
suits early last fall they started
something which promises to be
rather a fad this spring. Almost
every designer of coats and suits
is making the Knickerbocker outfit in some variations. There are
suits composed of tailored jackets
and knickers, Jackets, skirts and
knickers and Jackets, cape
and
knickers.
It was left for tha
to
dressmakers,
however,
bring
forth the knlcker dress.
e
With
dresses taking
first placo in the wardrobe
of
dress
many women, a
combined with knickers was necessary to take the place of the
knickers suit. This model is made
on straight lines featuring wide
sleeves, a white vestee and silk
stitching. The skirt is slit to the
hips to permit freedom of movement, but mainly if the truth be
to show the smart
known
fitting knickers which are attached to the blouse lining. Such
a frock will be just the thing fcr
the hiker and the sportswoman
who likes frocks better than suits.
one-piec-

one-piec- e

No. 13.
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QUALITY BUTTER

Nothing made In the
Dairy has met with
such favor as Quality Butter. It Is churned twice a day
from rich, clean, wholesome cream. It is generally sold that
same day. So in buying Quality Butter made in a home plant
you can be snre of FRESH BUTTER, and butter of supreme
quality,

It is sold at the principal stores or at the plant and the
demand is growing to exceed the supply. To be assured of,
the BEST BUTTER when it is FRESH leave a standing order
with your grocer or come to the plant We have no fear
of you ever demanding other than Quality Butter If yon once
get a taste of It.

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
CO-OPERAT-

OBSERVE

BIBLE

S21

North Second.

Phone SSI.

'

competi-

ililliillil

many purposes. Tamarisk makes
handles for farm tools equal to
It
hickory or ironwood and
takes a polish equal to any
S. S. S. Thoroughly Rids tha Body ef
tree
This
known
hardwool.
Rheumatism Impurities,
will grow readily from cuttings.
In my grounds there are tamarisks
OF
2
REINSTATEMENT
from
planted
cuttings twenty years
Homebody's mother Is suffering toago, and soma of them are fifty
night! The scourge of rheumatism
ORDERED
EMPLOYES
has wrecked her body; limping anfl
inches in circumference and fully
suffering, bent forward, she sees but
fifty feet high, and have been watho common ground, but her aged
Koe the
tered only moderately.
Chicago. Jan. 12. Holding that
heart still belongs to tha starsi Does
tamarisks in the highlands, in the "no orderly adjudication of difanybody care? S. 8. 8. Is one of the
ferences arising between employes
lowlands, and in Fnirmount cemknown, and It
greatest
helps build more blood cell. Its medetery. So far no insects have at- and carriers can be had If the
icinal ingredients are purely vegetatacked the tamarisk nnd its roots carrier declines to meet represenble. It never disarranges the stomach.
tatives of tho employes' organizanever injured tho sidewalks.
It Is, In fact, a splendid tonic, a blood
Appm and pear trees make good tion interested in a dispute," the
It banishes
maker, & blood enrlcher.
ofshade trees for back yards and
railroad labor board today directrheumatism
from joints, muscles and
ths entire body, ft builds firm flesh.
,nnd forty-fiv- e
years in Albuquer- ten yield a good crop of fruit.' The ed theto Interstate Railroad comreinstate two employes
It Is what somebody's mother needs
que he vrould come to the same best time to transplant trees here pany
dismissed for furnishing their unMother, if you can not go
tonight!
conclusion, that the cottonwood is in late February and March.
to get a bottle of 8. 3. 3. yourself,
out
ions with railroad information.
E. 8. STOVER.
tree is a nuisance everywhere exIn your family will.
surely
somebody
ten
cept in a cow pasture fully
Somebody, get a bottle of B. B. S. nowi
MR. McCANNA, 1'IOXEER.,
A philanthropic society In Lonmiles from any habitation.
Let somebody's mother beirtn to feol
don annually sends between thirty
I have several serious objections Editor Morning Journal;
Joyful Baiti tonight
Maybe, maybe
Hew glorlnni yo will feel, mother, ft.,
Christmas
When the sickle of death en- and forty thousand
your mother! 8. 8. 8. Is sold at
to the cottonwood as a shade tree.
U all ton. Let all
wh
rheumatism
raur
over
tered
the
to
all
517
cards
the
McCanna
drug stores, In two sliea. Th.
home,
The male cottonwood as well as
prisoners
B.B.8.doU. It will boUd yoa op, too! larger size is the more economical.
other cottonwoods It attacked by North Fourth street, Tuesday world.
and it is practically night, and in a twinkling and
the
Impossible to prevent these worms without warning whatsoever rob
i sinus sw ei'mif jwm.n.
from making this troe unsightly bed the happy home of husband '
i ll ftlllnSf ifamn
"
and from littering the walks and and father, P. p. McCanna, that fe-4same scythe that mows down tho
actually getting into the houses.
just anu me unjust, tne gooa
Again, the leaves of the cottonwood are a nuisance, especially and the bad, the happy and the w.
also from this
during the fall and winter. Being unhappy,oneremoved
of my warmest and
earth
very woody the leaves have to ba best
friends.
buried or burned to prevent danWith the possible exception of vn
ger of fire. If planted nenr sidea few, I think I knew Pets I!
only
the
soon
walks the roots
spoil
pavements, for illustration see the McCannain as well as any other
Albuquerque; for many
north sides of Central avenue, west person
of the Masonlo temple and many years (up to the,' time of my absence
in
we were chums
Chicago)
other places in the city.
The wood of the cottonwood is and knew each other as true
friends
should
know
each other.
almost worthless, while that of
ha arrived in Albuquerque
many other shade trees that do When
thirty-od- d
years ago, with his
well here is very valuable.
friend
Munday, from Oswego,
I agree with Mr. Reynolds in New
both being players
and
York,
what he says' about othor shade of base
ball, they sought out tho M
trees, and Join with him In his adwho had reorgan
vice to those desiring to plant undersigned,
the Browns club for the sea-- 1 v..
shade trees to consult Dr. W. H. ized becomo
son,
ptaylng members, and m
I,ong, who has an office in the
and
this connection
Korber building, as I believe Dr. through which
came on in later
others,
Long knows more about trees than years,
as
such
the unany other man in the whole state. dersigned in theassisting
Mr. Reynolds does not have a the New Mexico organizationFire-of
MUttsS
Volunterj
word to say about the beautiful men's
to
association,
helping
ken
cerand valuable evergreens. Most
the local volunteer firemen In good
tainly I should adviso the planting fire fighting
trim when the vr.
of evergreens. See what I have ac
WE STILL HAVE THREE CARS LEFT AT $135.00 EACH.
writer was their chief, and render- complished with evergreens during ing most valuable aid, by work
the past eighteen years at my home and counsel, when he and I were
at 0U6 West Central avenue. Ever- both holding working offices of
greens live from .200. t 600 yeurs. the New Mexico Territorial Fair
while the average life of the cot- association Is it no wonder that
tonwood Is, only about sixty years, lasting
be
should
friendship
riant shade trees for the future as formed between
us two, and when
well as for the present.
the news of his death, under
There is another most beautiful such sudden and distressing
cirand valuable tree that does ex- cumstances,
became
generally
in
the lowlands, high- known Wednesday morning, words
cellently
lands, and on the mesa, and which fail mo lrt the expression of rnj
Mr. Reynolds does not mention, eripf.
and that is the tamarisk not the
It will takJ a long time to efface f '
tamarack as many call it. The from my memory
the
good
tamarack Is an evergreen and does things I knew about many
Pete Mcnot flourish in New Mexico.
The Canna; but we knew each other
These cars are worth a lot more than we ask for them.
tamarisk is a deciduous tree, with and when I returned to my
leaves dropping
quietly to tho adopted home, in 1912, after an
ground without troubling anyone absence ol nearly five years in
and making valuable fertilizer.
homeChicago, his was a
ONE CHEVROLET TOURING. ONE FORD TOURING AND
There are some fifteen varieties coming greeting that hearty
I will never
WORM-DRIVof the tamarisk, some of them forget.
ONE
MAXWELL TRUCK.
blooming two and three times a
"Peace to his ashes," Is the
year. They grow as rapidly as the wish of a true friend whom ho
cottonwood, and the wood is val- knew.
uable, not only as fuel, but for
W. T. McCREIGIIT.
COTTOVW OOI TREES.

Editor Morning Journal:
Your issue of the 8th instant
contains an article by Lee Reynolds, county agent, on shade
trees, in which he states that tho
male cottonwood trie is the best
shade tree for the lowlands in tho
city. It has attracted my attention,
and in the interest of our citizens,
I feel it my duty to reply thereto.
Were I the czar of Albuquerque
I would not permit another cotton-woo- d
tree, male or female, to be
planted within the city limits. And
t am confident that it Mr. Reynolds had had the experieno wl'h
the cottonwood tree which I have
had seventeen
years in Kansas

JS

jl

Today is Bible day at the WomThe literary program
conducted by Mrs. H. O. Strong
will be devoted to Bible study. The
Woman's club chorus will sing
"Hymns We Ought to Know" and
Mrs. F. W. Harden, a profound Bible student, will give a "Discussion
of the Grandeur and Beauty of tho
Unfamiliar Book of LSviticus." Mrs.
George E. Everitt will read a paper entitled "Oratorio."

an's club.

EXTENSION OF TIME
TO COUNT HERDS IS.
URGED
(By The Associated Press.)
Colorado Springs, Colo.. Jan. 12.

Extension of the time limit allowed western stockmen to count
their herds, 'which must be done
before they get loans from the
War Finance corporation, would
be a great thing for the industry,
W. E. Bysart, California cattleman, here for the National Livewhich
stock association meeting
opens tomorrow, said tonight.
1
is
the
limit
set,
present
July
and he declared that the count
cannot be made until late In the
spring, and will take some time.
Upon the War Finance corporation
and the willingness of banks
and trust companies to extend aid
to the Industry, Its existence depends, Mr. Bysart said.
The executive 'committee of the
association, numbering fifty, at
tended a banquet tonight at which
policies and the general situation
were discussed.

CASH OR TERMS

1
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It's

Quicksilver,
Salivates,
causes Rheumatism and
Bone Decay
The next dose of calomel you
take may salivate you. It may
shock your liver or start bone ne
crosis. Calomel is dangerous.
It
is mercury, quicks)!. er. It crashes
Into sour bile like dynamite,
cramping and sickening you. Calomel attack b the bones and should
never be put Into your system.
If you feel bii'ous, headachy.
constipated and all knocked out
Just go to your druggist and get a
bottle of Dodson s L.ivor Tone for
a few cents which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and If it
doesn't
start your liver and
straighten you up better and quicker than nasty calomel and without making you sick, you Just go
back and get your tmuey,
Don't take calomel! It can not
be trusted any more than a leop
Take Dodson's
ard or a wild-ca- t.
Liver Tone which straightens you
right up and makes you feel fine.
No salts necessary.
Give It to tho
children because it Is perfectly
an-can not salivate,
harmless
i

Values as High as

;
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MARGARET VISITS JOAX'S
i ROOMS.

"I'll, telephone."

Margaret threw

her hat, a dainty expensive confection, upon the bed with studied
CHAPTER 5.
carelessness.
She asked the name
Margaret had felt lontly; lonely of the restaurant, asked for the
for the first time since she had manager, and without consulting
decided upon winning her daugh- anyone ordered a delightful lunch-coter's interest as a woman; her love
as a young mother. She dressed
Two waiters came up with the
with metriculous care for this first heavy trays.
Joan and Martha
visit to her daughter's rooms. One looked on while Margaret helped
would have thought she was about Improvise a table largo enough for
to attend some society function she three, and while she helped the
was so hard to suit.
waiters set out the food.
"I must look my very best," she were to return in half an hour They
with
said o Hannah who stood beside the dessert.
her. "Joan will perhaps Introduce
"No sooner," she warned them,
me to some of her young friends "we don't Intend to be hurried, do
and I want to make an impres- we girls?" she brightly asked, a
sion."
murmur her answer.
"They will think you are lovely,
The luncheon
was delicious.
reBreast of chicken with
they can't help it," Hannah
turned honestly. To her simple a vegetable, a delicious mushrooms,
salad, crisp
mind the change In her mistress rolls, and a great pitcher
of milk.
was little short of miraculous. She
"I don't drink tea or coffee, ex- adored her, and was delighted to cept a cup of black coffee at
night
see the difference her determina- so my complexion will not
tion to enjoy herself had wrought. Margaret said gayly. "I amsuffer,"
rather
"I hope sol I want Joan's friends
of my skin."
to like me, think me Interesting." proud
The half hour was Just up when
To Margaret this Beemed to more Ice cream and delicious cake
apclearly express her feeling than peared. Afterward Margaret sank
any other word. She wanted Joan back in a big lounging chair and
and her friends to be interested In asked:
her; to find her Interesting, not
"Shall we smoke?"
because she was Joan's mother,
"I should say not!" Joan replied.
but because she was a woman with I don't care
very much about
a personality of her own.
smoking anyway."
When Margaret rapped, Joan's
young voice bade her enter. Pur- FOR
THE IMMEDIATE
posely had Margaret appeared a
bit earlier than she was expected. SALE AND
DELIVERY OF
Martha Hardy was with Joan, and
from the expression on the two
HAINES PLAYER-PIAN- 0
girlish faces they had been talking
seriously.
We have
received one new
"Come in!" Joan called. Then: W. P. Haines Just
and company player-plan"Oh, mother!"
of which are in the
"I'm a bit early I know. If you homes many
of
citizens
are busy don't
let me Interrupt throughout the state. If you are
you."
Margaret kept her tone Interested In a player-pian- o
of uncasual, while her glance wandered usual value, call, see and hear this
about the room.
new W. P. Haines and company.
"No we're not busy, not very.
We also have another bargain In
Martha, yoO remember mv moth a used piano, oak case, standard
er?" There was none of the Dride maK and
guaranteed, for $225.
In her relationship that Margaret
Coming A repossessed
piano,
longed to hear. ,
mahogany case, good tone and
"Of course! I'll run along now action, will arrive shortly from the
I am sure you will want to be north to be sold for unpaid bal

m

519 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE

well-kno-

alone."
"Not at all. Martha! I mav call
you Martha, mayn't I
Margaret
asked In her most engaging manner. "I expect all Joan's friends
to be my friends. I am so little
older than she Is that I am sure I
shall enjoy you all immensely."
Aiterwara Margaret told Janet

Walters:
"I lust took the bull bv the
horns and told them I was young
It was a study to see Joan's face
when I said it; she looked ready
to cry."
"I hope so. Mrs. Havden " Mar
tha had answered a bit stiffly.
Margaret tried to study out the

psychology of that stilted answer.
Had Joan talked to Martha about
her feelings, that she believed her
mother should be frankly old, and
drees the part? Or was Martha
Imbued with the same idea? Did
she want her mother to be old,
and dress old, too?
now why can t we three nave
& nice little luncheon
sent in? I
noticed a charming restaurant very

ance.
GEO. P. LEARNART) PTANO CO..
Phone 106, 214 South Walter Street.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed proposals will be received
at the Office of Trost & Trost and
Geo. P. Hill, Architects, room 2,
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, up to 3 p. m. of Wednesday, February 15, 1922, for the
erection and completion of a
Fireproof Hotel Building In
Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
Albuquerque Hotel Company. Plans
and specifications can bs obtained
at the office of the architects. A
deposit of $25 will be required on
each set of plans and specifications
given out to contractors for

150-roo- m

The board of directors of the Al
buquerque Hotel Company reserve
the right to reject any or all

In 8S games nltchcd last season.
"Ra be", Adams of the Pittsburgh
Pirates issued only 18 passes to
near,",-firs, did not mako a single wild
"We usually go out for luncheon. pitch, nor did he ho hit a. single
But If you wish" Joan replied. batsman with a pitched bull,

I'm
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AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT

By JANE

WOMAN'S CLUB WILL

CALOMEL IT ALL
INTIMATE

(By The Asswlntfd l'rrss.)
Marysvllle, Calif., Jan. 12.
Henry Thomas was given a sentence of six months In Jail upon
being found guilty of taking a
bottle of milk from a doorstep.
Two other men have received sentences of three months for like
offenses recently.
"Marysvllle babies are not going to be robhed If heavy sentences will stop these thefts,"
sand Police Judge Langdon.

1

for Uncle Sam's

The big minor leagues can't be
blamed for objecting to a rule
tion.
the Red, that permits the majors to draft
White and Blue copped the cham- players, when a minor league star
pionships In tennis, golf, polo, can be sold foi from five to
times the draft price.
fencing, boxing and on the track. twenty-fiv- e
r

In International
Tho wearers of

ra

HOUSEKEEPING

How to Make a Tmlnty,

TAKING A BOTTLE OF
MILK FROM DOORSTEP

Not a bad

athletes

K-- l

ice.

f
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IN JAIL FOR

web-wor-

Dy LAURA A. H1RKMAN.

Take

Paee Five
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Listen to Reason
W

ITH the wisdom of a sage, Poor Richard said: "If
you will not hear Reason, she will surely rap your,

knuckles."

advertising you find in this paper is 100 per cent
reason. Ignore its messages, and you neglect opportunity,
overlook vital information and put yourself in a
way to
knuckles
get your
severely rapped. Heed them, and you
cannot fail to profit.
,THe

Sometimes, the advertisements keep you from making
an unwise purchase by pointing out the reasons why one
article suits you better than another.'

And always they identify for you goo'ds of unquestioned value. When a store or
manufacturing concern puts
its name on goods and tells you about them,
you may be
sure that they are worth consideration. It does not
pay to
advertise merchandise that is not good.

F

It's worth while to heed the voice of
reason.
Read the advertisements!

W

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Six.
til humanity has come to

live an ideal lira thero will
be no ideal newspaper; for nobody would read one
that spoke only of virtue and never of evil. Newspapers are published to print tho news; the nature
of news is what people make it, None the less, the
conscientous editor wants a paper which is fit to
go into every home.

Uleuquerque Umm Journal
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSTATER
Published By
JOfRNAIi PLBLLSUIXG COM PAN Y
D. A. MACl'HBRSON.
CARL C. MAGEE,
President.
Secretary.
. . .Business
Manager
I). A. MACPHEliSON
CART,

NO CAUSE

RE PRE SE NTAT1 y E S
Marouetto Bldg., Chicago, 111
C J. ANDERSON
RALPH R. MULLI OA N...48 E. 4 2d St.. New York
matter at tho postoffico
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M., under act ol Congress of
March 17. 187!).
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mail, one month, 85c;
yearly, In. advance, jD.OO.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than 13 accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper in New Mexico issued every day
in the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use, for
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
the local news published herein.
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THE LAMB.

The Journal very much wishes that it might ho
able to pay the price of peace. Wo have been advised that if we will cease to criticize V. A, Hawk-InJohn M. Sully, A. B. Fall and their political and
financial cohorts, and will "take back" what we
have already said about them, that the gang
will cease its bombardment of us. We would like
to accept the offer just to show our magnamity and
good nature. We wish to avoid everything which
looks as though we are peevish or malicious. Rut
the price the people would be compelled to pay by
reason of such perfidy on the part of the Journal
would be too high.-A careful search of the record of W. A. Hawkins
during the years of his political ascendancy in New
d
act. There
Mexico fails to reveal ono
Us not one redeeming feature in the long list of his
political activities, llo has openly and avowedly
represented the special interests which have exploited the people of New Mexico. We can find no
act of his which was Inspired by any thought of
service to the people. Ho has served the masters
who have paM him a salary.
Hawkins must retire from public activities In
New Mexico and way retired. Until ho does the
Journal will not desist. In his private relationships
we have no criticism to make. So far as we know
he is a good husband and father. As a social friend
he has charming personal qualities, llo has framed
a largo part of the policy from which New Mexico
has suffered.
John M. Sully is far less pernicious In his public
Mr. Sully is a fine character in many
activities.
When ho has been taught two or three
respects.
lessons regarding his duly to the public he will be
d
a useful man in New Mexico. Ho is
in many respects ami spends money to aid many
useful activities.
Mr. Sully believes in obeying ihe letter of the
law, but regards it as legitimate to form combinations of special Interests to make the law which he
is to obey. If unconscionable tax exemptions can be
given him by law through improper influences he
Justifies himself by saying "It is the law."
in re, i Mr. Sully also believes In combinations
straint of trade. He is an active party to the deal
'Which has made the price of coal so high in Albuquerque that no city can prosper under it and the
people are robbed in order to furnish outrageous
profits.
TTia iYitrA .Httplcm nf Mr. finllv. finfl to nnr mind
the most serious, is his theory of controlling publicity. Ho owned a $25,000 interest in the Journal at the time of its purchase by the present owners and parted with It with great reluctance for
fear Its policy would become beyond control. Mr.
Sully's "hunch" was right.
In America our welfare ts based upon the ability
of the people to know tho facts. If newspapers are
there can be no
to be controlled and "corked-up,- "
future for us. When Mr. Sully revises his publi-morals In these regards the Journal will befriend
his great business enterprises and urge the public
to give them the squarest kind of a square deal.
When the financial power of tianka is used for
service to the public and their prosperity' Is predicated upon that service, the Journal admires and
supports. When the borrowings of individuals or
small correspondent banks are uied as clubs to compel the borrower to do the political bidding of the
dominant Institution, tho system becftmes vicious
and the power dangerous. The Journal can not
countenance such a condition and must fight to
break It up.
The Journal is not against big business in business, but is against big business in politics. It is not
against laws favorable to the operation of big business, but is against laws which give it opportunity
to wring any manner of extortion from tho people.
We are against that which curtails equality of opportunity or permits robbing the people.
The plan which has been organized to pound
the editor of tho Journal until he desists from pressing these Idealj upon the people will not work. The
effort to "break his heart" by making the "going
too hard" will prove a 'allure. We want peace, but
not at such a price. We are anxious for the lion
and the lamb to lie down together, but not with the
lamb inside the stomach of the lion.
The effort to punish the editor of this paper Is
based upon nothing but a determination to silence
him. His complete annihilation is the only result
which will accomplish this thing, for which the
special Interests so devoutly pray.
s,

for It."
"Cut out the league of nations and all that heavy
stuff," yawned the flappers of both sexes. '"What's
It all ebout, anyway?"
"Cut out the
funny pictures," said the
careful mother. "Such pictures aren't funny, and
they're bad, very bad, for children."
''Cut out the ponderous editorials," snapped the
man who merely Beans the headlines. "Nobody
reads 'ern nowadays."
"Cut out the woman's page," said the female
with the strong mind. "It's mushy, trashy, trivail;
an Insult to our sex."
"Cut out sports and theaters," said the Intellectual. "Both are bad Influences, and both have received altogether too much notice."
"Cut Out
," began another and still an,
other, but the published beat them to it.
"Stop, all of you,", he cried. "On second thought
I have decided to cut out myself. It is no use try
Inj- to publish the Ideal newspaper until I come
across the Ideal reader."
Without readers no newspaper can live, and un- -
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aggregated
Closing
American
American
American
American
American
American
Anaconda
Atchison
Baltimore
Bethlehem

VERSE OF TODAY
KATYDIDS.
Katydids scraped In the dim trees,
And I thought they were little white skeletons
Flaying the fiddle with a pair of finger-bones.

RHYMES

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
PENNSYLVANIA DREAM.
Now, if we could have, for a change, a senator
who would represent all the people of Pennsylvania
but pshaw! how wo do dream! Philadelphia
Record.
4 4
ENOUGH FORDS LOOSE ALREADY.
Henry Ford's press agent is missing a good bet.
He should announce that Henry will buy the world's
submarines, equip them with tires and horns and
turn them loose on our boulevards.
Shoe and
Leather Reporter.
A

4

CHANCE TO ISE THRIFTY.
Gentlemen of the conference, a few more battleships, lopped off would enable you to pay a handsome installment on your war debt. Washington
Post.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
OIR

STATE UNIVERSITIES.

(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)
Here and there in Minnesota are persons of some
prominence who seem to be making it a major study
in their curriculum of citizenship to figure out ways
and means of attacking the state, through its representatives, for spending so much money on higher
education
notably on the University of Minnesota,
Tho chance was not overlooked in tho late convention of the farm bureau federation to deliver a
punch of this kind.
It is not tho purpose here cither to approve or to
challenge these critics, but to point out the fact that
over in our sister tate of Michigan there appears
to bo an unusually vigorous public sentiment in
favor of doing whatever can bo done with a liberal
use of state money to make and keep the University
of Michigan- a going educational concern that shall
be second to none.
In the next two years there will be spent at the
University of Michigan for higher educational purposes something over $14,000,000.
In the coming
spring it is contemplated that six or eight new buildbe
ings shall
put under way of construction at a total
cost of not less than $5,000,000,. and probably more
nearly $7,000,000. With .revenue to be available
under new state laws and under, other benefactions
the Michigan institution now has tho equivalent
of what would be for a privately sustained university an endowment of $60,000,000.
Harvard's endowment is now about $40,000,000. '
It is now the boast of the authorities of the University of Michigan that the pay of faculty members
is such today that no man of the teaching corps
need leave the institution and go elsewhere on tho
mere ground that by doing so he can obtain better
pecuniary compensation for equal service.
These things have been mado possible because
tho governor and the legislature of Michigan made
them so,' being convinced, us they were, that tho
service of tho university Is worth all thrf money that
is used for its support, and that tho people of Michigan as a whole approve that view and are in a
mood to foot the necessary bills.
-

j

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

When I was young I plied my
wild
with
tongue
thoughtless,
abandon; I worked by steam, there
was no theme I wouldn't take a
stand on. I lectured loud to every
crowd, I thundered and orated; I
sritilIed words until the birds
were scared and emigrated.
I'd,
criticise the learned and wise, and
roast the useful voter; I yipped
and yeUed as though propelled by
twin six
motor. I know it
all; with splendid gall tho public
is instructed;
I thought this land
would soon be canned, uniesj by
me conducted. ,The people groaned, the people" honed to end me

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
1

By Howard

B.

Gari

Copyright. 1021. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGG1LY AND 11UNTY
RATTLE.

S

"Did you hear the news, Uncle
Wisgily?" asked Nurse Jane Vuzty
Wuzzy ono day. as the rabbit gentleman started out from his hollow
stump bungalow to go look for an
adventure
"News? What news? Do you
mean about Grandfather Goosey
(lander swallowing a corncob tho
having sore
wrong way and

throat?"

"Not exactly, though it's something Uko that. I haven't heard
about Grandpa Goosey. I'm speak-o- f
Baby Buhty. Your little rabbit
girl is' ill," said Nurse Jane.
"Oh, I'm sorry to hear that!"
exclaimed Uncle Wiggily. "Is she
very in?"
"Well, a bad cold, so Mrs. Bow
Wow was telling me."
"I'll hop right over and see Baby
Bunty," said Uncle Wiggily.
"Do! She'll bo glad to have you
come in," said Nursa Jane.
"And I'll take her a lit t lo present
so she won't mind taking nasty,
bitter medicine. I suppose she has
to take nasty, bitter medicine,
Nurso Jane?" asked the bunny.
"I suppose so," the muskrat lady
answered.. "One does when one
has a cold."
"Well, then I'll take Baby Bunty

(
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AGE BRINGS WISDOM.

(Copyright 1921 by George
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Bret Sugar.
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Rmeltlns & Refg..
Sumatra Tobacco,.
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Trade Mark Registered" U.

hoS
V

S.Ptent
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c.

May. 63
May, 38

New York, Jan. 12.- Cotton fu
tures closed steady. Jan. $17.95;
March, $17.88; May. $17.48; July.
-

$17.06; Oct., $16.42.
Spot cotton Quiet.
$18.25.

IJBERTY BONDS.

3s.

4s,

tory

4s,

4s,

U

4s,

$100.24.

NEW YORK MONEY.
New York, Jan. 12. Call money
Steady. High, low, ruling rate,
closing bid and last loan, 3
per
cent.
Time loans Easy. Sixty and 99
days and six months, 4 per cent:
to 5
prime mercantile paper, 4
per cent.

'

NEW YORK METALS.
1
New York. Jan.
Steady. Klectrolytic, spot and nearby,
later, 14c.
Tin Firm. Spot and nearby,
futures, $32.87.
8Sc;
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 4.80.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis delivery, spot $4.80.
Antimony Spot, $4.59.

1314c;

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
New York, Jan. 12. Foreign exchange irregular. Great Britain
demand. $4.22; cables. $4.22.
France demand, 8.14; cables,
8.15. Italy demand, 4.32; cables,
4.33.
Belgium demand,
7.79;
demand,
cables, 7.80. Germany
.53
deHolland
cables,
.53c;
Normand. 36.80; cables, 36.86.
way demand, 15.75. Sweden demand, 24.95. Denmark demand,
20.00. Switserland demand. 19.40.
Spain demand, 14.96. Greece demand, 4.35. Argentina demand',
33.62. Brazil demand, 12.75. Mont-

-

33 Vi
44

33
116
13
48
94
34
22
30
55
17

real,

95.

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

27

Chicago, Jan. 12. ButterMarket higher. Creamery extras. S2c;
84 firsts, 2631cj seconds, 2325c;.
standards, 30e.
"3
Eggs Market higher. Receipts
39
5,124 cases. Firsts, 35c; ordinary-firsts6BH
62

,

28

26

,.109

27

1"

i..

Pennsylvania

v.xu Consolidated Copper

67
74
l&Mi

i;!?
74
El
20

.

....

32

30c; miscellaneous,

34e.

Poultry Alive, lower. Fowls,
22c; springs. 23c; turkeys, S5c;
roosters, 17c.
Potatoes Market firm. Receipt
ta
1 5 cars.
Total United States
WlRcnnsin
sacked.
fian
i $2.00
2.15 cwt.; Wisconsin bulk,
$2.25 cwt.; Michigan sacked, $2.05
2.15
cwt.; Minnesota sacked,
$1.952.05 cwt.
ship-mon-

7

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

81

Kansas City, Jan. 12. Butter'
Market unchanged.
Eggs Market 4c higher. Firsts,

63

...127

29c; seconds, 20c.

83
63

Market unchanged.

Poultry

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

TRADE.

,

Chlcaeo Livestock.
Chicago Jan. 1 2. Cattle Re11.000.
Market fairly active
ceipts
on all classes; beef steers, fat she
stock and calves steady to strong;
spots higher- on desirable beef
steers. Top yearlings, $9.00; bulk
8. 00:
bulls
$7.00
beef steers,
strong.
steady; stackers and feeders Market
Hogs Receipt 40.000.
active, largely 35c to 40o higher,
than yesterday's average; big pack-on
ers doing nothing. Top, $8.70
average: bulk of
140 to
sales, $8.00 0.40; pigs 40c to
bulk dpslrahle, 8.508.ia.

Chicago, Jan. 12. Wheat avertoaged a little higher in prices- of
day chiefly owing to removal
hedges against sales of 1,300,000
bushels of seed wheat taken for
market
shipment to Russia. Thefrom
c
closed unsettled, varying
c
advance, with
net decline to
and July
to $1.11
Mav $1.11
to 99c.
Com finished a enaae to
higher, oats unchanged o -ofshade
7
c
off, and provisions at gains
to 50c.
,
In addition to tho bullish effect
relief
dealings the
of Russian
wheat market was given at times
a slight further stimulus by indications of improvement In domes-In
Firmness
tic milling demand.
the Liverpool market tended somewhat also to help the bull side. On
the other hand, general export Inquiry was Klow as a result apparently of Argentina competition.
B(ides, tho general market effect
of the fall of the French cabinet
was depressing, although Max de- -

93c

d

sheen ueceinls 21.000. Market
Fat lamb top
generally steady.
some held higher:
early $12.85; 50
12. 75; fat ewe
bulk 'early, $12
on
top early, $7.10; bidding steady
feeder lambs.

'
Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City, Jan. 12. Cattle-Rec- eipts
3.500. Beef steers steady

.

,

to 25c higher, mostly 10c to 13o
plain.
higher; closing easv; ouality
Several loads, $7.25 7.60: fat she
stock strong, closing weak; most
cows. $4.004.50; good light heifers. $6.75; calves strong to 2o
higher; best vealers. $9.009.2o;
other classes
odd lots, "$9.50;
strong; good and choice heavy
butcher bulls, 4.254.75; bulk

as he stopped rembllng. "It
Baby Bunty's rattle that the
Cat heard, and he thought it
a snake with a rattle in the
of its tail. Well, rattlesnakes
don't como out In winter, and I'm
glad of it, for I'm afraid of them
myself, They can bite and poison
even a Bob Cat. But Baby Bunty's
rattle saved me! I fooled the
,
Lynx!" ,
And so the bunny had. Back he
to
tho
changing the
store,
hurried
rattle for a doll. And. Baby Bunty
She
liked the doll very much.
looked at it when taking bitter
medicine and didn't mind, and
soon her cold was all better.
And It tho cracker box doesn't
get hungry in tho night and take
A bite of orange sWn off the banana. I'll tell you next about Uncle
Wiggily and the tea kettle.

gily,
was
Bob
was
end

can-nebolognas, $3. 50 3. 76; most
around $2.50; plain to choice
stockers, $5.1 0 6.60; most stock
cows, $3.25 3.75.
Market
5,600.
Hogs Receipts
closed active to packers and shippers, 2Bc to SCo, higher than yes150 to Imterday's average. Best 200
to
pounders, $7.90 8.00;
loads.
mixed
$7.8007.90;
$7.40T.76: bulk of sales. $7.60
most throwout
7.95; too, $8.00:
sows, $6.006.75; stock pigs 2oo
rs

-

higher.

Sheep Recelnts 8.000. Killing1
classes generally 25o higher;
fed ewes, $6.75;
best
lambs, $12.25,
109-an-

117-pou-

By Gene Byrne

I
.

Middling '

New York, Jan. 12. Liberty
bonds closed:
$97.80; first 4s
$97.76 bid; second 4s, $97.68; first
$97.90; second
$97.94;
third 4!4s. $98.06;
fourth
$98.06; Victory 3B. $100.24; Vic

O fflcc)

:

$1.11; July.

c; July, B4c.
c; July, 39 e.
Pork Jan., $16.00; May, $16.30.
Lard March. $9.25; Mav, $9.45,
Ribs Jan., $8.35; May, $8.45.
NEW YORK COTTON.

56

Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil ft Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
SUidebaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper
CniCAGO BOARD OF

losing pricps:
Wheat- May,
Corn
Oats

....... 12145

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
Chino Copper
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar ...
Erie . .'.
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central
Northern Pacific
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Central Leather

or the rattle box is too young. I'm
sorry."
"You .can take tho rattle box
back to the store and change it for
something else," suggested Unclo
MASON.
"A picture book, or a
Butter.
story book, or even a doll."
"Ves, I can do that," Uncle Wigand my chatter, and, seeing red, gily agreed. "I'll do it."
So he started to hop back with
were
head
wished
served
my
they
upon a platter. And In my walks, the rattle box, but when he was
quite often, rocks would spoil mv half way to the store, all of a sudSunday beaver; and maddened den thero was a rustling in tho
skates would leave their gates and bushes and out popped the bad
chase me with a cleaver.-- - And Boh Cat.
wearied hicks defaced with bricks
"Oh, ho!" howled the Bob Cat.
the map that nature gave me, and giving his tongue a sort of sleigh
in a sweat the village vet with ride over his teeth,
"Oh, ho! Just
liniments would lave me. Youth in time, I see!"
"Who is in time for what?''
disappears, and passing years bring
wisdom to a critter; I hear the asked Unclo Wiggily, serious like.
"You are just in time to hi
I
kick
up their noise, and
boys
send forth no twitter. In peace
caught by me!" howled the Bob
Cat.
"Let me see now, shall I
sit and gently knit, my time-wor- n
thumbs I twiddle, and they who nibblo your right car first, or the
left?"
must
and
'dance
prance and yell
"Neither ear, If . you please.
pay the guys who fiddle.
Don't nibble either!" begged the
bunny, shivering like.
Yes, I shall nibble both ears at
something so she won't mind awalTf
lowing her medicine," went on Un- once!" howled the Bob Cat, orcle Wiggily.
Lynx. And this so frightened UnAway ho hopped, and as he went
along he kept wondering what ho
could buy Baby Bunty that would
please the poor little ill rabbit girl.
"Ah, I know! I have it!" exas he
claimed
Mr. Longears
thought of something. Soon he was
at the store, and he came out with
;
paper parcel in his paws.
"What have you been buying
now? nsked Unclo Butter, the
goat gentleman, as he met the bun
ny a llttlo later.
"A present for Baby Bunty, who
is 111," Unclo Wiggily answered.
"What sort of a present?" the
goat gentleman wanted to know.
A rattle box," answered Uncle
Wiggily. "I saw some fine ones
in the store and I got Baby Bunty
a rattle box. Listen! It makes a
funny noise when you shake It,"
i
and ho Jiggled it to and fro.
"Yes," agreed Uncle Butter.
MS
"Rattle boxes generally make funny noises when you shake' them.
Unck
That's what they're for. But I
Wiggily,
wouldn't have gotten one for Baby
thoughtful
Bunty."
"Wouldn't you?" asked Uncle
cle Wiggily that he began to shake.
Wiggily. "Why not?"
"Because she's too old for a rat- And something made a, noise in his
tle box."
pocket.WTiat's that?"
"What's that?
"Oh, that's so! I never thought
of that!" sighed the bunny gentle- howled the Lynx.
man. "I had forgotten that Baby
"I I don't know!" answered the
Bunty Is growing tip. So she is bunny, shivering harder than ever,
too old for the rattle box eh, The noise sounded again.
UncU? Butter?"
"Oh, it's a rattlesnake!" cried
"Yes, or the rattle box 'is too the Bob Cat. "A .rattlesnake is
young for Baby Bunty, either way after me. I didn't know they came
out In winter. This one must be
you like," bleated the goat.
"Hum!" said Unclo Wiggily very hungry!
)h, I'm afraid of a
and
meditating. rattlesnake!" And away he ran as
thoughtful like,
"This is too bad. It won't tit fast as he, could go;
efther way. Baby Burjty Is too old
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Uncle Wig- -

pur-chas- es

$22,875,000.

Steel 'B"
Superior
California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific

Bulto

How long Is it since Indians walked here.
Stealing along the sands with smooth feet?
How long is it since Indians died hero
And the creeping sands scraped them bone from
bone?
Dead Indians under the sands, playing their
bones against strings of wampum.
The roots of new, young trees have torn their
graves asunder,
But in the branches sit little white skeletons
Bashing a bitter death-dirg- e
through the August
night.
Amy Lowell in The Dial.

tions that the Italian government
might throw its 37,000,000 bushels
wheat reserve on the market to
prevent a rise in bread prices was
given a reason for selling which
weakened prices at the last.
Corn and oats were upheld
largely by the influence of
made for Russian relief.
Higher quotations on hogs
to ba resDonsihln fni.
advance in the provision market.

(By The Associated Prcu.)
New York, Jan. 3 2. Business on
tho stock exchange today was moderate in volume and lacking in
noteworthy features. The recent
investment demand for government
bonds and other high grade securi
ties seemed to have temporarily
run its course.
Stocks were firm at the opening,
reactionary during tho intermediate period and irregular later, when
offerings of oil, tobaccos, International paper and specialties, including Columbia Graphophone common and preferred, at low records,
invited fresh short selling.
Rails, especially
coalers, were
tho only stocks to manifest a degree of firmness or Immunity from
Extreme
pressure.
professional
gains of one to three points in that
were
reduced
at
close.
the
group
Sales amounted to 485,000 shares.
Failure of the local federal reserve bank to order further reductions of rediscount and interest
rates was without more than passing influence on money rates. Call
loans again held at 3
per cent
and many new time loans at 4',4
to 4 4 per cent were reported.
The resignation of the French
cabinet, in which the question of
reparations evidently figured, oc
casioned some activity in remit
tances to Paris. Foreign exchange
as a whole, however, showed little
unsettlement, reactions In French,
Belgian and German
quotations
being neutralized by the strength
of Dutch, Swiss and Scandinavian
bills.
An unusually largo gain of reserve liabilities was the chief item
of Interest In the Bank of Eng
The report of
land's statement.
the State Bank of Germany showed
no change in its gold holdings and
note circulation, but credits and
deposits were substantially - lower.
Liberty bonds eased on realizing
for profits, but closed at trifling
at
gains and losses. Victory
at $100.30,
$100.26 and the
mado new high records for a long
period.
Many of the old time railway
bonds were in demand but foreign
issues were irregular on latest de
velopments In the French political
situation. Total sales, par value,

4s

Automobile accidents at the crossings., will become less frequent after many auto drivers hav-been disabused of their idea that tho "stop, look
and listen" sign was put there for the engineer.

IDEALS.

divorce case reports," said the nice people.
"Cut out the accidents, tho railway and steamship disasters," said the people who ''couldn't bear"
to read such things.
"Cut out the politics," said the'
woman.
"I don't understand it and- haven't time

ty

ar

s

Every newspaper publisher and editor wants his
newspaper to be the best it is potslblo to issue.
The difficulty Is in the differences of opinion as to
what constitutes the best newspaper. According to
Arthur H. Folwell, writing in Leslio's, an editor
asked his readers how he could make his paper
Ideal, with this result:
"Cut out the crimes, tho murders, the sensational

f

The automobile has passed Its pre-wmark In
getting back to normal. One can buy a better automobile at a lower price now than ever before. Prices
are nearly back to the pre-wfigure and cars have
been greatly Improved during tho war period, so one
gets more than ever for his money.
Tho. auto manufacturer and dealer have been
courageous and enterprising.
They havo ventured in
where others less brave have feared to trend, and
they "have got away with it." Interpreting the trend
of the time, they are giving as much as possible for
the least possible price, and are in the front rank
of those who look for good business this year.

public-spirite-

NEWSPAPER

FOR WORRY.

'

livery scored the highest prices of
the session after the news from
Paris had been circulated. " Asser-

;

ALTO PRICES DEFLATED.

public-spirite-

-

"
Pj

There Is always more or less worry connected
w ith money.
Those of Us who do not have it worry
about getting it, and those of us who havo it are
often put to a great deal of worry in hanging on
to it. In addition to this no little worry is brought
on by the desire to lnake a Jitney grow where only
a penny grew beforo. It seems as though poets
and philosophers havo conspired to bring money into
disrepute, so anxious are they to tell us that the
mere possession of it is a great burden.
In more recent time9 there has como to us th
warning that money carries germs. Germ experts
even went so far as to demonstrate that a bank
clerk's occupation was particularly hazardous because he handles so much money. But now this
dread has beon dispelled. After exhaustive investigation on tho subject of money as germ carriers
two Illinois university experts assuro us that this
danger has been greatly exaggerated. It seems that
the metals from which coins are made act as destroyers pf bacteria.
This relieves us of the worry connected with tho
handling' of money. .The next thing for some expert
to do is to tell us how we may be relieve of our
worries in trying to get hold of it.

.

THE LION'

WOULDN'T YOU THINK THEY'D BE READY TO GO TO
SLEEP BY NOW?

Editor-in-Chi-

MAGEE

C.

January IS, 1922.
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January 13, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BRINGING UP FATHER.
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COME BACK
HERE YOG
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FEW HOUSES FOR RENT

A

D, T. KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loan and Insurance.
S10 V. Gold.
Phone 007--

FOR SALE

T

i

JS

1ttt

-

hi

..

Ill

HOW ABOUT THIS?

i

complete little home in the
best location in the Highlands
$500.00 or less will handle. Also
one brand new
brick
house with a large basement. A
real beauty. Owner anxious to sell.
ACKEKSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.

NOTICE

nil

BEST VALUE

IN

We are moving to 214 West
Gold avenue, and will be open
for business in our new location after January 4th.
MeDOXALD & WORSHAM.
Real Estate Insurance.

CITY

situated in most
Beautifully
where
desirable neighborhood
values are Increasing.
Fine
and well arranged
pleasant
rooms, also charming breakfast
room. Also well equipped bath
room. Open fire place, built-i- n
kitchen
library cases. Built-i- n
fixtures.
Excellent woodwork
and solid oak flooring' throughout Here you hava a most
satisfying home together with a
Price only
good investment.
$5,250.00; terms $1,000.00 cash,
balance less than rent. See this
today.

FOR
FOR

SALE
SALE

Mii,K. BES1 IN TOWN
Phone 2413-RFOR SALE Hen.lnifton
typewriter,
cheap. Phone 1803-FOR BALE Combination
320
range.
North Thirteenth-- phone 10S3-DENVER POST deitveiee atyuur Hour,
65e per month.
Phone llua-M- .
FOR SALE f'anary blrd'and "caKe,--S.
Phone 1J67-617 Eaet Jlazeldiue.
KAI.E bmall Kiusoliile utiine untl
pump Jack. 'J he iixchanse, 120 Weet
fluid.

fmir mil

from city.

Inquire

400

Weit

FOU BALE A ranch, cheap, with new
liouse of three ruoma.
Inquire 1303
Ftiuth Fourth.
ranch one ami
yOR BA LK Nino-acr- e
orip-hamlleg west of Barelai briditt,
on main ditch ; new adobe inuie and
mile from chool
Kflrogo;

Phnne

2404-J-

FOR SALE
4ven

Country home, ituccu home,
rem,e iteam heated, electric
llghta; rm
ranch; In alfalfa and
orchard. Adrei Poatnfflce box 177. r
phme 247-Rui( balm Five-acr- e
ranch, ona mile
west of Barelaa bridge, on main ditcn;
Qlfaifa, fruit, r rapes and berrlea; no
lant 'u the valley.
Phone 2411-R- 4
or write A. H. Bherer, general delivery.
city.
FCH: PALE Four-acr- e
ranch, two miles
from postofflce, on main ditch; d 'jnie
house. gartigB,
ohlcken
.milk
house,
housea, thonmghbred chickens and
tools and furniture; terms. Phone
X416-J-

BUSINESS

CHANCES

FOR SAUK
druse, beat location In
t"vn. Phone 87 fl.
n
FOR SALE Kmull
and
H
Cell at Sia South Seventh.
welling
WHAT AND GROCERY STORE for iale".
A good buy. Now In operation. 1024
South Broadway. H. z. Buckner.
FOR PA I. F. One of the beat nualnere
propertlea In Alhuquerque. VT5 South
Flrit atreet. Inquire at Savoy Hotel of
flee
FOR SALE A nice real estate buel
ness on account of health. Eatab
llahed
Addreae
nearly twelve yeare.
Foatofflce box 192, Albuquerque. N,
M.

ma CHANCE
WANTED AT ONCR. man without In
cumbrancea and with car to Inveatl
rate business proposition.
Imperial
Rooma, N o. 9, over Pa atlme theater.
FOTl SALE At a bargain, five aecond
hnnd pool tables and one billiard table,
in first-clas- s
condition; also one twelve
In
foot soda fountain, A- -l condition.
120
West Silver.
quire at
FOR SALE At Helen, one block city
y
property on Main street, one
brirk bulldlnff, store, rooming houae, garage and large warehouse and several
othr business buildings. Mrs. Hnrtense
Dldler, p. O. Box, 170, Helen, N. M.

CARPENTERING
THE OlD JOB MAN.
kind of work
fhnne 1B7J-WANTED
Odd lobs
paintPhone I4ISA-ing and roof repairing
HHILDING,
alterations, repairing; la-trJobs or amen; work by contract or oy
PETTIFORD
A

the dny: careful mechanlca and reasonable prices; work guaranteed; estimates
free. Call 1753-W- .

NOTICE
TO PROPKRTY OUTVERS.
Property owners on East
'a.vpnua from Hlch to Miilliprrv
tage of the six (6) per cent dls- count on their paving assessment,
ihould have their checks In the
hands of the city treasurer on
Monday, January 18th, as the discount will not bo allowed after
that date,
ADDIE W. McAVOY,
City Clerk.
FOLEY'S ITAS NEVER FAILED
January Is a bad month for Influenza, la grippe and bronchial
troubles.
It Is unwise to neglect
the slightest cough or cold. Foley's
Honey and Tar gives prompt relief,
gets right at the trouble, covers
raw Inflamed surfaces with a healing coating, clears the air passages,
eases stuffy breathing and permits
g
sound, refreshing,
Bleep. Mrs. F. A. Gibson, 1547 College Ave., Racine. 'Wise, writes:
"Foley's has never failed In giving
Immediate relief and I am never
without it." Sold everywhere.
health-buildin-
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Central avenue,
give lease.

FOR REN1

sleeping

porch.

garage.

2ZM

sit'

nni
FOH

t

i

it;

Fd.

Three-roo-

puich,

Leed tiacmre.
-

Ha",war"

and

O'"" jllnr,
6

Hast

FOlTHEN-I.e8Tmble"-

FOR RENT Two and three-roofur
nished apartments, hot and
ld wadr
and steam heat; light and telephone paid.
woutn Broadway.
FOR RENT
modern apart
Best
ment, Immediate
possession,
rental proposition In city. Apply 828
North Fifth or phone 1944-FOR RENT Nicely furnished apart
ments for housekeeping; modern ex
cept heat; no children; located at 624
West Coal ave. Inquire 616 South Blxth,

WANTED

Ranches.

WANTED 1 o leLse for one to five years,
mail ranch, with good houae, cloae In,
or If could get satisfactory terme would
buy, Addreaa Box O. Z. B care Journal.

Ellth.

FOR ItENT Room" and"gl:iseed-I- n
ing porch; gtnileman only. 224
Welter.
FOIt KKNT Fuvni..-- u ,1 room with
lege of parlor; garuge available.
1714-J- .

Phone

FOR RENT
apartment,

North

Second.

Hood furnished
512
on first floor.

FOR ItENT Two
porch, furnished.
Arno.

Bleeping

porch.

South Waits.
FCTt

South
privi-

"

and
Gentleman

glasscd-l-

only.

2H4

Furnished rooms; also ciil
ary birds for sale. 218, South Wal'er.
phone lfir,7-FOR RENT One, room for light housekeeping and glasaed-Isleeping porch,
modern. 1223 South Edith.
FOR RENT Three room modern furnished house, $30. J. A. Hammond, 824
East Silver. Phone 1522-room,
FOR TENT Nicely furnished
close In, two bloiSts from postofflce;
no sick. 417 West Lead.
FOR RENT Cleanf southwest sleeping
room; excellent ventilation; private entrance. 204 North Walter.
FOR ItENT Two rooms, sleeping porch,
furnished fur two; no children, 110
South Walnut.
FOR RENT Furnished light houaeko-p-In- g
room for lady, $10 per month. 405
South Edith.
FOK RENT Two nice large clean well
ventilated bed rooms; furnace heat.
108 South Arno.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, In
modern home. Mrs. Fred Hamm, 623
North Second.
FOR RENT Large front bed room, bath
connecting, one or two ladies employed.
312 Bouth Seventh.
FOR RENT Front room with private
entrance;
lady or gentleman employed. 401 South Walter.
STATE HOTEL
Light housekeeping
rooms for rent Under new management. Fourth and Central.
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooma;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 211 H West Central.
FOR RENT Two rooma furnished for
light houaekeeplng;; also sleeping: room;
no alok. 60S North Fourth.
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
porch and two
airy rooms; board across street. 114
North Maple, ohone IMH-FOR RENT Large front furnished room,
private entrance, connecting; bath. Call
afternoons. 506 South Third.
FOR RENT Room on ground f.uor, suitable for light housekeeping, or sleeping;
light, bath phone. 414 West Oold.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, adjoining bath, private home; meals next
114 South Arno.
door. Phone 19S2-rooms and
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping;
housekeeping apartments, by the iluy
wek or month SOSVi West r.ntrnl
FOR RENT One room with screened
porch, furnished for houaekeeplng,
$13 month. 201 Lewis, near shops.
nii-unfurnished
Two
RENT
FOR
rooma with bath and Urge sleeping
porch. 115 West Mountain Koad. rnone
P.

15

j

Feature Service, inc.

IV CITY'S BEST
T,OC.TIOY
Front living room, hack Hvlns
room, dinln? room, kitchen,
reception hall, first floor, second floor has threo love'y bedrooms, sleeping porch,
and
dressing: room, large clothes
closets, bath, basement
with
laundry tuhs, toilet; outside
gfeamheating plant In
fine shape,
lot 71x100 feet
lawn, trees, sidewalk.
This home must be seen to be
appreciated and Its priced to
sell. Terms if you wish.

us

82$

J. A. HAMMOND,
East Silver.
Plume

1522-R-

.

rTVEnsrrY nraoirrs

JUST COMPLETED.
Five rooma, white plaster finish
over BKICK. Has sleeping porch,
basement, furnace, laundry facilities, etc., and in the best section of
Fourth ward, close to school
$750.00
down and balance like
rent. See.
J. . I'lllM.irS, REAL ESTATE.
110 S. Third.
J'liono 354-s

Phono 410.

FOR SALE

LOTS

LEVEIi
tOTS
samo "Izo. no one can
build a chicken coop against
your sleeping porch, "BECAUSE
THEY A It 13 ItKSTRICTED"
And the HEIGHTS OZONE
"OH BOY." It's true, IT'S
GREAT! Because all who live
up there SAY SO.

ear-ag-

For

The owner is in California and
tells us to soil this nice
house; close in, on South
High. Good terms.
five-roo-

Wo are GENERAL, AGENTS
Get yours Today. J10.00 down
and J10.00 per month. Llfo Is
SERVICE, let us serve you by
showing you these lots.

rhono

840.

Second and Gold.

SHAVER CO,
Phone 1005
South Edith

WM,

h'lijK.

HELP WANTED
Ii A t
.

At

v t
w
Amli. ;'S

ii

iv

A

wiiii

pin.

r.ue J "'ii

Tint.
W ANTE I;

Unnd

sell

'Jt'tf

"Went

ualt'Sinan

tat am.

V.

with

H.

cut-t-

McMil-Hc-

(inhl.

Rent-Room- u

with Board

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

wun private Minify. No sIckTTsi
Vll'tK'iM
'
North Fourth.
JOHN W. 1VIIJON.
ROOM AND BOARD, all convenlenc-.-a- .
Attorney.
ro
ras
fill South Broniiwuy.
It, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 1163-Hot iM A NtoTSTTwIth sleeping porch,
16311
AND NIK,M)N.
bath.
East
FHV8ll'Mt
Central.
ncljoinlng
Foil RENT Canvas aloeping porch, with lilt. ) L. MT K ION,
tmnrd, 110 a meek. 121.7 East Central.
Diseases of lu fjlamach.
Bulte.
Harriett Building.
CAN
ACCOMMODATE
uiift or two lady
lu private home.
.
Phone
cnnviilcacents,
r. cxakkk;
ib.
14J2-W- .
Kye, Eur, .We and Throat.
Furnace-V.eiitBarnett Building.
it
KENT
Phone 888.
front
Office Hours
"om with garage i desired. 1207 East
to IS a. m and 3 to 5 p. m.
.lci.;-.furnished room
ciiinvnidiit.
with board; mt. stAiift.uu
l' vaLv tami.y, no ink. 1027 Forres- - Hesldence ll:l Uist Central. Phone 571.
Phone 571.
ItENT Nicely fnrnlHhed rurnn wl'.u
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
firt class table board. 110 South Arno.
MEALS

Houses

b'ult BALU Uy Hvnr, four-ro'ilnqulrft mi.". Wtst Krult.

so bad If you are
good insurance. Let
tell you about our

call and
company which has been wrltlnsr
FIRE INSURANCE nearly 70
years.

Keleher. Realtor,

D,

sound

protected with

-

t

Frnctltn Limited to

rates. Euit KENT Hoom and sleeping preh GKNITO - UKINAKY DISEASES
TEACH yu right.
.Special
wit 1, hoard.
215 Stanford, Univvmty
'untt M n's Christian Asuucluilon Aiuo
AND DISKASKft OE THE SKIN
n t i !iht r
Hehool,
l.is
AniclpM,
ner month. Phone
ciib.
WussermuD
In Connection,
at
uroum
matter
WANTED
lirt.NT
EOli
Five-rooCltiw-n- s
room
furnished
with
FOH SAI.i-Experienced
Earge
Bank Bltlg;. riiom
freine,
once.
tablo buurd, rates for two people, 111
EmpioMiunt Office, 110 bouth
convenient for two fnmllies; '.arcs lot;
Sr.uth Fourth.
Third. Phiine 354-cnat front; highlands.
Phone 1669-ANTED- -- city an- emiiity :ilt?a rpie- - KOU
HEN J' iloom
with board, all BrirCABMitNT' rir'--- r
FOR SALE Two room adobe house
nvirn-IntrNew Mexleo.
Call
conveniences.
man.
1411
Young
partly furnished, lights and water,
Chiropractor.
or
E.
314
V.est
O,
South
write
Waller.
Grimm,
J
$200 cash, $25 per month. Phone
10 and 20 ArmUu liulldlog.
Gold.
23 51 J.
FOU RENT Room and board,"" plenty
reAN ITNUcilTAL opportunity
nf frcah milk and eggs. $35 month.
fur a
FOR SALE
Two room house with sleepliable young man with enmfurtahle 1415 Smith Ktlith.
ing porch; also screened poren, furWA.N'TI-JCollier with JAMESON'S RANCH
Wiisliimf and Ironing by the
nished; wired for lights; lot 6US7. 1513 car. Call at one. Joseph
Ideal location for
Call 1703.J.
Unrber Rnlty Co., 11.", Smith Second.
day.
south Elm.
fuw reservations now
2238-J- .
abilSeveral
men
WANTED
WASHING
available.
with
AND
IRONING
aalrs
Phone
to take
FOR SALE
two-rooBy owner,
house,
Cult FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
home, phone 1343-J- .
ity who have automfhilrs to
water and poulflty by 142 lot, ofcityroom
anrl
Hfrhtlng
rooking
ooar-Jto
anplant. Applicants
build
try houaep, plenty
suitable for one or couple. 518 WANTED- Maid job or housework. 105
other house. Apply at 1801 South High rai l l n pprsen or w rl te W. M roster, WostKrulr. phone 1
KiiatJ-'oa- l,
phone 1505-21014
West Central, AlbU'im rijue.
IFOR 6Al.lv By owner. 7
West Coil
FOR
IVANTEU
RENT Room
and Ironing to take
and
glassed-iframe stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
slft-plti105
home.
East Coal, phone 1505-porch with- good board. 210
targe porehes. newly decorated, vacant. WANTED Cook. 809 West Copper.
South Waltor. Phone 20S8-J- .
HAVE your laundry dona right by Miss
Terms If rtcrlred, Phone 180.1-WA
R I1RNT
TED Experienced collar girl. En- Room one sleeping" porch"
Eden; give best of references. Phone
FOR SALE OR ItENT SIK branu new
15S2-?etn(fr T,nnnnry.
vlth board for convalescent ; gentlefour-roocorner Ninth and WANTED Ex
houses,
men
2148-home.
EXPERIENCED
tree pruner wants morU,
only, private
Phona
pci'le need aaksludieB. ApCoal; will sell one nr all on reasonable,
Eenn-imut- .
will go out of city, bikes, 1301 Marble,
ply Th
RENT Nice rooms with" sleeping
terms. See F. H. Strong, or U C Ben
porch'-s- .
with board, for convalescents. phone 1423-J- .
WANTED Competent "cook
nett
for small
Phones 75 or 145.
M.j. Hied. 612 South Broadway, phone WANTED Work of any kind; drove
sanatorium. Phone 2400-J-- l.
FOR SALE Nine-roohouse, six lots,
trucks in France fourteen months. Ad
for general house
corner,
In, garage, shade trees: WANTED Woman
99. care Journal.
WANTKD
Hoarders.
Am
1317
wnrk.
Kast Central.
close
to dress
priced to sell; Fourth ward. Five-rooso
can
EXPERIENCED
STENOGRAPHER with
take
or
two
shops
one
hlock
from atreet WANTED
three
cottage, furnished,
First cUihs cnik ami himae-k- f more boarders. 409 West
knowledge of booKlteepIng, doslres pu- car, $4,250. W. H. McMllllon, 20 Wcat
Iron. Mrs.
for two; stay nights, 1706 East Alldrodi.-p- .
fpei
slflon.
Address
77,
care Journal.
Gold.
Silver.
dy
HUOM AND J30AHI),
FUR SALE House,
four rooms and WANTED
heated sleeping' W B AUDIT. CHECK. OPE. CLOSE and
nffFre.""ciiil
Young-lafor
room
A
WILLIAMS
elassed-land glassed porch, two convalesZANO,
keep nooks.
sleeping porch, front and
hetween 1 anil ft p. m. Moose Hall, cent
y
back porch; big basement; furnace;
1125 East room I Mellnl building. Phone 701-gonllcmcn preferred.
111 .4 North Third.
Silver, phone 1311-.furn'slted; large lot; this la a WANTED
rean
odd
Roof
HAVE
need
Job?
you
A cook In a
family of four, EXCEr.I.KNT board and sleeping
good buy; easy terms. Address box C.
House
need cleaning
pairing?
porches,
Mrs. D.
good wages to right party.
care Journal
soul horn exposure; all modern convenWhat
Call
W.
have
J.
O'Brien,
708 West Copper.
iences. $10 por month, or 82 per day. 1023 North you?
BY OWNER,
modern house In Weinman,
Third. Phone 927-E. Wennlps.
Fourth ward, hard wood floora, fire- EARN HOARD Konra and $10 month Phone "408-11while
fra?
school;
acrattending
catalogue
three
ened porches,
MIliA MUN l
place, large
TO
College. &06'i South A SANATORIUM-HOTElight, airy bed rooi s vlth extra large Mackay Butlnfs
for tubercular
closets, fronts east on large lot with Main, T.oa Angeles.
nurse In at- MONEY TO LOAN On watches, diaconvalescents;
graduate
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent WANTED
ladles all over New Mexico tendance; rates by the week or month
monds, guns and everything valuaole,
If
terms
Phone
desired.
Mr. B. Marcus. 213 South First.
condition;
to tako orders for my medallions; good Cnll ?40-J1977-Write me for particulars.
pay.
Harry HAVK ONE VACANT ROOM with porch, MONEYTo LOAN in diamonds, watches
Rea, K05 North
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Second, Albuquerque,
suitable for two convalescents; modern
Nearly com- New
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, conMexico.
pleted five-roostrictly modern bunconveniences; rate 160 per month. In- fidential Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st
all built-i- n
rasa de Oro. 613 CONFIDENTIAL louns on
galow; white pebble-dascluding nurse service,
Mlllc HIMl I-- CIDHlt'.
Jewelry, diaWestUnid. phone 614-features, Including fire place, breakfast
monds watches. Liberty bonds, pianos,
nook, buffet, cabinets, hard wood floors WANTED Cook. Well Country camp. FOIt ONK OR TWoTlEAT.TH
'seekers,
Lowest
automobiles.
rates.
Rothman'a
Room
11,
818
five-rooCentral
West
H
Apply
modern
also
home,
throughout;
room
117 South First.
glassed-i- n
Bonded o the state.
porch In modclose In
For further Information see ave.. between 6 and 6 o'clock p. m. ern home.withBed
Spepatient
preferred.
wner at 420 West Coal.
MOTION
PICTURE ACTING
cial rare given, tray
service free.
of ladles and Postofflce box
WANTED a number
221,
City.
gentlempn to train fur motion picWILL HUY vacant lot or lota well lotures.
Foto Play HKSKFt VATIONS. may now be had at. St.
Call,
Investigate.
cated In
prefer East SilU. IC
EXPERT
Hadbitor ttrpulnng.
John's Fanatorlum (Episcopal): rates, ver avenue highlands;
Moose Hall, 111H North
Film
School,
or close In. In University
218
Mcta.1
Third.
North
Sheet
Works,
$17.50 to fia per week; Includes private
Third at. Hours
p. m.
Owner, state name, address,
room with sleeping porch, connected to Heights,
5
FOR BALE
Bulck touring car;
price and location of lot. Address Hex,
1 ED
first-clabath and toilet; medical care, medicines, care
Co.,
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Journal.
WE
V

88.

CrtiROPRACTOlRf

WANTED

Position

ion

rooms uml SieeptiiR
Inquire 625 South

REfRooni

FOR

sleep-

nEArnnx large Hore

Bcntson Ranch, Old Town boulestucco house,
vard;
all kinds of fruit, alfalfa,
OWNER IS ANXIOUS
etc. Sell all or part of same, also
nine acre tract, cultivated. Ad- To sell this modern, six room
dress P. O. Box 136, Old Town. bouse in Fourth ward. To Bet results he instructs us to soil for
Phones 2417 R-- l or 34S.
34,nno. Terms if desired.
Itor.T.IN E. GUTII RIDGE,
Phono 10i3.
314 W. Gold.

iOO

FOR SALE

Room

HUNT 1' urnlf lu.i rooms lor liuht
Mill South Kerolid.
housrkiolnff
ItF.N
FOR
Three furnlsnro' housekeeping rooms 019 North Fourth etreet.
FOU Hi
f Moo tumtniu il room. In
fil ', West
tlort home. $20.
RENT
Two
furnished
FOR
light
housekeeping rooms. Til7 West Silver.
FrilNINllF-rooms, hoi water heat, no
414
West Silver,
sick; no children
"
FOR HF.NT Nice,
furnished
newly
rorms. f'.')0 and up. lir.'j' West 'iold
FOU KENT
front
Unfurnished
lore
124
South
shelves.
room; closets,
t

r

Owner's family has gone enst
and ha wishes to sell at once
and go too.
This four-roobrick stucco has
(flassed In sleeping porch, nlr
front and hack porches, bath,
pantry, gas, hardwood floors!
sidewalks. Nicely located wtthln
four blocks of postofflce, and
will be sold soon.

MUST SELL

FROM

FUK

M.

490--

J,

211 W. Gold.

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENT A IS
ALBU.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for cataloff.
J. T. YOl'NU & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

uia, r11 in 'i.:: u'lfurii.lifU, ov;
IV s m tw .,
121
uh FM:tii.
.
FOR SALE
i
Oil
easy terms,
modern
, will take guod
lota
KtM'iii.
UO
Waliur.
S.iuth
bunguloi
tii',.T
2IM0-orretilesluto
Phone
pnper.
rooms.
Miern
K10NT
rurnUlud
Foil
VV
FOIt SA!,lj Uy uwner, new modern
at t'tnirul.
tc.nm heat.
house, nenr Robinson park, $oU0
Fun' RKNT Two furnishfifl moms, for
1.H25-ten

7B5--

Jl9

Phone 657.

us

J.

j

Inn

Won't

Will buy fluuity in
two furnished houses, balance payable 730.00 per
month. Rent for $40.00.
Price, $2,850.
Will handle brand new
$050.00
four room bungalow in
Fourth .vard; easy terms
Price. $2,950.
For rent, fine
$46.00
modern home.

;.

FCR RENT

Realtors,
'

i

THE FIRE ALARM

BARGAINS!

$700.00

YOtn RENT

FRUIT

If you are leaving town temporarily and want some reliable
party to take care of your
piano, thus savins you the
before
storago, call 1G20-8:30 a. m., or aCtcr,,'6 p. m.
Bunt ot references furnished.

7o'u

a lanre conmcnment and well furnished. 213 Boutli High.
Of DlnolKI. lTiG th
nminn Rnharl
FOR RENT Small cottage with
sloping
phpium 1114
rentrnl.
porch, garage and city water, $15.
FOR KAIE FreFh buttermilk and
South m-- h or 211 Wet Gold.
e
cheese: also freeh milk In gallon Foil ItENT Throe, four and five-roolots
Unirv. phone 1915-flwnyne's
apartments and houses; some furnish
FOR
SALE
PURR Wlthiu
W. H. McMllllon, 206
MILK fa- "'eam Seat.
with- all the crenm. dpltvprort
n
am Wf st Gold
COW' InCK's DAIRY. FOR ItENT Four-rooohonTe-nrfurn.sSed house,
modern throughout; large front porch
FOR SALE Ten coal neuters and hard
range and mnny other features.
burnera. $4 00 to 11 B.0 : two coal "lv cn4 Knat Coal.
muxes au.ioj each.
C. B. Bynum, 222
FOR
RENT Cottage, well furnished
South Second.
and modern throughout, three rooms.
re
rim BAi, Garland range $50; heating bath and fine porch; reduced rent.
throe months; also 223 South High.
stoye $25; used
bed davenport $'.Ti.only
and Born range 125. FOR RENT Three large nicely fur
Inquire 217 South Arno.
nished rooms with sleeping porch,
FOR SALE Single buggy canopy' top", strictly modern; yard and
cellar. Ap- harness, saddle, some farm Imple- ply 4'i 7 South- Wnlter.
ments. Phone 1SS7-Call Lone Ce- - Foil RENT New
cottage, two rooms,
darace02dTowrBouIevard.
Porch, water; ready to move In the
SOFT SPOTS
HeeF and "arch Cushions 11th, $15 a month; no children over
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot three yeora. 1806 South Edith.
troubles, II Plsntar Arch
Thos. FOR RENT Nice
modern four-rooF. Keleher LeatherCo., 40 SSupports.
West Central.
house with
house; also two-rooFOR BALE Fresh, corn-fe- d
glassed-i- n
unfurnished.
sleeping
porkfwhole
porch;
or half ho- -; half will average aho'it Inquire at 1419 South Arno.
seventy pounds: 18o a pound. W B FOR RENT Four-roohouse, front and
Hloks, phone lap. J. c Penney Store.
bark porches,
furnished:
FOR BALE Overstuffed davennort. uo- - modern; two blockscompletely
from postofflce;. no
holstered In best grade tapestry; shlp- K.
Key at 70S West Silver.
'hn Ftm RENlCTcmiTpIetelytwo furnlahed home.n
a'ctleo,'."""!.";.
Furniture Co., phone
3o5-five rooms, bath,
large glassed-ifurnace: Immediate
sleoplng porches.
FOR SALE All kinds of second-han- d
819
Phono 100.
North
possession.
wagona and light rlga; alao one team Eleventh,
u. mums,
arness,
and
four-roopiowa
scrapers j or RENT- Neatly rurmar.ed
...-- ,
a, Dn,,.,trB,
i
modern brick dwelling at 918 North
rignt price,
Simon Oarcla. 1202 North Arno.
Eleventh street: nice aleeplng porch and
THE MAGAZINE SHOP, 105 South
r,
a big yard; rent $45 per month; now vala prepared to handu vAnrt
h. cant. City Realty Co., 207 West Gold.
acrlptlona on all leading magnzlnea. Tour phone ui.
oroer win receive prompt attention. Ml
Florence Fleming. Phone 1678-ROOD" PilVT
ASBESTOS
FOR SALE Twelve
pullets"
young
GOOD for all kinds of roofa, $1 par galstarting to lay, $1.25. 1415 South
lon.
The Marano Co., M
Bouth Edith.
Waiiiut. phona 1834 J. Try- - a built up
FOR BALE Nine thoroughbred Black
win inst as inng es the nuiidlng.
Minorca hens and rooater. Call at
1225 North SecondJ
FOR BALE Five hundred aharea of City FOR SALE Toting freah milk cow, 90
E eclrlo Railway, below par. Dr. H.
young hens, all for $95.00. C. B. ByL. Huit, N. T. Armllo bulldlnr.
num, 222 South Second.
"
SUNSET
RANCH 8. C. Rhode Island
Reds, C. P. Hayes strain; breeding
FOR SALE Hotel range, butchers' ice pens and singles; also bronx
Turkey
box, Bteam
table.
Fairbanks aoAle. ega. Phone 2416-Jcandy itovee, candy slabs, tray wagon, RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
work table, Ford truck.
electrln
S. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocka.
fans ana miacellaneoui Itema.
College cockerela for breeding, freah ground green
Inn.
1483-bone.413 Weat Atlantic, phona
mh
USra EFFECTO AUTO TOP and aeat FOR SALE
350 full'"blo'oil-slngl""eoAuto
Effecto
"White
ValsEnimel.
dresalng.
Leghorn pulleti. These pulleta
pnr, Valspar Enamels on automobiles. are now laying from 150 to 170 egga per
Homestead oay. pee tnem at lam uoutn Kdtth St.
Plymouth Cottage Paint.
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
"VIEW" S. C. R. l7"Reds.
isfaction assured. Thoa. F. Keleher Leath- "MOUNTAIN
a auperb lot of cocka and cockerels for
er Co.. 40$ West Central, ohone J057-sale. Bonk orders now, for BABY
CHICKS; by ao doing, you Insure delivery
exact date desired. C. P. Hay, 236 North
ft. RgNt--APrtme- nU
FOR RENT 2 room furnished apart High).
DAY OLD CHICKS
From free range
ment. Appiy 4io North Blxth.
stock that are strong, vigorous and
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for full of pep.
Years of experience have
ngnt housekeeping. 1023 New York.
taught ua how to hatch chlcki that are
FOR
RENT eurnlaheA
aoartmenta. aatlsfactory to our customers. We have
Averill Apartments, 208
North 6eo- - confidence In our stock and know It will
id.
please you with results. If you want
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished light the best we have them; all pure-breThe
varieties: 8. C
housekeeping rooms: modern: nrtvete Whitetwo most profitable
Leghorns, 100, $20: 600, 195: 1,000,
bath. 707 Bouth Arno.
$190. R. I. Reds, 100, $22; 600, $105; via
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for parcel pobi prepaid. Orders bonked upon
light housekeeping: adults: no lclt receipt ot 25 per cent. Hatching egga
724 South Second.
half price of chicks. We are tha largest
FOR RENT Three-rooapartment and and oldest aucceasfu! hatchery In the
oam, partly rurnished. Apply 806 North aouthwest. Circular sent upon request,
Mrs. H. V.
Meallla Valley
Eighth, phone B37-Hatchery,
FOR RENT Three unfurnished rooms, to Bundy. T.aa Cruces. N. M
neat couple: water n yard: no Uahts.
PERSONAL
rent $15. Phone 1420-FOR RENT Two room apartment and BARRER For private homes. Ph. 1S67-- R
steeping poren, completely furnished. LEMON SHAMPOO for ladies, at your
1213 East Central ave. Plrona 1419-- J.
home.
Perkins.
Phone 1S67-FOR RENT 3 room modern apartment;
WILL HERMAN HASKELL communiclose in; fully furnished; hot and cold
cate with
his grandmother
and
water paid. Apply 600 South Walter.
mother, as hit father Is going cast
FOR RENT Furnished apartment fac Immediately?
ing Central. Woodlawn anartments. IF YOU ARE SICK or tired out from
is:il Mast Central or phone 1576-over work, do you realise what a masFOR RENT Small furnlahed and large sage would do to your tired body! You
unfurnished apartment; hot water and can hava that service In your own home
steam heat. 1218 West Roma, phone by calling (til J. Tha Maaaeuaea.

SAVE

m

YOUR PIANO

fui mshud h'u4,
j.'ji; key at "04 lH--

Centre!, phone

five-roo-

DON'T" STORE

Walter.

rK!?h"',"r-

Third and Gold.

J.

FoK KENT
rurnishod huu&fc
with slerpln
porch, 17 per month.
13000 North Second.
1'OH KENT Five-muhouse, furnished
Inquire at ZV2, South Arno, or phunu
FUH Kii.NT

RARE' INVESTMENT

Five nice room and porches,
brick, white .finish, furnace, oak floors, built-i- n
features, gar- hardwood finish, many built-i- n
ase, in Luna district. 1'rice only features, basement, fine lot, Bplen-di- d
location. 500 cash; balance as
$5,260; good terms.
rent.
R. McCLUC.nAN, Realtor.
J. P. GILL, Real Estate.
Real Kstate, Loans, Insurance.
Phone 723-8. Second.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 412-,

North

v

& CO,

e,

BARGAINS!

FRAXKLIV A CO.
Realtors.

A HOME

Dwellings

m--

1922 av

J

five-roo-

158.

That will appeal to you. new

SIX ruoms, three porches, bath, 1374-Fuit KKNT une-roohoue, unfurnished. Coll at 1220 Forrester.
FOU KENT Five room House; bath,
High.

Phone

--

2 23

buncalows, new
and strictly modern, furnished
complete with new furnituro.
Hlsniands. rrow rented for $200
per month, a 20 per cent investment. See us at once.

house, near
for rent. Will

DIECKMANX REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans,
Notary Public.
309 XV. Gold
Phono 670.

IN THE CLOSET!

i.

Four

five-roo-

to loan on city property
Take out that Fire Insurance
now. Don't
wait until youn
property burns.

i

i

A

Has come. We can now show
you a nice
bungalow,
nicely furnished, two porches.
Situated en car line and paved
street. The price is right, the
terms are reasonable, the home
is ideal. Why. pay rent?
A. L. MAUTIX CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.

$1,000

'
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YOUR CHANCE

223 W. Gold Ave.

Furnished

o

i i
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Wg0
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rw
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i

"Cow hair on his coat," BUT
he has MONEY in his pocket
and is his own BOSS. We are
busy as bees but, if you will
drop in, we will take 80 minutes and prove it and show
you the best close in ranch
proposition in the valley.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Phone 45D-216 West Gold

fl

1

fa. i

i

r

i'i . f

rw
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I

ISOW-JT-
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By George McManui

Tj;8

.itn

wt

Ranches

TAEtv. ,ji
.

whyiSV:

hlNT i"'Tinu8lTcdTu7-rem l.'innlow; adults; no sick. Inquire
FOK B A 1,12 Drop hrad
Int-913
sewing
bciind.
machine, H.60.
The Exchange, 120 FOK RKNT Four-roohouse, bath and
West Gfld.
Slpfinilit?
nnrrh with ptmito St"i Krtrih
FOR SALE Two Cyphers outdoor brood- - Eighth. Inquire 625 North
Hi'xth.
ere: bppt made: one.thlM nrin.
2
FUK ItENT A four-roomodern house,
Snuth

JUST

Phone 744

FOR SALE

hayTPhone

THY RODDY'S

mem'hJ

C. M. Barber

Representing

Miscellaneous

"Sargum"

2403-R-

FOR SALE

JOSEPH COLLIER

ii:r

"v

i

Tl fil

TOl) THINK TOO

CAN FOOUME WEAKING
IIS AND OUT OF THE
HOUtiE VOU .ARE A (J .

I

1

i,

A

Its brunches, Loan,
Surety Bonds.
South Fourth Strwt, Next to P. O.
Phone ell.
In

illi

i

-

1921 by the International News Service.
Registered IT. H. Patent Office.

8

FLEECIER, Realtor

Insurance

ill'- '

i

;

stucco bungalow,
SUDDEN SERVICE.
built-i- n
features. The Red Arrow (all over tbe WW) renfloors,
'Fourth ward, new.
der! Hidden service on Kodak finishing
Work
Double cottape, three rooms, bath, to people who demand quality.
$4,000
In before 11 a. m. mailed tame riav.
glassed porch on each tide, completely Worlr
In before ft p. ro. mailed noon next
furnished, rrnta for $80 per month;
East Central.
day. Address work to
TUB RED ARROW,
cement block buniralow, Albuquerque
$6.000
K. Lee Vegas
modern,
bookcase,
fireplace, built-i- n
(We want a representative In TO'JH
buffet." furnace; Fourth ward.
territory.)

A.

I

mean:

Ui

white

$4,000
lmrrtwoofl

'

DID-YOi

l"T ,F

1

I

I'D

IDiOT.'
LET'S GO!!!
Let's start in right now to make
this the biggest and buBiest year
in the history of Albuquerque.
Don't wait any longer about
buying that house. Do It now!
We have some exceeptlonally
good values in homes; also income properties. We have several rooming houses, apartment
houses and business properties
for sale. Also traekatre property, vacant lots, ranches, etc.
MOST EVERYTHING IN THE
WAY OF REAL, ESTATE.
further
Ciet that lot without
delay, No safer investment
In
invested
money
than
locally
a good lot. We have them for
sale in all parts of the city.
Rome good ones in University
Heights and Terrace Additions.
Some of these can be bought
on very easy terms $10 down
and $10.00 per month.
Let us show you what we have.
Call us for an appointment.

Copyright,

Page Seven.

NT

302--

MONEY

WAN

DRESSMING

Etate

Miscellaneous

Real Estate

city.
nursing; ejcellent meals, tray
TO KENT
l'bone service: no extras. All rooma have steam
SONB 8TAK Al'TO LINE
piano,
FOR SALE Boms km (oud used oars; WANTED
1919-J- .
boat, hot and cold running water.
The orange colored cars. Engls, EleRev.
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto CoH 601
Phone phant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
WANTED'
Cattle
Pbone W. II. Zlegler, Superintendent,
to feed.
Wes Central.
491.
2409-RM.
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
FOR BALE Ford touring- - car, 1921
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and J:30 p. m.
model: run about 150 miles, at a bar-- a WANTED A small safe. Joyce Battery
Oldest
OR
Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
SALE Livettock
Station. Phone D41.
.
In. 81 0 yes t Coal.
the Dam Una. We drive our own cars.
FOR 8 ALB Will sell Chevrolet tourlnfr SUNSHINE Hough dry and wot wash; FOR SALE Bucks, does aadfrylng
Write
for
reservations at our expense,
rabbits. 710 West Lead.
all hand lork. Phone 216-car reasonable, or will trade for Ford
IIEFFERNAN BROS., Props.
302 Routh Brn-ltt- .
runabout.
HOUSE and roof painting. Guaranteed. FOR SALE Five head milch cows, two
Hot Springs. N. M.
110 South Third.
calves, one young cow fresh with first
Phone S54-FOR BALE Chevrolet
touring, 1820
"
TIME CARDS
model; first class condition. Priced to ANYONE
having a used fist top, eslf 310 North Broadway.
sell. Phone 434. 513 West Central.
FOIt
SALE One pure bred
onk
263.
desk
light
forsnle, phone
Jersey cow with one (lav old calf; can
FOR SALE Buick light six" touring. WANTED Chest of drawers-or-chiffon- ier,
be seen at 1105 West Iron.
191t model, A-- l condition: new tires.
reasonable.
good condition,
1S16-FOR
Blllle.
SERVICE Togenburg
Bargain. Call at 1913 South Edith.
FOlTsALK Almost new 1921 For road- SCAVENGER
firing your goats. Season closes last
AND GENERAL HAULof
1115
r.
North
Phone
Fifth.
February.
ster, with new truck body;
ING. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith,
1917-H. O. Chaves, 1426 South Second.
.
723 East Iron;phone2399-RFOR SALE 1920 Ford touring car In WANTED Gentle driving horse and FOR SALE Or trade for hogs, good
work horse, weight about 1100; an be
fine
almost new tires, with or
WESTBOI'N.) Dally.
J. V. seen
buggy, separate or together.
nt O. W. Hunter ranch, north end Train.
without starter; a bargain. 8quara Deal Rwlft.
Boulevard Road. Phone 1920-Arrive.
Depart.
Rio nrande blvd. Phone 'I409-R-Oarage, 412 West Copper.
No. 1 The Scout..., 7:30 pm 1:10 pm
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals.
1
FOR
8
SALE
OR
FOR SALE Cheap for cash, Hudson
:30
TRADE
No.
For
am
gen11:00
am
Calif.
Limited.
good
also welders'
and carblile for
r,
tle horse, one Jersey cow.
Call at No. I Fargu
1918:
Ford coupe, sale. ,N. M. Sleel supplies
Fast.. 10:60 am 11:20 am
Co.,
phone 1947-Highland and Harvard streets between No.
.12:35
191; Chevrolet truck, 1918. Apply to WANTED SecondhandInc., furnituro
am
1:0
am
The
Navajo.
and end of
car line and Fairview
Central Auto and Machine Works.
SOUTHBOUND.
trunks. We buy everything In house- cemetery.University
Brewer.
No. 89 El Paso Exp
10:10 pm
FOR SALE Ford light truck, $160; one-to- n hold goods.
Max's Bargain Store, 916 FOR SALE
11:10 am
Ford truck, $300. worm drive; 6
Carload or tn choicest Colo No. 7 El Paso Exp
South First. - Phone 868.
EASTBOUND.
rado Jersey milk cows that hss ever
light Buick, $590; Ford touring. $125; MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 315 South been offered for sale In Albuquerque; No. t The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pro
11$
$250.
Studebnker,
First, will pay the highest prices for must be sold at once rrgnrdlees of price. No. t Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 6:40 pm
West Gold
your second-hanclothing, shoes and Tuberculin tested. Come and see them No.
8. F. Eight.. 7:25 Pm 1:10 pm
SAVE MONEY ON PARTS and accessofurniture.
Phone 858.
at 115 North Second.
Bell's Livery. No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:60 am
ries; slightly used batteries, tires and
RUG CLEANERS
phone 45.
FROM SOUTH.
parta for Studebaker, Chalmers, MaxxlS Rugs Cleaned, $2.00.
36 pm
No. il From El Puso
well and Overland-80- .
Mcintosh Auto
MATTRESSES
No. 30
LOST AND FOUND
renovated. $3 $0 and np.
From El rasr 7:00 am
Company, 60$ West Central.
SO
furniture
No.
connects at Telen with No. II
repaired and packed. Ervln LOST White-face- d
MUST SELL this week Ford speedster,
anBoston
bull,
tha classiest in town, has special roomy Bedding Co.. phone 471.
swers to name of Patsy. 1315 West Ofor Clovla, Pecos Valie Sni- City and
Coast
body, top and windshield, balanced crank CLEANING PAPER and kalsomlne. waxTijerns. Reward.
No. 19 connect, at Heln with No. II
shaft, nice running motor and In floe
ing floors, house and window cleaning, LOST From an automobile, between
from Clovls and points east and sojth
shape; best offer over $160 takes It; will and all kinds of repair work; work
Elks' club end two miles south, on
demonstrate. Ask for E. Chesnut car at
John Goodson. phone 634-Los Lunns road, on east side of river.
Square Deal Garage. 412 West Copper.
VV'ANTF.D
Careful Kodak finishing. black Gladstone
Frank
bag.
Twice dally service. Remember, satis- Btorts, secretary B. P. O. Notify
E and receive
FOR SALE Furniture
faction guaranteed.
Bend your finishing reward.
reliable, established firm. Banna
FURNITURE- REPAIRING and upholster- - to
Hanna. Master Photographers.
Phone 471. Ervln Seddlng Co.
lng;
ALBUQUERQUE
WINDOW CLEANING
FOR BALE Fumed" oak- library table
CO.
Windows cleaned
floors
and
and fiber
rocker, like new. Call scrubbed;
offlcee
stores,
and houses
mornings. 714 East Coal. Phone
rates and honest
cleaned; reasonable
work.
A, Oranone;
leave your calls)
Why BUT cheaply made, new furniture American Grocery, phnne 252.
at Inflated prices, when you can buy
U
II
ER 1 PAI R E rTand upholster-- 1
high grade used furniture 100 per cent FURNIT
ed; cushions made; cars upholstered;
less?
Soven-rooProve, this at 25 Bouth First.
dwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
bedsteads and. picture frames bronsed
FOR SALIi Furniture at factory prices and enameled; chairs
wired. Also agency
every respect. Sleeping Porches. Stesm Heat; 150 Feet
which makes It cost less than tecond ror "speeaoiint."
, H.
Austin, 814,
j.
Frontage Will Be Sold at a Sacrifice. Easy Terms.
hand goods. Come and aee for yourself. North Twelfth; residence
phone 236S-American Furniture Co., 223 South

Newly furnished, nice.
clean rooms and housekeeping apartments, by day, weak or month. 311
South Third.
FOR RENT Four rooms partly furnished, on ranch two miles from town,
garden,
place for cow and chickens.
Phone 2416, R-- l,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with ur without aleeplng porch: suitn
able for one or two gentlemen; close in.
EiVElrrrtssnioTT
416 Bouth Third.
WANTED Sewing. Mrs. Foster,
(03
FOR' RENT Nice front room, jouihtir
North Fourth, phone 1239-hot and oold running watr;
WANTED
Plain sewing, very reason- hotexposure;
water heat; no sick; gentleman preable. Mrs. Stanley, phone 1218,
ferred. 220 North Seventh.
DRESSMAKING
By the day or at home".
608 Bouth Fourth, phone 2102-FOR SALE Real
HEMSTITCH INO, pleating. Williams' MilFOR SALE Corner lot, city water, gradlinery. 200 Bouth Broadway, ph. 777-ed, roady for building. $200; terms $10
PLEATING, accordion, side and box; down,
$5 per month,
1703 East (Irand.
N. Crane, 216 North
mall orders,
comer lot,
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phont 114. FOR SALE By owner,
TYPEWRITERS
oesirabie location; lowlands: bargain;
Pevi-ni607
South
TVPE WRITERS All oiakee1 overhauled
leaving
Albuquerque,
FOR RENT Ranches
and repaired. Ribbons for every maFOH SALE Fine &7fooT lot on East
FOR RENT Ranch, Apply M. Maudell,
ExSilver at reduced orlce. J. A. Ham chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
lie West Central.
..
.
change, phone
mond, 124 East Silver.
lit South Founh,
WOODWORTH

WANTED

AUTOMOBILE!,

LOAN

MATTRESS RENOVATING

AVI KKHb MBNOVATJMi.
13 50 and up
Rug cleaning, furniture repnlrlng, fur
nlture packing. Phone 471, Ervln Bedding Company.

Journal Want Ails bring result.

"P.P. KflcGANM
Ground

Floor

Cromwell

Building.

V
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THIS IS THE DAY

Elegantly furnished five room
home. Closo in.
A. L. MAKTIX CO.
223 West Gold
Realtors

To buy high grada Peanut Butter in glass jars.

MONARCH BRAND

Large Jars 25c
Monarch brand Pork nnd Ecans in Tomato Sauce 15c,
1
pound, 2 c?... not weiKht.
The Orange Sale is on today nnd tomorrow; 42c per
dozen for nice oranges.
Tomorrow will be the day to buy first class berries.
We will name the kind and price in the morning.
Also tha clay to buy a pound box of first class chocolate candy at Site.

If.

i

Opposite
phono IMI3.J.

STORE.

315 Marble Avenue.

PHONE

324 S. Second

Phone

LOCAL ITEMS

I

Sugar-Cure-

Coal Supply Co. Flier 4 and fi.
Knights of Columbus will assemble at Strong Brothers' parlors at 7:30 o'clock this evenins
for recitation of the rosary fur
the repose .of the soul of I'.' F.
McCanna.
Louis llcyman has been 111 at
his home, 114 South Fourteenth
street, the past week with a severe cold.
A. O. rtcvicr. of the nnlden
Rule store, left Wednesday afternoon for New Teili and otli'-eastern cilics, nn a buying trio.
He was joined here bv O. K.
Music and Jewelry Store
Roadway, a former owner of flic
Golden l!ule store, and 1". Kemp,
H7 h. First St.
Plump H17-.- J
the buyer of the Roadway chain
m
All
are
cast
of stores.
gning
and E'.mimer
purchase spring
Malone Tax: c5t transfer 158
stocks of Roods.
The Knights and Ladies of So- curity will hold S a regular inmod- the
o'clock
ins tonight at
Knights of Pythias hall.
The First Baptist church will:
Key ring, contains
hold Its annual chicken fry ban-- !
four kevs.
quet and roll call at 7 o'clock tinight. Music, toasts and speeehn
Phone 2148-are on the program. J. W. Cook
Cf Montezuma College will speak.
osteopathic physician,
tr. I;urray, RldFf.,
Wnnlworth
phone
The Central School Cubs dc- feated the San Jose team with a
score of 10 to 4 In a basketball, Burroughs
machine
ind 1 loyal typewriter with is.
game yesterday at San Jose.
I.
1,
men
number
Bodge,
"47
carriage. Addrc
Harmony
care Jimrnnl.
O. O. F. will meet In regular ses
All memocrs are
sion tonight.
rentiested to attend.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. J. Tt.
Sixth
South
of 317
McEvoy
('WING TO I'HATIt of my
street a Bon, yesterday. Mr. Mcwife, it becomes necessary for
Evoy Is teller at tho Citizens Namo to sell household effects,
tional Bank.
reclining chair, cooking utenMoun
Ranger L. A. Shnrtzer of at
sils, sewing machine, etc.
his
ir has been detained
TinAve.
home in Wlnklemau, Ariz., by
the illness of his wife and daugh-- 1

Phone

A

.ir;.

.of

1921-192-

WeSeI15KJ$fyER
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Products.

$2.00

OAL-LBEM- GD

4 Phones

COAL CO.

t

CONNru,

Specialist.

701

--

J.

2033--

NOTICE.
Bids will be received for the
erection of one storage shed to bo
built at county Jail, up to midnight, Saturday, January 14, i'J2Z.
Specifications can be examined at
the county court house, road superintendent's office. The right is reserved to reject any nnd all bids.
E. B. SWOPE,
Deputy Purchasing Agent,
Bernalillo County.
MEMORIAL.
In memory of my beloved huswho
Frank Nordstrum,
band,
passed away January 12, 1921, nf- ter twenty months of Buffering,
Gone but not forgotten by his lov- lnr wife. Mrs. Lily Nordstrum.
In life, In death, on earth, in
heaven,
This la tho name for me.
Th same sweet stylo, the title given
Through all eternity.

COPD

con

''sK..A'

g

ADDED ATTRACTION:

"BETTY SETS THE PACE"
A Two Part Comedy.
REGULAR PRICES

CO.

w
-

t

MILK!

BEZEKEK'S
'

3

,

f

STAR FlfNiTlJRE

g

$11. 50
NEW STATE COAL CO.

!

mix

IIJW.UOLOAVC

HO

CO.
409V

SIGN OF

C000

IIlKh Heat Value
Price No Clinkers

en r n

'P3"

COAL

rrrr
v
rrv tam

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY.
I'lione

1902 North Fourth St.

'

35.

.i

"O

I

I

s

STEPHENSON

--

.

HOME

717 Sixth Street, Sliver City, N. M.'
Is a private SANATORIUM for T. B. convalescents. Is steam
heated, supplied with hot and cold water In all dressing
rooms, baths upstairs and down, and Is surrounded with
screencd-i- n
sleeping porches. Our rates, including good home
cooking, are. $50 upstairs, nnd $52 per month downstairs.W. W. STEPHENSON, Manager.
.

Where
Where
Where
Where

selections are complete
prices are the lowest in town
easy terms can be arranged
liberal discounts for cash are given

See us before you buy.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
John B. Rogers Producing Co.
Presents
66

.

h
post, heavy coil spring,
Ivory finished Bed,
all cotton mattress; complete, reg- - ' (101 7K
ular price $29.75. Special..
two-inc-

SPRINGTIME"
A Musical

The Production
Bcitutiful

Fantasy of Youth and Romance

IftA IM PftCT
,lVU 111 UliOl

1 AA Georgcons Costumes
. Elaborate Scenery

lull

CRYSTAL THEATER

.

Swastika Lump
Gallup Stove

BUYING

r

IG luxurious brass beds in
fine polet finish, only $23.50

anywhere if purchased through
the regular channels. An El Paso
distributor introducing them here
obtained from the New York factory a special price concession,
well knowing that each bed placed
in Albuquerque would sell many
more of them.

Low

guaranteed.

BY

COAL

,

DAIRY

r

,

MONEY

Sugarite Fancy Chestnut

Fresh Pure Filk and Cream

THE

Furniture Co.
of brass beds
wanted, heavy,

SAVE

prepared to deliver

i

massive knobs.
These beds would cost at least $45

COAL

Phone 35

(ML

KAKH

Phone 1046

J-j-

B

Guaranteed
01

soul-testin-

To all parts of ,the city. Satisfaction

$23.50

MOT DOG.

SlCH

-

at the Star
They're the kind
you have always
posts topped with
Low-es-

ordeal in
A drama of love and
to
the strong.
a land that belongs

Burns Longer
Least Expensive.
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal

irass Bei

ROT T AM ALES
HOT CHILI,
HOT CAKES
Steaks nnd Chops nt the
Prices In Town
Phone 722
112 South Second

lui'h

GERISILLOS EGG COA

Give You Service

Luxurious $45

Goal! Coal! Coal!

Osteopathic
Uldgr. Tel.

ATTRACTION

"MERMAID" Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

We"

5

Trucks

I

maw

.

There are various symptoms of
"
pains,
kidney trouble rheumatic
backache, sore muscles stiff joints, L"1
and "always tired" feelinK. .Mrs. A
Very Nice I,ot For Sale.
Geo. Morgan, E. Fairfield, Vt
west of Ninth St., on W.
writes: "My head nclied and my Just
Silver
Ave., only $775.00
for
whole body ached so I could not
quick sale.
sleep. Foley Kidney rills cave me
relief." They heal and strengthen
Jjeverett-Ziip- f
& Company
weak, disordered kidneys and bladder and help them in their work of
filtering the blood and casting out
of the system the impurities that
HOMES FOR SALE JJY,
cause pain and disease. Prompt In
OWNER.
action. Sold everywhere.
Severn! new 4 to
press
terms.
Would consider
brick,
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
lease by right parties.
DOINGS
821
V. Silver. Phono 1949-A well known city merchant purchased five lots on the Heights
Thursday and may possibly put
some very attractive Improvements
on them.
G. R. Saveranee
ha
sold his
home on Columbia avenue to J. W.
Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
Freeman.
$11.(10 Per Tou
John F. Deasy purchased one of
the business lots yesterday facing
ALRCQT ERQl E TRANSFER
on Cornell avenue.
Phone 512, 401 North First St.
ornaThere are now thirty-fou- r
mental street Hehts on the Hehts.

M. I). D. O.

(6l-

t

MILK!
arenow

OAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.

Coal nnd Wood.
Gallup Lump $11.00 a Ton
Ott
NORTH FIRST STREET.

CITT KI.Kc?:;:v MIOK SHOP
2IH iMMith fircuilti,
I'hon M7-J're Call and lirllvrrjr.

'

Paramouat Picture The Gill 6? the North

PHONE 91.

Let Our

.jna-w-

1

For Service In

Shelled Pinon Nuts

iiuiio

in tit

4 JachHolt

Price, $11.25 Per Ton

All tickets exchanged for
reservations at Matson's.
Records may be heard at
Albuquerque Music Store.

tha highect grade Macaroni,

Two-Par-

2

ADMISSION,

Fiinnlo S. Spitz. Tol K02. 323 N.
Tenth St. Send for mail order list

i

Jack Holt

spellbinding in every moment

i

Third concert of the scries
offered by the Fortnightly
Music Club for the season

Sold at this Store.

Machine

j

A

"MCbSSHIHE"

Brunswick Artist
Soprano
Auditorium
School
High
Monday, Jan. 16, 1922,
8:30 P. M.

Call

ISODY

iiiilpillliwl

.

Mere than absorbing

CHOCOLATE

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
mono 421. 4211 North First.

Acai;i

Stern

"

ss?

j

HEAD ACItKlt.

i

Nobody

iliilSUiil

I

To replace

Kg

'

tn

IN A ROLAND WEST PRODUCTION

20! North first Street.
Phono 100
i'lione l"s Your Order We
Will do me Itosl.

-

JOHNSON

Jewel Carmen

VIRGINIA REA!

bo Installation of
of the Odd Fellows at their

C. P..

f

Central

d

Let Us Send a Man!

j

:

UL

WJRjgs:

'

ter.

Louis McRae, John Munn and
Refreshments
Dolde.
William
will be served.
J. W. Bruncr, of the New Mex- lco Baptist convention, isf recov- ering steadily from the operation
he underwent
which
Monday
morning at Dallas, Texas, according to a telegram received at the
convention
headquarters jester- day.

v&

t

ADDED

FOR SALE

hall at 7:30 o'clock tonight. Vet-- !
erans' medals will be presented to

,

A Little Love,
A Little Promise,
A Little Plan,
Then Disaster!

644-W- .I

i

Store,

West

Catfish
Halibut
Yellow Tail
Lobsters Due in
Today

j

Phone 91.
There will

i

3

Salmon

-'

H. F. Robinson, supervisor of
U. S. Indian Irrigation Service, went to Laguna yesterday on
official business.
Factory wood, full truck load.
four dollars, llahn Coal Company,

"

am
am
pm
pm

600

.

LOST

the

"'

I'"

FRESH TODAY

OTH MAN'S

't'2i

wr--

A
Km

SINGER
TAXI
Office Slntrer llcor

.s

yy

r

t

FOR SATURDAY

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

':v
W'lT IT

2167-- J

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrives In Santa Fe. . .10:46
leaves Santa Fe
4:00
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

210

J

3

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

SPECIAL

A SUNSHINE Comedy
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

'r.

STAGE

Finest rooms in the state
steam
heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 weeK
Transient rate $1.60 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

ROMEO"

TODAY AND TOMORROW

rr--

,

trw

ELMS HOTEL

Also "DEVLI5H

fy

678

116 West Silver
A. HODGES, Prop.

It is none too early to order
roses for spring delivery, if
you desire a Rood selection.
RAYMOND F. BTiOOM

TODAY

FROM THE NOVEL "PHROSO"
By Sir Anthony Hope. A Louis Mercanton, of
France, Production. A romance of the Island of
Neopalia.

TO 11 P. M.

1

TODAY AND TOMORROW

California Roses

TRANSFER

Phone 371

PJIJY

CONTINUOUS

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
Brown's Transfer
and Storage

COAL $11.00 PER TON
Gallu p Lump

GUYS
LET'S GO

Fourth

A. COT A' IN,

of medium
Builder
priced
houses either by contract or
cent
furnished.
Estimates
per
1100 X. 12th. Phono 875--

Phones

122 S.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.v
Phone 939.

Contractor & Builder

HOMER H. WARD

Postofflce.

I

C.

WARD'S

he Jeweler ESI&k

1

Expert Watch Making, En
'graving, Jewelry Repairing

f HONE 293

293 TAXV

1022- -

January 13,

Matinee, Saturday, January SI, 2:30 p. m.

Friday nnd Saturday Evenings, Jan, 20th and 21st, 8:20 p. m.

ruder

Auspices of Biillut Ahynd Temple, for the Benefit of
Band end Patrol.

Reserved

Seat Sale nt Matson's Book Store Wednesday,
18th at 8:00 o'clock a. m.'
,

PRICKS $2.00 AND WAR TAX

Jan.

ip&LlU

Brussels Tapestry Rugs, in beautiful designs, sizes
9x12, regular price
(JM Q QFC'
$29.00. Special........

pLOVO

Axminster Rugs, seamless, heavy quality, beautiful
'
designs, sizes 9x12; regular
tPOX. I O
price $49.00. Special

UI LIVINGSTON & CO.

iflioME FURNISHERS
213-21- 5

WEST GOLD AVE.

Albuquerque," New Mexico

